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SUMMARY
The aims of the research work presented in this thesis are to 
assess the effects of weld-induced residual stresses and initial 
imperfections on the collapse behaviour of a ship's hull girder, and 
to demonstrate the close correlation that exists between the hull's 
ultimate longitudinal strength and the maximum load-carrying capacity 
of its components under compressive loads.
A theoretical method for evaluating the ultimate longitudinal 
strength of a ship's hull girder under vertical bending is described. 
The hull's midship cross-section is discretised into structural 
elements such as stiffened panels, plate elements and hard corners. 
Effects of buckling of compressive components are allowed for by 
incorporating the load-end shortening curves of unstiffened and 
stiffened plates into the hull strength analysis. An incremental 
approach is employed to derive the moment-curvature relationship and 
hence the peak moment for the hull girder. Curvature, rather than 
bending moment, increments are imposed on the hull girder to enable 
the post-collapse behaviour to be followed. Comparisons with tests 
on welded steel box girder models and other analytical methods show 
that the agreement is satisfactory.
Prior to determining the vertical moment-curvature relation­
ship for a hull, the load-end shortening curves need to be established 
for each stiffened panel forming the hull's mid-ship cross-section.
An analytical method is developed to examine the large deflection 
elasto-plastic behaviour of stiffened panels under uniaxial compres­
sion. The method is based on a beam-column approach in which the
(iv!
longitudinally stiffened plating is treated as a series of beam- 
columns formed by the stiffeners and an associated width of plates. 
The beam-column model is continuous over three supports provided by 
transverse frames to take effect of interaction between adjacent 
spans into account. Dynamic Relaxation is employed to numerically 
solve the non-linear equilibrium equations. The strength contribu­
tion from the plating, allowing for buckling effects, is accounted 
for by using the plate average stress-strain curves. The load is 
applied through end displacements such that both the pre- and post­
collapse behaviour can be traced. It is shown by comparisons with 
test results and other analytical methods that the present one 
satisfactorily predicts the behaviour of stiffened compression panels.
A numerical method to generate the plate average stress- 
strain curves for the stiffened panel analysis is proposed. The 
results from an existing parametric study on the large deflection 
elasto-plastic behaviour of practical plates in compression with con­
strained edges are used as basic data. A simplified procedure is 
followed to interpolate the average stress-strain curve for the plate 
with parameters different from the standard cases.
An analytical study on the ultimate strength behaviour of 
longitudinally framed frigate-type hulls is presented. Five naval 
frigates designed in the 1950's and 1960's are analysed by the present 
incremental approach. The derived load-end shortening curves for the 
stiffened panels and moment-curvature curves for the hull girders are 
presented. It is shown that the ultimate strength of longitudinally 
framed hulls is strongly influenced by the full-range behaviour of 
components under compressive loads in association with bending. In 
particular, the ultimate hull strengths are closely correlated with
(v)
the maximum load-carrying capacities of the critical stiffened panels 
which are located in deck structures in the sagging condition and in 
bottom structures in the hogging condition.
Two simple expressions for predicting the ultimate moment 
capacity of longitudinally stiffened hulls in the sagging and hogging 
conditions are proposed. They are based on the results of the numer­
ical analysis for appropriate initial imperfections in the plate and 
stiffened panels. The ultimate bending moments of a variety of hull 
and box girders predicted by the strength formulae are compared with 
the numerical and experimental results. Satisfactory agreement is 
obtained which suggests that the proposed formulations could form the 
basis of an improved design method.
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NOTATION
Chapter 2 :
b Plate width
E Elastic modulus
E* Initial tangential modulus of stress free plate
t Plate thickness
3 Non-dimensional plate slenderness ratio ~  ^
6^ Amplitude of initial plate deflection
6' Initial plate deflection ratio (= 6 /t)
o o
e Applied uniform strain at end of plate
Yield strain 
e' Average non-dimensional strain (= E/E^)
E^ Non-dimensional residual compressive strain
O Mean compressive stress
CT^  Yield stress
a' Average non-dimensional stress (= 0/0^)
Residual compressive stress
Non-dimensional residual compressive stress (= O^/d^)
ri Tension yield zone ratio
Notes on subscripts :
C denotes pre-compression zone
E denotes yielding tension blocks at edges of plate
F denotes stress free plate
(xiii)
Chapters 3 and 4;
C* Generalised stiffened plate elasto-plastic in-plane
tangential rigidity
C Viscous damping coefficientsu,w
D* Generalised stiffened plate elasto-plastic flexural rigidity
E Modulus of elasticity
E* Elasto-plastic equivalent to E for plate
E* Elasto-plastic equivalent to E for stiffener
G* Generalised stiffened plate elasto-plastic interaction
tangential rigidity
I Moment of inertia for the cross-section of the plate-stiffener
combination
K Non-dimensional viscous damping coefficients
u,w
L Length of one stiffener span between transverse girders
M Bending moment (increment Am )
P Axial force (increment Ap )
r Radius of gyration for the cross-section of the plate-
stiffener combination
t Plate thickness
P
u In-plane displacement in x-direction
u^ Applied end displacement
w
o
Cross-sectional area
- fully effective plate
A - stiffener s
A^ - stiffener with fully effective plate 
Width of plate between longitudinal stiffeners
Out-of-plane deflection in y-direction 
6 Amplitude of initial plate deflection
V Distance of centroid of plate-stiffener combination from
P
mid-plane of the plate
a(xiv)
Ratio of stiffener area to plate area (= A /A )
s p
3 Non-dimensional plate slenderness (=fb/t ] / 0 /Ë)
\ p/ Yp
A Amplitude of initial stiffener deflection
Direct axial strain at centroid of plate-stiffener combin­
ation (increment Ae )
Total axial strain at a cross-section subdivision 
(increment Ae^)
A Non-dimensional column slenderness (= ^ L/7Trj /o_^/E)
P Fictitious densitiesu,w
(f> Curvature (increment A(j))
Average yield stress of the plate-stiffener combination
O Plate yield stress
Yp
Stiffener yield stress
Average compressive residual stress in plate
O Ultimate stress of stiffened panel
u
Chapters 5 and 6 :
Aj Cross-sectional area of structural element
b Plate width in transverse direction
E Young's modulus
E. Young's modulus of material of jth structural element
Eg Young's modulus of material at outermost fibre
Fç, Sum of yielding axial forces carried by structural elements
in compressive region
F^ Total axial force acting on lower part of mid-section
divided by an assumed neutral axis
F Total axial force acting on upper part of mid-section
divided by an assumed neutral axis
u
F Sum of yielding axial forces carried by structural elements
in tensile region
(xv)
h Distance between outermost fibre and elastic neutral axis
of mid-section
Moment of inertia of midship cross-section about its elastic 
neutral axis
(i-l)th and ith cumulative bending moments
Am  . i"^  ^ incremental bending moment (= M . - M )1 1 i“l
M^ Fully plastic moment
M^ Ultimate bending moment
m ' = M /M
u u p
M^ First yield bending moment
S Initial stiffness of plate in tension
t Plate thickness
Yg Height of elastic neutral axis of midship cross-section above
base line
Y. Convergent location of effective neutral axis corresponding
to i^h curvature increment
Y _ ,Y ,Y ,Y (k-l)th, kth, (k+l)th and (k+2 )th try locations
k" 1 k k 1 1 k I ^
for determining effective neutral axis
Y Height of plastic neutral axis of midship cross-section above 
base line
Y First try location for determinining effective neutral axis
y. Distance between centroid of jth structural element and
base line
e Convergence criterion ratio
e' Non-dimensional strain
e e Strains at structural element after imposition of
i-l,i ij ^
(i-l)th and i^n curvature increments
= c..-
e' Non-dimensional strain at which yielding occurs in pre-
m
compression zone
(xvi)
S  =
'Yj =
Y^Q “ ‘^YQ^ Q^
O Non-dimensional stress
stresses at j^h structural element after imposition 
of (i-l)th and i^^ curvature increments
A°ii = "ii - Vl,j
= *ii/°Yl
CT^  Average compressive residual stress
o' = 0/0
r r Y
Gy Yield stress
Gyj Yield stress of material of structural element
Gyg Yield stress of material at outermost fibre
Critical curvature at which virtually linear response ends
(i-l)tb and ith cumulative curvatures
A(f). ith curvature increment (= - (j). . )
1 1 1-1
A(j)^  = A(j)^ /4)y
(J)^ Curvature corresponding to ultimate bending moment
(J)' = (f) /(|)
u
(j)y Curvature corresponding to first yield bending moment
D Width of residual stress tension zone as proportion of
plate thickness
Chapter 7:
A Total cross-sectional area (= +
Cross-sectional area of the bottom structure
Cross-sectional area of the deck
Cross-sectional area of one side-shell
a,b,c Distances as indicated in Fig. 7-5
(xvii)
D Depth of the midship section
g Distance of the neutral axis below the centre of the deck
Fully plastic moment
Ultimate bending moment
My First yield bending moment
Sp Fully plastic shape factor
Z Elastic section modulus
Z Effective section moduluse
“b = As/A
“d = A^/A
“S = Ag/A
Y = g/D
Ya = a/D
Y^ = b/D
Y = c /D
c
a Average ultimate compression strength of the critical
stiffened panel
a Average ultimate compressive stress in the deck
uD
a Average ultimate stress in the compressed portions of the
uS
side-shells
4> = Ou/Oy
*D = ‘"u d /°y
= °us/°Y
Ç Load shedding factor for the deck and side-shells
Load shedding factor for the deck
Load shedding factor for the side-shells
ChaptoA 1 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
U 1  JNTROVUCTJON
The design philosophy inherent in most of the Rules and 
Regulations of Classification Societies all over the world has 
traditionally been based on elastic structural analysis. Namely, 
the longitudinal strength calculation deals with the elastic response 
of a ship's hull girder to a condition of static and nominally 
assumed wave-induced loadings. The section modulus is calculated 
using linear bending theory and the design criteria is then that the 
maximum bending stress is limited to some prescribed fraction of the 
material yield strength. As the section modulus is proportional to 
the bending moment imposed on the ship, it is regarded as an exped­
ient measure of longitudinal bending strength of the hull girder.
This approach is commonly used together with some semi-empirical 
formulae concerning the allowable maximum bending stress, and may be 
applied to ship hulls of conventional type with a certain validity.
However, with no explicit consideration being given to com­
plex structural processes such as elasto-plastic buckling and post- 
buckling behaviour in association with hull collapse, the elastic 
section modulus by itself may hardly be an accurate indication of 
the true bending strength of the hull girder. For two hulls having 
identical section modulii and made of the same material, one may 
have stronger resistance to buckling of the compressed parts and
hence can sustain a greater bending moment than the other. Thus, it 
is essential to incorporate structural instability analyses in a hull 
strength assessment.
Faced with the deficiencies of the section modulus approach, 
naval architects have generally recognised a need for more accurate 
design methods, applicable to ship hulls of a new type, involving the 
utilisation of ultimate hull strength in ship structural design. The 
development of limit state design methods is a logical outcome of 
these approaches. By concentrating on the limiting conditions beyond 
which a hull girder will fail to perform its function, the limit 
state design method can properly determine the true longitudinal hull 
strength, with effects of yielding and buckling of the structural 
elements being taken into account. This will undoubtedly be helpful 
in assessing the real margin of safety between the load-carrying 
capacity of the hull girder as a beam and the maximum bending moment 
acting on the ship.
Some methods have recently been developed concerned with the
evaluation of the ultimate longitudinal strength of a ship's hull
girder. Since the evaluated ultimate capacity depends largely on the
conditions at final failure of the hull girder, it is necessary to
identify its possible modes of failure. From the point of view of
structural analysis, the failure of a hull girder subjected to
vertical bending moment may be due to brittle fracture, fatigue
fracture, yielding or instability, or a combination of these. It may
fail gradually as in the case of a lengthening fatigue crack or
spreading plasticity, or suddenly, as through plastic instability or
[1-1]
propagation of a brittle crack . In view of the fact that both
brittle fracture and fatigue demand careful attention to local design
3.
and proper selection of materials, they are not considered in the 
present study. That is, only overall ductile failure of the hull as 
a girder is dealt with.
[1-2]
As pointed out by Caldwell , the main obstacle to accur­
ate determination of the peak moment, which defines the true ultimate 
longitudinal strength of a ship's hull girder, has been the uncertainty 
regarding the effects of local buckling of plates and stiffened panels 
forming those parts of the hull cross-section which experience com-
[1-31
pressive load. Results from full-scale structural tests on ships
have also shown that there is a close correlation between the ultimate
bending strength of the hull and the buckling strength of compressive
components of the hull. Recent research concerned with the strength
of ship deck and bottom structures and steel box girder bridge decks
has led to a much improved understanding of the collapse behaviour of
plates and stiffened panels under uniaxial compression. This will,
of course, be helpful in estimating the ultimate bending moment at
which all members have exhausted their strength, and collapse is
iminent. Since the strain levels existing at members differ from one
location to the other when the ultimate bending moment is reached, it
is apparent that not only the maximum load-carrying capacity but also
the post-buckling strength of structural elements is required for the
[1-4]
determination of ultimate hull strength. A computer program , in
which the Dynamic Relaxation approach was employed to analyse the 
large deflection elasto-plastic behaviour of double-span stiffened 
panels under compressive loads, was therefore developed to generate 
the load-shortening curves over the pre- and post-collapse ranges for 
stiffened panels.
When dealing with the full range behaviour of structural 
elements forming a mid-ship cross-section, it is convenient to focus 
on strain rather than the familiar concept of stress. With the help 
of strain, the predictions of individual element responses can be 
readily combined into a hull girder response prediction model. Thus, 
in deriving the bending moment-curvature relationship for a hull 
girder, incremental curvatures are imposed on it to compute the 
corresponding bending moments. Following these lines, a computer 
program HULLG, which will be described in Chapter 5, was developed to 
compute hull bending moment-curvature curves and from these to 
identify the hull's ultimate bending strength.
7.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
7.2. 7 Uyistl^^med PtateJ>
7.2.  7. 7 ThO-OAy: it is necessary to use the large deflection elasto-
plastic equations for predicting the elastic and inelastic buckling, 
collapse and post-buckling behaviour of plates subjected to in-plane 
compressive loads. Von Karman derived the large-deflection plate 
equations and Marguerre modified them to take initial deformations 
into account. An exact solution of the large deflection elasto- 
plastic equations encounters great difficulty. However, with the 
advent of high-speed and large-capacity computers, it has been poss­
ible to generate numerical solutions to these equations.
Moxham^^ and L i t t l e o b t a i n e d  elasto-plastic load-end
shortening curves for plates under uniaxial compression using energy
principle methods. The former used current strain values to minimise
the energy whereas the latter used previously known stress values
[1-7]
with strain changes, to calculate stress changes. Crisfield
5.
presented a finite element solution to the problem, including single­
layer and multi-layer approaches. F r i e z e a n d  H a r d i n g ^ , using 
the single-layer and multi-layer approaches respectively, solved the 
finite difference formulations of the governing equations by the 
dynamic relaxation technique.
In representing residual stresses, Moxham^^ , Little
and Crisfield used an idealised stress distribution in which the aver­
age stress actually arising in the compression zone was assumed to be 
balanced by yield tension blocks at the base of welded stiffener 
attachments. Frieze and Harding modified the shape of the tension 
block to suit their finite-difference mesh.
Parametric s t u d i e s 11,1 12,1 13] been carried out
and yielded valuable design data for the case of square and rectang­
ular plates under uniaxial compression using the afore-mentioned 
computer programs. In ref. [1-11], for example, the effects of 
initial deformations and residual stresses on the behaviour of plates 
with various longitudinal edge restraints have comprehensively been 
examined. The results were presented in the form of average stress- 
strain curves over the entire loading history for a range of 
practical plate slendernesses and imperfections.
Comparison between the load-end shortening curves from the 
energy principle method, the finite element method and the finite 
difference method shows that the agreement is satisfactory up to peak 
load but with a little difference in unloading characteristics.
However, only a limited number of cases could be analysed to generate 
the basic results using one of the large deflection elasto-plastic 
computer programs for economic reasons. Interpolation, such as in 
ref. [1-14], may therefore be employed to generate load-end shortening
curves for plates with slendernesses and levels of imperfections 
different from the cases examined.
1.2. 1.2 Testing plates under uniaxial compression requires a
test rig to load the ends of plate specimens. The main problem 
encountered in testing is to simulate realistic boundary conditions 
at the unloaded edges. Even though a lot of work has been devoted to 
tests on plates, much of the early work failed in providing the 
correct boundary conditions, as observed by D a v i d s o n .
Tests by compressing square box c o l u m n s a v o i d  some
support problems at the unloaded edges, but the box corners may
provide a small amount of in-plane restraint. Tests on isolated
plates require particular care over the support of unloaded edges.
Ractliffe^^ used a finger system which allowed for both simply
supported and clamped edges and which were free to pull-in, but
required considerable preparation of the plate edges. Moxham^^
set up an improved system allowing plates of uniform thickness,
[1-19]
without edge preparation, to be tested. Bradfield used
Moxham's rig which enabled plates of varying thicknesses to be tested. 
The load-end shortening curves obtained from these tests on isolated 
plates have provided a sound basis for correlation with the results 
from large-deflection elasto-plastic numerical analyses.
1 . 2 . 2  P l a t e n
1.2. 2.1 BOMm-column approach: in the beam-column approach the
longitudinally stiffened panels between transversals are treated as a 
series of beam-columns formed by the stiffeners with some associated 
width of plates. One of these approaches is to assume that the plate 
width is equal to the stiffener spacing, and allow for plate buckling
effects by considering the limiting stresses in the plate as those 
predicted by a buckling analysis of the plate panel. The alternative 
approach is to assume an effective plate width, either derived from 
theoretical analyses or by using semi-empirical formulae, and to limit 
the stress to yield.
O s t a p e n k o d i d  the pioneering work in this approach con­
cerning the stiffened panels of the type used in ship's hulls.
Dwight ^  ^ ^ s u g g e s t e d  a design method, based on the full width 
approach, in which a modified version of the Perry-Robertson formula 
was employed. Moolani^^  ^ also adopted the full width approach in
studies of single- and multi-span panels. His method applied stress 
loading increments and did not examine the post-buckling behaviour 
of the stiffened panels. Drymakis ^  ^ used a similar method except
that the load was applied through end displacement increments so that 
the post-collapse path could be traced.
[1-24]
Murray adopted the Perry-Robertson formula, as Dwight,
but used the alternative method of assuming an effective plate width. 
Horne and N a r a y a n a n u s e d  the effective width approach based on 
elastic large-deflection analyses of plates. However, unlike Murray, 
they allowed for the reduction in plate stiffness irrespective of the 
column slenderness. C r i s f i e l d e x a m i n e d  panels as an assemblage 
of beam-columns using finite element formulations for idealising the 
structures. Smith^^ conducted single- and double-span analyses
of stiffened panels of the types found in ship structures.
1. 2. 2.2 Several t e s t s 21,1 28] been conducted
on stiffened panels subjected to uniaxial compression. Dorman and 
D w i g h t t e s t e d  twelve stiffened compression panels in isolation. 
The investigation involved failures initiated by the plate as well as
the stiffener. Horne and N a r a y a n a n t e s t e d  thirty-four isolated 
stiffened panels under uniaxial compression. Both the loading and un­
loading characteristics of the panels were recorded. Murray 
tested thirteen stiffened panels, comprising nine loaded axially and 
four with combined axial-lateral loadings. S m i t h c o n d u c t e d  
tests on twelve full-scale grillages representing typical warship 
deck and single bottom structures under compressive load combined in 
some cases with lateral pressure.
7.2.3 H c M  GlfideJU
7.2.3. 7 Anaty^yLccit U)OAk: some methods have recently been developed
concerning the evaluation of ultimate longitudinal strength of a
ship's hull girder. One of the pioneering works in this field was 
[ 1-2]
due to Caldwell in which a simplified analysis procedure was
presented for calculating the ultimate longitudinal strength for a
single-deck ship in a sagging condition from the scantlings and
material properties of its cross-section. In his solution it is
necessary to define a structural instability factor to enable the
maximum strength of a box girder cross-section equivalent to the
ship's mid-ship cross-section to be predicted. Although this factor
[1-29]
was not developed in the paper, Faulkner suggested a design
method for taking this buckling effect into account, basically 
through a reduction factor. Betts and Attwell^^ provided numer­
ical solutions on several limiting bending moments of two naval 
ships using Caldwell's method. In the r e p o r t o f  the 
International Ship Structure Congress in Tokyo, the buckling and 
plastic behaviour of structural elements in ships and the ultimate 
longitudinal strength of ships were extensively discussed. Reference 
[1-32] includes several chapters concerned with hull girder failure 
modes, margins of safety, and hull girder reliability. A Ship
structure Committee report^  ^ has developed a procedure for estim­
ating the fully plastic moment and the shakedown moment allowing for 
the buckling and instability effects of the stiffened panels and with 
the objective of determining the ultimate strength of a ship's hull 
girder.
Smith has made some significant contributions^^ 34,1 35,1 36,1 3 7] 
on determining the ultimate moment behaviour of a ship's hull girder.
He was the first to advocate the incremental moment-curvature 
approach^  ^/ in which the hull's mid-ship cross-section was sub­
divided in plate and stiffened panel units, for evaluating the ultim­
ate hull strength. He has discussed the alternative failure modes of 
components under compressive loads and examined the influence of local 
compressive failure on ultimate longitudinal strength of a ship's hull.
In ref. [1-35], he considered the whipping response of a ship's hull 
to impulsive loads, in addition to behaviour under quasi-static loads.
His approach was based on approximate characterisation of the strength 
of elements of hull cross-sections under tensile and compressive loads 
associated with hull-girder bending together with lateral pressure 
loads. In examining the factors influencing the ultimate strength of 
a ship's hull under combined l o a d s , he has considered the influ­
ence of imperfections resulting from the fabrication process and the 
consequences of damage due to collisions, grounding, hydrodynamic 
overload or weapon effects. Furthermore he, together with some other 
researchers^^ have made hull strength assessments on two trans­
versely framed torpedo-boat destroyers for ship structural reliability 
analysis.
Billingsley^^ described an engineering approach for eval­
uating the impact of buckling of individual structural elements on
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the capability of the hull girder to withstand bending moments. The 
method is based on simple models of plate element response and stiff­
ener element response, and assumed average conditions of edge fixity 
and average quality of construction in terms of plating fairness, 
residual stress and alignment. Adamehak^^ 39,1 40] developed a
computer program to estimate the ductile collapse strength of conven­
tional surface ship hulls under vertical longitudinal bending. In 
his formulation, failure modes of yielding, beam-column buckling and 
tripping instability were included, and the effects of lateral
pressure loadings, fabrication-induced distortion and initial pre-
[1-41]
strain were accounted for. Ostapenko proposed a method for
the determination of the ultimate strength of longitudinally stiff­
ened ship hull girder segments of rectangular single-cell cross- 
section, subjected to bending, shear and torsion. The method con­
sidered the overall non-linear behaviour by taking into account the 
compatibility of deformations between the individual components. 
Comparison of the method with the results of three tests on a small 
hull girder specimen has shown that it was acceptably accurate for 
the loading case of moment and shear.
7.2.3.2 Te^t6: with regard to full-scale structural tests, three
[1-42]
ship hulls including one British destroyer ALBUEBA and two
[1-43,1-44]
American destroyers PRESTON and BRUCE , all of which were
riveted, have been tested to destruction. The ALBUERA was longitu­
dinally framed while the others were transversely framed. The 
experimental data available on the structural behaviour up to 
collapse of hulls subjected to longitudinal vertical bending are 
limited to these three cases. Although the present analysis tech­
nique is capable of dealing with both longitudinal and transverse 
framing systems, it takes no account of rivet slip. Thus, comparisons
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between the present method and experimental data are to be focused on 
welded steel box girder models.
A huge experimental programme ^ has been conducted
at Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, to investigate 
the behaviour of steel box girders and their components. Ten quarter- 
scale model box girders with components of varying proportions were 
tested up to collapse to obtain data on the various aspects of box 
girder behaviour. From these models, two box girders Model 2 and 
Model 4 loaded in pure bending are chosen for comparisons of theory 
and experiment.
Test on a series of seven stiffened box girders similar to 
[1-47]
ship hulls have been carried out under conditions of pure
bending by Reckling at the Institute of Mechanics of the Technical 
University, Berlin. Dimensions of the box girders were designed to 
cover the failure modes such as premature collapse by the buckling 
of side walls, delayed collapse by the restraining effect of the side 
walls, and collapse by nearly simultaneous buckling of single fields 
between the stiffeners and of the whole deck. The ultimate load 
behaviour of Model 23 and Model 31 is analysed by the present approach 
for comparisons with the experimental results.
7.3 A m  Of T H E S I S
The aims of the research work presented in this thesis are to 
assess the effects of weld-induced residual stresses and initial 
imperfections on the collapse behaviour of ship's hull girders, and 
to establish the relationship, if any, between the hull's ultimate 
longitudinal strength and the maximum load-carrying capacity of its 
components under compressive loads. To achieve these ends, a
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numerical procedure is established to derive the bending moment- 
curvature relationship for the hull girder, and from which to identify 
its peak moment. The results of tests on box girders subjected to 
bending are compared with those obtained numerically to sub­
stantiate the procedure. In particular, it is hoped to propose simple 
expressions which can be used in design to estimate the ultimate 
moment capacity of hull girders.
L 4  SCOPE OE THESIS
Chapter 2 describes a simplified method to generate the aver­
age stress-strain curves for plates under uniaxial compression. The 
numerical results from the large deflection elasto-plastic analysis 
of plates are used as basic data in the method, allowing for effects 
of residual stresses and initial plate deflections.
In Chapter 3, a beam-column approach using the Dynamic 
Relaxation method to examine the large deflection elasto-plastic 
behaviour of stiffened panels in compression is described. The effect 
of interaction between adjacent spans of the stiffened panels is con­
sidered by adopting a double-span model.
In Chapter 4, results obtained by the method developed in 
Chapter 3 are compared with existing experimental and numerical 
results, in the form of ultimate strengths or load-shortening curves 
of stiffened panels. Differences between the results based on one- 
span and double-span models are discussed.
In Chapter 5, a numerical procedure for determining the bend­
ing moment-curvature relationship for a ship's hull girder under 
vertical bending is presented. The hull's mid-ship cross-section is
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subdivided into structural elements such as stiffened panels, plate 
elements and hard corners. The methods in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are 
applied to generating the average stress-strain curves for the struct­
ural elements. These individual element responses are then combined 
into an overall response for the hull girder.
Chapter 6 describes applications of the method developed in 
Chapter 5 to the ultimate strength prediction of box girder models, 
transversely framed torpedo-boat destroyers and longitudinally framed 
frigates. Comparisons between the numerical and experimental results 
for the box girders are made. Effects of compressive residual 
stresses, initial imperfections, residual stresses in tension flange 
and behaviour of hard corners on the ultimate strength behaviour of 
the box girders are examined. From the point of view of structural 
efficiency, comparisons between transverse and longitudinal framing 
systems are made. The close correlation between the hull's ultimate 
strength and the maximum load-carrying capacity of its components 
under compressive loads are demonstrated.
In Chapter 7, simple expressions for the ultimate bending 
moment capacity of a ship's hull girder under vertical bending are 
proposed. The new formulations, which are deduced from the numerical 
results of the previous chapters, are used to predict the ultimate 
moment capacities of longitudinally framed hull and box girders. 
gg^ -^ 2.sfactory agreement with the numerical and experimental results is
demonstrated.
Chapter 8 contains the conslusions of the research programme 
and recommendations for future work.
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CkaptzA 2 
PLATE MOVEL - A  SIMPLIFIED APPROACH
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Plating plays an important role in ship structures. Deck, 
side shell and bottom plating of a ship's hull constitute a water­
tight envelope to provide the buoyancy for keeping the ship afloat. 
In addition, the platings act together as a box girder in resisting 
bending and other loads imposed on the structure. It is commonly 
f o u n d t h a t  between 60% and 80% of a hull girder is formed by 
deck, side shell, bottom and longitudinal bulkhead plating. Loss 
of stiffness in the plating due to buckling accelerates elasto- 
plastic buckling of stiffened panels which leads directly to a 
reduction in effective section modulus of a hull's mid-ship cross- 
section. Thus, the ultimate hull strength is strongly influenced by 
the compressive stiffness and strength of plate elements.
Recently some numerical techniques'^ 12,2 1] been
developed which are capable of examining the complex large deflection 
elasto-plastic behaviour of plates under compressive loads. A para­
metric s t u d y c a r r i e d  out by using the computer p r o g r a m , 
for example, has provided valuable design data for practical com­
pression plates covering a range of realistic levels of initial 
deformation and residual stress. The results of this study were 
presented in the form of average stress-strain curves which had the 
merit of defining not only ultimate strength but also plate stiffness
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at any point in the strain range. These curves were derived for plate 
panels in which simple supports were fixed against out-of-plane move­
ment, unloaded edges were constrained in-plane to remain straight but 
free to pull-in, and loaded edges were held straight and displaced 
uniformly. These boundary conditions closely represent that pertain­
ing to a typical internal panel of a multi-stiffened flange plate, 
and hence are considered suitable for both the stiffened panel end 
hull girder analyses.
However, it is impractical to directly incorporate these 
methods into the overall analysis of stiffened panels or hull girders. 
An approximate method is therefore proposed to generate the average 
stress-strain curves for the plates in uniaxial compression with con­
strained edges. Results of the parametric study^^ ^ a r e  adopted as 
basic data frcm which the average stress-strain curves are interpolated 
for the residual stress-free plates with parameters different from the 
standard cases by using cubic splines. A simplified procedure is then 
followed to generate the average stress-strain curves, i.e. the load- 
end shortening curves for the plates with residual stresses.
2.2 s m n m E V  p l a t e  h o v e l
2 . 2 . 7  shape, oi Load-End SkoAte,nlng
The strength and stiffness of square or rectangular plates 
under uniaxial compression may appropriately be presented in the form 
of load-end shortening curves. Both theoretical and experimental 
studies have clearly shown the important influence of initial deform­
ations and weld-induced residual stresses, in addition to plate slender­
ness, on the load-end shortening relationship.
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Although ô^/t, where 6^ is the maximum initial deformation and 
t the plate thickness, has proved to be the non-dimensional form for 
initial bow, it has been found^ ' 6f2 2] relate approximately
to 3 and lie typically in the range 0.05 3^ to 0.15 3^ with values of 
up to 0.40 3 in heavily-welded plates. It can be seen in the curves 
of the parametric study^  ^ that the effect of initial deformation
is generally to reduce the compressive strength of plates and to 
change the mode of failure to a more gradual process. This effect is 
most marked in plates with moderate slenderness.
The intensity of residual stresses depends strongly on the
adopted sequence and type of welding, such as manual, mig, CO^, fusarc,
submerged arc, etc. Measurements carried out during hull construc- 
[2-3]
tion , where welding was performed manually following a two-pass,
step-back procedure, have indicated values of average compressive 
residual stress in the range 0.1 to 0.25 CT^ . Moxham^^ and
F a u l k n e r h a v e  presented approximate methods for relating residual 
stresses to sizes of welds.
The presence of residual stresses causes some reduction of
compressive strength and stiffness over a range of strain from
(e - a  /E) to 2e , where e is yield strain in uniaxial compression 
y r y y
and E Young's modulus. It hastens the onset of yielding, shifts the 
peak load to a greater shortening and removes the sharp drop in load 
beyond the peak. It thus allows for more load redistribution between 
components of a complete structure, such as the ship s hull girder or 
box girder bridge, before maximum load is reached.
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2.2.2 BoôTc Coyu>TdeAatlon6
2.2.2. 1 PoAameXe/U) : The parameters which influence the behaviour of
plates in compression and hence the shape of the plate average stress- 
strain curves may be classified as follows:
(a) Primary parameters:
- plate slenderness
- maximum initial deformation
- weld-induced residual stress
(b) Secondary:
- aspect ratio of the plate.
A long plate, as commonly found in longitudinally framed hulls, 
buckles in half-waves, the lengths of which approach the plate width.
That is, a buckled plate subdivides approximately into squares. The 
critical aspect ratio into which the plate buckles depends on the 
magnitude of the initial deformation as well as the plate slenderness^^ . 
However, since the results for aspect ratios close to unity only vary 
within 1 or 2%^^ ^^^,the aspect ratio of unity was adopted in the 
parametric study ^ ^ and hence is implied in the present simplified
method.
The plate average stress-strain curves in ref. [1-11] were
obtained using a Young's modulus of 205,000 N/mm^ and a yield strength
of 245 N/mm^. It was f o u n d ^  that unique values of 3, 6 ' ( = 6  /t)
o o
and o' (a /a ) produced unique average stress-strain curves, provided
r r Y
[2-5]
stresses were expressed relative to yield strength. However, Faulkner 
found that the best fit to data of 6^ varied with 3 -^ It was then con- 
cluded^^”^^^ that presenting 6^ as a function of 3  ^ would be the most 
appropriate way of incorporating the initial deformations into a plate 
study. Thus, the shape of the plate average stress-strain curves is
considered to be function of the parameters 3 , ô'/3  ^ and o' in the
o r
present method.
2. 2. 2. 2 Bcl&Tc data.: As mentioned previously, the average stress-'
strain curves in ref. [1- 11] derived for residual stress-free plates
with the parameters varied in a systematic way are to be used as basic
data. The standard values to be used for 3 and 6'/3^ are listed in
o
Tables 2-1 and 2-2 respectively. All of the twenty basic curves, 
reproduced in Figs 2-1 to 2-5 for 3 = 0.691, 1.037, 1.383, 2.074 and 
2.766 respectively were numerically stored in the computer program. 
Each curve was represented by 151 values of non-dimensional average 
stress which corresponded to 151 values of non-dimensional average 
strain varying from 0.00 to 3.00 in increments of 0.02.
2.2.3 JnteApoZatton
An interpolation scheme using cubic s p l i n e s w a s  adopted
to derive the average stress-strain curves for the residual stress-
free plates with slendernesses and initial deformations different
from the standard values for 3 and ô'/3^. The stress ratio corres-
o
ponding to each strain ratio is determined in two steps. First of 
all, the stress ratio for the plate with the specific initial deform­
ation is calculated by using the cubic spline which is fitted to the 
data for the four basic levels of imperfections. This calculation is 
repeatedly performed for each of the five standard plate slendernesses. 
Secondly, the stress ratio for a plate of a particular slenderness is 
determined from the cubic spline which is fitted to the five stress 
ratios found in the first step.
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Table 2-1 
Basic Slenderness Ratios 
(cy = 245 N/mm^)
Plate Code 1 2 3 4 5
3 0.691 .1.037 1.383 2.074 2.766
b/t 20 30 40 60 80
Table 2-2 
Basic Initial Deflection Ratios
Imperfection Code 1 2 3 4
6 '/g:o
0.04358 0.08716 0.17432 0.34864
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2 . 2 . 4  0^  RoJiTduaZ
The average stress-strain curves were derived in ref. [l-ll] 
for residual stress-free plates as well as the plates with three levels 
of residual stress. However, the strain range over which the plate 
behaviour is influenced by residual stress changes with this level of 
stress. A simplified procedure, rather than direct interpolation, is 
therefore used to take the effect of residual stresses into account.
The residual stress distribution in a plate is assumed to take 
the idealised pattern as shown in Fig. 2-6, in which the average stress 
actually arising in the pre-compression zone (0 ^^ is balanced by yield­
ing tension blocks of width rit at the edges given by:
°r “ b ?2rit ••• (2.1)
Let the average stress-strain curve for the residual stress-free plate 
of slenderness 3 with initial deformation 6^/3^ be given by:
Op = f(Gp) . . . ( 2 .2 )
as shown in Fig. 2-7. This relationship is assumed to hold in the 
central region of a welded plate having the same 3 and 6^/3^ as the 
unwelded plate but with a pre-compression stress O^. Thus, the stress 
O^ corresponding to the applied strain (Fig. 2-8) can be expressed
by the following function
= f(£ + £ ) — O (2.3)
C r r
where o' is the non-dimensionalised pre-compression stress and £* is 
r ^
the strain corresponding to o', i.e. O = f(E ) as shown in Fig. 2-7.
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As a consequence of initial tensile yielding, the edge 
portions are assumed to remain linearly elastic up to the strain 
Gg ~ 1/Eg with tangential modulus E^, and to behave according to 
eqn (2.2) afterwards. Thus, the stress applied to the edge portions 
relates to (Fig. 2-9) as follows;
E* • e'
o E
+ 1 E >
(2.4)
where E^ is the initial tangential modulus of the unwelded plate, i.e
da
E* =
dE.
Since the strain is applied uniformly and simultaneously to 
the end of the welded plate, i.e. to both the central region and to 
the edge portions, there is no difference between and E^, i.e. 
e' =£^=£p. Based on equilibrium, the average stress o' applied to 
the whole plate can be obtained as follows :
a =
{g^ " (bt - 2nt^) + dp ' 2r)t^ }
bt
= f (e ') 
c
t fg(E )
2nt (2.5)
Following this procedure, it is straight-forward to derive 
the average stress-strain curve (Fig. 2-10) for a welded plate from 
that for the residual stress-free plate.
2.2.5 H anujd l CompuuteA PAogAom
Following the simplified procedure described above, the com­
puter program PLATSS was developed and coded in FORTRAN IV. A list 
of the input variables and their definitions is presented in 
Appendix A.
2.3 COMPARISOSJS
2 .3 . 7  Compa/LC6on6 u)TXk HeXkod
[1-14]Crisfield's approximate procedure is similar to the
present method in taking account of the effect of residual stresses 
except that the edge portions are assumed to remain linearly elastic 
up to = 2 as a result of initial tensile yielding, unlike eqn (2.4) 
in the present method. That is, the following relationship was 
adopted in ref. [1-14] to represent the behaviour of the tension 
yielding blocks:
S '  S  « 2
(2.6)
The present method is compared with Crisfield's method in
Figs 2-11 to 2-13 for a' = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. In deriv-
r
ing these curves for welded plates, the average stress-strain curve 
shown in Fig. 2-7 for an unwelded plate was used in both methods.
The agreement is quite satisfactory in the range e' < 2. However, 
beyond this range the difference is significant, particularly in the 
cases of high residual stresses.
Crisfield's results in Figs 2-11 to 2-13 are rearranged in 
Fig. 2-14 from which it can be clearly seen that the average stress-
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strain curves for welded plates lie above the residual stress-free 
curve over the range c ' > 2 .  This is in contradiction to the result 8
of his numerical method^^ from which it is concluded that the
present procedure is probably more appropriate in dealing with the 
effect of residual stresses.
2 . 3 . 2  CompaAyii>on6 u)Ttk F / t t c z c V  Ro^uùU
The average stress-strain curves for welded plates derived 
by the present simplified method are compared with those obtained by 
Frieze's more rigorous analysis t e c h n i q u e i n  Figs 2-15 to 2-20. 
Comparisons are made for plates having the parameters: 3 = 0.691, 
1.037, 1.383, 2.074 and 2.766, 6^/3^ = 0.08716 and = 0.033, 0.102 
and 0.327. From the figures, it can be seen that the results of the 
simplified approach correlate closely with those derived numerically 
in ref. [1- 11].
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ChapteA 3 
STIFFENED PANEL HOVEL
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The skin of steel plated structures is essentially composed 
of stiffened plate elements often with longitudinal and trasnverse 
stiffeners as shown in Fig. 3-1. Stiffeners are welded onto plates 
as a means of creating more efficient structures, and to strengthen 
unsupported areas of plate. This form of construction is commonly 
found in many types of structures. In a ship, for example stiff­
ened plates are found everywhere, from the bottom structure, to the 
side shells, to the decks, and to the super-structure.
The stiffening system that had been adopted in the early days
of steel hull construction was based mainly on the use of transverse
members. However, most present-day ships have a longitudinal framing 
[3-1]system since this is far more effective in resisting longitudinal
compressive loads. The plates which are thus predominantly stiffened 
in the longitudinal direction are transversely supported at larger 
distances by web frames or cross-girders. The main function of these 
members is to resist the transverse loads that are induced by the 
water pressure on the side shell and bottom structures. In addition, 
they provide support for the longitudinal stiffeners to ensure col­
lapse occurs in an interframe mode rather than an overall grillage 
mode.
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Interframe collapse involves lateral-torsional buckling or
flexural buckling of stiffeners. Lateral-torsional instability occurs
in panels with torsionally weak stiffeners. These tend to be rarely
used in ship structures so this form of buckling is encountered only 
[1-34]
very infrequently . The most common mode of failure therefore
is interframe flexural buckling which involves collapse of the longi­
tudinal stiffeners and associated plating with the transverse frames
remaining basically in their original positions. It has been 
fl“ 22 1”“26
shown ' ' that failure of a stiffened panel may be sens­
itive to the direction of buckling leading to important interactions 
between adjacent stiffener spans. It is therefore important to 
account for the continuous double-span nature of such panels.
Buckling analysis of stiffened panels in compression has 
received considerable attention by researchers during the last decade. 
The beam-column approach, which is a popular simplified approach, 
treats the longitudinally stiffened panel as a series of beam-columns 
formed by the stiffeners with some associated width of plate as shown 
in Fig. 3-2. This approach has been studied numerically either by
solving the equilibrium equations using the effective moment-curvature-
2 3-3]
' , or by incrementa
[1-12,1-26,3-4,3-5,1-23]
[3- ,
thrust relationships of the beam, section l
finite element or finite difference methods 
Loss of stiffness due to plate buckling is accounted for by using load- 
end shortening curves derived from separate studies on plates in com­
pression. Large deflection elasto-plastic analysis of plates has 
provided realistic load-end shortening curves of plate p a n e l s ^  
1-12,1-26,2-1,3-6,3 7] have been used in stiffened plate
, . [1-12,1-23,1-26,3-5]
analysis
The present method is based on the beam-column approach to 
examine the large deflection elasto-plastic behaviour of stiffened
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panels under uniaxial compression. The adopted beam-column model is
effectively continuous over many supports provided by transverse frames
to take the effect of interaction between adjacent spans into account.
Dynamic Relaxation is employed to numerically solve the non-linear
equilibrium equations. The strength contribution from the plating,
allowing for buckling effects, is accounted for by using the plate
average stress-strain curves which were derived separately by the com- 
[1-8 ,3-8]
puter program . The stiffeners may be of flat-bar section,
angle section, T-section and any other combination of rectangular 
sections and are assumed to follow the material stress-strain relation­
ship. The load is applied through end displacements such that both 
the pre- and post-collapse behaviour can be traced. Therefore, load- 
end shortening curves can be derived for each stiffened panel forming 
a mid-ship cross-section from which the vertical moment-curvature
relationship for the section may be determined incrementally^^ 34,1 35, 
1-36,3-9]
3.2 THEORY
3 . 2 .1 BcUiTx
When orthogonally stiffened panels are subjected to compression 
in the longitudinal direction, the continuous stiffeners buckle altern- 
g^ively upwards and downwards in adjacent spans. It is therefore 
apparent that symmetry about the centre-line of each span can be 
assumed, and a beam-column may be analysed by a model ranging from the 
centre-line of one span to the centre-line of the next span (Fig. 3-3) .
The Dynamic Relaxation method using finite difference formulae 
to express the derivatives is employed to solve the large deflection 
stiffened plate equations for elastic-perfectly plastic materials.
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The effect of initial deflections and residual stresses is included in 
the analysis. The mode of failure caused by interaction between over­
all column buckling and plate buckling is examined. Both the plate- 
induced (PI) and stiffener-induced (SI) modes, which are defined by 
initial compressive yielding at the plate and at the tip of the stiff­
ener respectively, are considered.
3.2.2 V y n a m lc Rg/axoTton (VRj
The finite difference method is one of the more versatile 
methods for solving plate problems. When the equations governing the 
deflection of plate structures together with the boundary conditions 
are written in finite difference form a set of simultaneous equations 
is obtained. These simultaneous equations can be solved by various 
methods such as matrix m e t h o d s r e l a x a t i o n e l e c t r i c a l  
a n a l o g u e s 12]^ Dynamic Relaxation.
DR was originally developed by Day and Otter and has been used
to analyse a variety of problems including portal frames
, [3-14] , ^ [1-9,3-15,3-16] ^ .__ , . ^ [1-23]
pressure vessels , plates , stiffened plates ,
short thin-walled beams and c o l u m n s , s h e l l s , cylin-
[3-20] . [3-21]
ders and box sections
An equivalent dynamic problem is considered in DR instead of 
solving the simultaneous equations directly. This dynamic problem can 
be solved by a finite difference approach which involves an iterative 
p 3^ QQ0(3,-Q3f0 and avoids the solution of simultaneous equations.
An interlacing finite difference mesh is used to discretise 
the system so as to obtain better accuracy for a given number of 
degrees of freedom'2-13.3-16] _ ^he equations of motion of the equiv­
alent dynamic problem are formed by equating the sum of the viscous
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and mass acceleration forces at any node to the out-of-balance forces 
arising from the lack of equilibrium found from the equilibrium equa­
tions. If the damping and inertia forces are also expressed in 
finite difference form as functions of velocities and time increments, 
the equations of motion can be rearranged to give an explicit expres­
sion for the velocities at any node in terms of the previous veloc­
ities and current out-of-balance forces. Displacements can then be 
obtained by using a first-order expression to integrate the velocities
[1-23
Steps in the iteration loop may be summarised as follows '
3-16,3-18,3-21]
STe.p 1, Calculate stress resultants in terms of strain 
resultants using the elasto-plastic rigidities;
S^e.p 2. Apply stress boundary conditions;
Sie.p 3, Calculate new velocities from the equations of 
motion ;
S-te.p 4. Integrate velocities to give new displacements;
Ste,p 5. Apply displacement boundary conditions;
6, Calculate strain resultants from displacements;
_ St^p 7. Return to Step 1.
The iterative procedure is repeated until the velocities 
everywhere reach an acceptably low level and the oscillations of the 
dynamic problem die out. The achievement of this convergence is 
subject to a suitable systematic choice of iteration parameters such 
as fictitious densities and damping factors. The concept of ficti­
tious densities was introduced to improve computational 
e f f i c i e n c y a n d  as a general guide a value for the
damping factor slightly less than critical should result in the
[3-15]
fastest convergence
3 . 2.3 Ftate, B2.kavTouA
The plate is examined separately using the large deflection 
elasto-plastic plate program^  ^, and its behaviour is then represent-
iri the form of load—shortening curves. These curves were derived
for plate panels having the features as discussed in Chapter 2 and
which can be summarised as follows:
(a) all edges are simply supported and fixed against out-of-plane 
deflection,
(b) the loaded edges are held straight and displaced uniformly 
in-plane,
(c) the unloaded edges are constrained in-plane to remain straight 
but free to pull-in,
(d) an elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship is 
assumed for the material behaviour,
(e) initial out-of-plane deformations are considered as doubly- 
sinusoidal in shape, and
(f) weld-induced residual stress distributions are represented by 
the idealised pattern shown in Fig. 2-6.
In the beam-column approach the plate is considered as one 
unit, and strain, stress and other parameters are calculated at the 
heart of the plate. The strength contribution by the plate including 
the effect of plate buckling is accounted for by using the load-
shortening curves derived from numerical analyses such as those of
[1-8]  ^ , [3-23]
Frieze and Carisen
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3 . 2 . 4  B2,am~Coùmyi HodoJi
3. 2. 4.1 VdySCAeXUatLOn: The coordinate system adopted for the
analysis of the stiffened plates is shown in Figs 3-4 and 3-5. The
coincides with the longitudinal direction, the y-axis over the 
depth of the cross-section and the z-axis across the width of the 
plate. The beam-column is divided into several segments in the 
^“<^i^®ction (Fig. 3-5), and the stiffener is also subdivided into 
layers over its depth (Fig. 3-4) so as to account for the development 
of plastic zones. Each layer is assumed to have elastic-perfectly 
plastic material properties. Since in the calculation of the elasto- 
plastic tangential rigidities Simpson's first rule is used to inte­
grate over the depth of the cross-section, any odd number of sub­
divisions can be adopted to define the stiffener.
The sign convention is such that the tensile strains and 
stresses are positive and the compressive ones negative. Central 
finite differences are used in the representation of partial differ­
ential equations, and interlacing meshes are adopted as shown in 
Fig. 3-5, i.e. w-nodes and u-nodes are located at the ends and centres 
of each segment of the beam-column respectively.
3.2. 4.2 A66umptyioyü>: The beam-column is analysed on the basis of the
following assumptions:
1. The stiffener is so stocky that it does not buckle locally.
2. Plane sections of the stiffener remain plane and perpendicular 
to the neutral axis, i.e. the strain distribution over the 
depth of a cross-section is linear.
3. The strength contribution of the plate to the beam-column is 
accounted for by appropriate plate load-shortening curves. 
These curves apply to any segment of the beam-column.
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4. Strain hardening is neglected, so the material stress-strain 
curve is assumed to be of the elastic-perfectly plastic form.
5. Shear deformations and the effects of shear stresses on yield­
ing are neglected.
6 . The slope of the beam-column everywhere is small.
7. Residual stresses in the stiffener are usually smaller than
those in the plate ^  ^ and are too variable to quantify
they are therefore ignored in the analysis.
3. 2. 4. 3 GoveAyitng e,C[U.CitA,0yi6 : The equilibrium equations in the case
of a beam-column take the form^^ :
ÉÎM + p / A i +  0 ... (3 .1)
dx^ \dx^ dx^ /
——  = 0 . . . ( 3 . 2 )
dx
The equations will not be satisfied at every station of the 
beam-column until an equilibrium deflected form is achieved. Out-of­
balance forces thus arise during the iteration process and can be 
equated to the simulated equations of motion as follows:
p ^  + c w = —  + p f —  + ... (3.3)
^  dt w ^ 2  \ax" dx" /
P Si + C Û = ^  ... (3.4)
^u dt U dx
Taking central finite differences with respect to time, where 
velocities are calculated at times At/2 before and after time t, and
out-of-balance forces at time t, eqs (3.3) and (3.4) give:
1 At
«a = m r 7 2  ”b % „ ( !  + V 2 ) dx^ V dx^ dx^
(3.5)
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1 -  K / 2  ,
Ù = u • At dP
a 1 + K^/2 b Py(l + K /2) dx *'*
where (= At/p^) and (= At/p^) are non-dimensionalised 
viscous damping coefficients in the w- and u-directions respectively.
The displacements at time t + At can then be found by integ­
rating the velocities:
Wa = + w^ At ... (3.7)
Ua = Ub + Ua At ... (3.8)
and are used in the next cycle of calculations to obtain the new 
stress resultants. The procedure is continued until equilibrium is 
reached.
3. 2. 4. 4 JncA2Jfn2,nt(lt PAOCzduAe.: since plasticity spreads gradually
over the depth and along the length of the beam-column with increas­
ing loading, it is very difficult to derive analytical solutions. A 
numerical procedure, where the loads are applied incrementally through 
the end displacements, is thus adopted to deal with the problem.
The incremental form of the large deflection direct strains
[1-23,3-21]
and curvatures are as follows :
du du , /dw. dw \ /dw dw dw \
a
d"w. d"w
A(|) = -(    £  ... (3.10)
dx" dx"
where subscripts t and p indicate current and previous values of total 
displacements respectively.
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Based on the assumption that after bending plane sections 
remain plane, the total strain at any location of the cross-section 
is given by:
Ae^ = Ae^ + yAcJ) ... (3.11)
where y is the distance from that location to the line of action of 
the external force.
The incremental stress resultants corresponding to the incre­
ments in axial strains and curvatures can be found through numerical 
integration over the area of the cross-section. The increment in 
axial force, for example is given by:
Ap = / E* (Ae + yA(f)) dA + / E* (Ae + yA(|)) dA
A P ^ A ® ^
P s
= E* (A Ae - A y Ac})} 
p p a p p
+ Ae / E* dA + A(f) / E* y dA 
s s
= |e * A + f E* dA\ Ae + {- E* A ÿ + / E* y dA} A(|)
 ^ p p i s J a  ^ p p ^p ; J
s s
= C* Ae + G* A4>   (3.12)
a
Similarly, the increment in bending moment is given by:
Am = / E* (Ae + yA<p) y dA + / E* (Ae + yA(p) y dA
%  ^ As
= <■ K  Ap ÿp + A4, Ap yp
+ Ae / E* y dA + A(j) f  E* y% dA
= {- E; Ap ïp+ ; E* Y dA} + {e * Ap + / E* dA} A4
^S S
= G* Ae + D* A# ••• 13)
a
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where C* = E* + / E* dA ... (3.14)
D* = E* Ap ÿ= + ; E* yZ dA ... (3.15)
G* = - E* A ÿ + / E* y dA ... (3.16)
P P P ^ s ^
s
and subscripts p and s indicate plate and stiffener respectively.
The tangential modulus for the stiffener E* is obtained from
s
the material stress-strain curve, whereas that for the plate E* is
calculated as the slope of its load-shortening curve at the value of
strain corresponding to the previous load. The elastic value is
assumed for E* or E* at those nodes where unloading occurs after the 
p s
peak load is reached.
3. 2. 4. 5 Bou.ndaA.y COndLttoyU> i The boundary conditions can be included 
in the Dynamic Relaxation procedure in a systematic manner. For inter­
frame flexural buckling, the transverse frames remain basically at their 
original positions. Thus the deflections are specified as zero at those 
locations. Continuity over supports is considered in the present study 
by assuming no rotational restraint at the transverse frames. Due to 
symmetry about the centre-line of each span of the beam-column, the 
values of the slopes at mid-spans are zero.
In summary, the boundary conditions are as follows:
1. w = 0, at point B (Fig. 3-5) ;
2. dw/dx = 0, at point A, i.e. w^ = w^;
3. dw/dx = 0 ,  at point C, i.e. w^^ “ ^ 1 3*
3. 2, 4, 6 lyutlaZ ^mpeA^e,cJX0H6 : m  the beam-column approach, residual
stresses in the cross-section are incorporated in the following way:
1. For the plate, the residual stresses have been considered in 
the separate study of the plate, and their effect is allowed 
for by using the plate load-shortening curves.
2. For the stiffener, residual stresses are not considered due to 
the fact that the effect of residual stresses on the stiffener 
is generally small compared with that on the plate, and that 
no pattern has yet been found which reliably represents 
residual stresses in s t i f f e n e r s 22,3 25]^
When simply supported beam-columns buckle the sinusoidal form 
is the most usual mode of buckling. Thus half-sinusoidal waves were 
used in each span to account for the initial stiffener deflections 
found in practice. The amplitude of the initial stiffener deflections 
in each span of the beam-column could be different both in magnitude 
and direction. A positive or negative value of amplitude indicates an 
initial stiffener deflection towards or away from the stiffener out- 
stand respectively (Fig. 3-6).
3.3 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
3 .3 . 7  ApptiojQjtioYi Load
As the effect of plasticity spreads slowly over the structure, 
loading is applied incrementally through end displacements so that the 
pre- and post-buckling behaviour can be followed. The calculation of 
elasto-plastic rigidities, which is performed at the end of each load 
increment, is outside the Dynamic Relaxation iterative loop. It is also 
appropriate since yield has to be determined for the static configuration 
Once the rigidities are calculated, they apply throughout the next 
increment without modification. Consequently, only small increments 
in applied end displacements are permitted, especially when significant 
changes in the rigidities occur such as in the region shortly before 
and after peak load, and in the case of slender beam-columns early in 
the load cycle. However, it is unnecessary to use very small increments
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in places where there are no sharp changes in the rigidities since the 
results obtained would be the same as those obtained using larger 
increments.
For the convenience of data preparation, the end displacements 
are non-dimensionalised by the displacement required to cause yield:
(Li + L ) a
u  ------------ - ... (3.17)
^ 2 E
A preliminary run in which increments of 0.05 to 0.10 are 
used, is performed to determine the approximate value of strain corres­
ponding to the ultimate load. The size of increments can then be 
determined for the final run.
The load history can appropriately be divided into four stages 
where different increment sizes are adopted :
1. Initially elastic values are assumed for the rigidities E*,
therefore a small increment of 0.001 is required.
2. Increments of 0.05 ~ 0.10 can be used between 0.001 and u^ - 0.1
where u is the estimated non-dimensionalised end displacement 
P
corresponding to peak load.
3. Typical increments of 0.005 ~ 0.01 are suitable for the range
between u - 0.1 and u + 0 .1.
P P
4. The increments can be increased to 0.10 after u^ + 0.1 has been 
passed.
3.3.2 ItoJuvtion ?aAm2X 2JU>
3.3.2. 7 TÂJme, yCncAeme.nX^  and de.n^'Ctlc^: The time increment At must be
less than a critical value for numerical stability. In ref. [3-27]
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semi-empirical stability criteria are used to establish the bounds for 
time increments which are functions of mass densities and mesh sizes. 
However, it has been shown^  ^ that time increments can be conven­
iently set to unity, and that the convergence of DR is further enhanced 
if the calculation is normalised by using fictitious densities P^., P^. 
which are found from the individual row-sums of the stiffness matrices:
Pwj^  " %  j I ^ w^j I . . . ( 3 . 1 8 )
Pu^ ^ ^ ••• (3.19)
where C. and C„ are the elements of the stiffness matrix implicit
i] ij
in the finite difference formulation of the structure for w- and u- 
directions respectively.
From eqs (3.5) and (3.18), the fictitious densities at w-node i 
of the beam-column can be determined as follows:
,2
(3.20)
Similarly, the fictitious densities at u-node i of the beam-column are 
obtained from eqs (3.6) and (3.19) :
i 4 (Ax)
dw \ / j dw
4 (Ax)2 [\ /i+1 \
(3.21)
where the finite difference coefficients of the displacements are:
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—  = —  = -L ÈA = A.
dx 2Ax Ax dx Ax
= A  \ A
dx ' Ax 'dx
Although the derivation of eqs (3.20) and (3.21) is based on 
the elastic expressions of stress resultants, only a few cases have 
been encountered which indicate an under- or an over-estimate of the 
fictitious densities has been made.
3. 3. 2 . 2 VcunpZng ^ a c to ^ :  An essential requirement of DR is that the
damped oscillations should quickly reduce to zero. The oscillations 
usually consist of an unknown combination of the different modes of 
vibration. Thus the damping factors must be chosen so that the vib­
ration due to each mode will become effectively zero. A vibrating 
system with critical viscous damping converges most rapidly to its 
equilibrium position. However, a value for the damping factor just 
less than critical is preferred since it will result in a solution
that oscillates slightly about its equilibrium position rather than
[3-16,3-29]
converges from one side
It has been c o n c l u d e d 15,3 30] once the natural frequency
of a structure in respect to each displacement is known, the critical 
damping factors can be calculated. The natural frequency can be deter­
mined either by tracing displacements or by following the variation in 
kinetic energy calculated as the sum of the squares of the velocity com­
ponents. However, it is unnecessary to calculate the damping factors 
for every beam-column since damping factors are not greatly influenced 
by slight variations in beam-column parameters and a visual check is 
usually sufficient to ensure that the damping is slightly less than 
critical.
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In order to accelerate convergence, trial values of displace­
ments are obtained prior to the application of the load increment by 
extrapolation using the previous values of displacements and the ratio 
of the new to the previous load increments;
= "l,n ^ H , n  - "l.n-l) " •••
n n-1
"i,n+l = “i,„ + K,n - ^ ,n-P " n n-1
where w, u are the displacements in w- and u-directions respectively, 
d is the applied end displacement, subscript n indicates the values at 
the n^^ load level, and subscript i the node number.
3.3.3 NmoAlcjaZ P/ioceduAe.
The steps included in the beam-column analysis can be summar­
ised as follows:
1. Initialise the strain resultants, stress resultants, displace­
ments, velocities and elastic rigidities.
2. Input data concerning the dimensions of the cross-section, the 
length of the spans of the beam-column. Young's Modulii and 
yield stresses of the plate and stiffener, the load-shortening 
curve of the plate, the amplitudes of the initial deflections, 
the number of iterations, the damping factors and load incre­
ments .
3. Generate initial deflected form.
4. Calculate the geometric particulars and centroids of the cross- 
section.
5. Determine the fictitious densities.
6 . Apply the load increment in terms of the end displacement.
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7. Obtain the trial displacements by using the displacements at 
the previous load level except for the first load increment.
8 . Enter Dynamic Relaxation iterative loop.
9. Calculate the slopes, curvatures and incremental strain 
resultants.
10. Calculate incremental stress resultants.
11. Calculate fictitious densities and hence velocities.
12. Calculate displacements and apply displacement boundary con­
ditions.
13. End Dynamic Relaxation cycle.
14. Determine the elasto-plastic rigidities for the plate from 
the load-shortening curve of the plate and for the stiffener 
from the material stress-strain curve.
15. Integrate the rigidities over the cross-section to obtain the 
total rigidities.
16. Calculate total strains for every layer of the cross-section.
17. Store the current values of the displacements and strains. 
Return to Step 6 .
3.3.4 N u m o A l c a Z  S t a b i L i t g
The iterations are repeated until the oscillations of the 
simulated dynamic problem have died out, i.e. the velocities every­
where reach a suitably low level. The main factors affecting the 
achievemeht of this equilibrium state are discussed in this section.
The plate is considered as a single layer by using the load- 
shortening curve of the plate to account for its local instability 
and yielding. By virtue of Simpson's first rule, any odd number of 
subdivisions over the depth of the stiffener can be used in the
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analysis. There is no limitation on the number of segments along the 
length of the beam-column.
Variation of the ultimate strength of a beam-column with the 
number of subdivisions over the depth of the stiffeners is shown in 
Figs 3-7, 3-9, 3-11 and 3-13, while variation of the ultimate strength 
with the number of segments along the length of the beam-column is 
shown in Figs 3-8, 3-10, 3-12 and 3-14 for X = 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 
respectively. Details of the stiffened panels used in the convergence 
study are listed in Table 3-1. From these figures, it can be con­
cluded that a model with 11 subdivisions and 15 segments is adequate 
for obtaining a good degree of accuracy.
The plate load-shortening curve is represented numerically as 
a multi-linear curve. There is no need to use Lagrangian interpolation 
or cubic splines if the points on the curve are closely spaced.
Correct selection of the damping factors is required to
achieve fast convergence. The recommended values are 0.030 ~ 0.060
for K and 0.300 ~ 0.500 for K respectively. In some cases, however, 
w u
numerical instability was encountered at a certain level of loading 
even though a wide range of the damping factors had been used. This 
difficulty was solved by increasing the fictitious densities gradually 
after each load application.
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Table 3-1 
Details of Stiffened Panels used 1n Convergence Study
Reference No. FI F2 F3 F4
Length between 
Transverse Girders (mm) 914.4 1524.0 3047.9 4571.9
Plate Thickness (ram) 7.55 7.55 7.55 7.55
Web Dimension 105 X 5.1 105 X 5. 1 105 X 5.1 105 X 5.1
Table Dimension 44.5 X 9.1 44.5 X 9. 1 44.5 X 9.1 44.5 X 9.1
V t p 55 55 55 55
3 2. 173 2. 173 2.173 2.172
A 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5
Tensile Yield Strength 
of Plate (N/mm^)
320.0 320.0 320.0 320.0
Tensile Yield Strength
of Stiffener , , 
(N/mm )
320.0 320.0 320.0 320.0
Compression Residual 
Stress (N/mm^)
64.0 64.0 64.0 64.0
Initial Plate 
Imperfection (mm)
b/200 b/200 b/200 b/200
Initial Stiffener 
Imperfection (mm)
+0.0015 L 
-0.0015 L
+0.0015 L 
-0.0015 L
+0.0015 L 
-0.0015 L
+0.0015 L 
-0.0015 L
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ChaptoA 4 
A STUVV ON STIFFENED PANELS
4,1 INTROVUCTION
In this chapter the analytical method described in Chapter 3 
is used to examine the behaviour of stiffened panels. The method is 
based on the beam-column approach in which the longitudinally stiff­
ened panels supported by the relatively stronger transverse girders 
are treated as a series of beam-columns formed by the stiffeners with 
the associated width of plate equal to the stiffener spacing. A con­
tinuous double-span model is adopted to account for interaction 
between adjacent stiffener fields. Plate buckling effects are allow­
ed for by using plate average stress-strain curves which were derived 
separately.
The predicted strengths using the present method are compared 
with test results and those obtained by other numerical methods. 
Differences between the analytical results for one-span and double­
span beam-columns are discussed. A parametric study on the behaviour 
of double-span stiffened panels is then carried out covering a range 
of practical geometric parameters and realistic levels of initial 
imperfections.
To initially check the validity of the computer program based 
on the present method, a confirmation run was performed for the squash 
condition. A very stocky stiffened panel (A = 0.1, 3 = 0.691) without
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residual stress present was chosen for this purpose. The result 
obtained, presented in the form of a load-end shortening curve as 
shown in Fig. 4-1, is exactly the same as the elastic-perfectly plastic
curve.
4 .2  COMPARISONS  WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The computer program DSTPL based on the numerical formulation 
in Chapter 3 is to be applied to examine the collapse behaviour of 
stiffened panels which have been tested by other researchers. The 
original specimen reference numbers given to the test panels are 
retained in the present study. Some of the specimens available for 
study are intermittently welded. Since their behaviour is possibly 
influenced by the lack of continuity of welding, continuously welded 
panels are preferred in selecting specimens for comparisons. The 
measured values of component dimensions, yield strength of the 
material, weld-induced residual stresses and initial imperfections 
are used in the numerical analysis. Comparisons are made in a non- 
dimensional form, in which both the experimental collapse loads and 
the predicted ultimate strengths of stiffened panels are expressed 
as fractions of their squash loads.
4 . 2 . 7  and NaAayanan
[4-1]
Tests were carried out by Horne, et al. on 33 stiffened
panels which were formed into three groups intended to investigate the 
effects of plate slenderness, type of welding and torsional buckling 
of the stiffeners on the collapse behaviour of stiffened panels. Two 
panels, PF5 and PFll, were chosen for study from the first group, and 
one panel, SW5, from the second group. All of the panels were stiff­
ened by flat-bars using continuous welding. The measured values of
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specimen dimensions, material properties, residual stresses and initial 
imperfections are tabulated in Table 4-1. The ultimate strengths pre­
dicted by the present method are compared with the collapse strengths 
observed in the tests  ^ in the same table. It can be seen that the 
predicted strengths lie within 4% of the collapse loads for all speci­
mens. That is, the theory correlates very satisfactorily with these 
particular results.
Since the panels considered were tested under pin-ended con-
[4-1]
ditions while a continuous beam-column model was used in the
present method, their results are compared with those of the single­
span analysis^  ^ in Table 4-2. it is of interest to note that 
although the single-span a n a l y s i s t h e o r e t i c a l l y  simulates the 
specimens more closely than the present method, the latter predicts 
the test results more accurately than the former, which underestim­
ates the ultimate strength values by about 10%. This could be due 
to the introduction of a degree of constraint by the end plates of 
the specimens which has resulted in an increase in panel strength.
4 . 2 . 2  VoAman and Vm.ght
Twelve tests on stiffened plate panels were conducted by 
Dorman and Dwight^^ to examine the influence of weld-induced
residual stresses and initial imperfections on the behaviour of such 
panels under uniaxial compressive loads. Each panel was divided by 
four transverse girders into five stiffened sections of equal span 
to minimise the effect of local end restraint. Four panels TPA3,
TPA4, TPB3 and TPB4, all of which were longitudinally stiffened by 
fla^—bars were selected for comparison. The shape of the initial 
stiffener deflections was specified to be alternately upwards and 
downwards in adjacent spans. Details of the test panels, including
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the specified magnitudes of initial stiffener deflections, the measured 
values of specimen dimensions, material properties and weld-induced 
residual stresses are summarised in Table 4-3. Both the experimental 
collapse loads and the predicted ultimate strengths are listed in the 
same table from which it can be clearly seen that the agreement is 
satisfactory and the differences are less than 6% in all cases.
4 . 2 . 3  S m U k
Results of a series of tests on full-scale welded steel gril­
lages under compressive load combined in some cases with lateral 
pressure were presented by Smith in ref. [1-26]. The grillages were 
constructed following as far as possible normal shipyard practices.
All stiffeners were standard Admiralty tee bars and were continuously 
welded to the plating. Two grillages 2b and 3b representing possible 
ship-bottom configurations, which were tested under compressive load 
alone and collapsed by interframe flexural buckling of the longitudinal 
stiffeners associated with inelastic buckling of plate p a n e l s 26]^ 
were chosen for comparison with the analytical method. The average 
measured values of plate thicknesses, stiffener dimensions and tensile 
yield strength of the plating and stiffeners are summarised in Table 
4-4 together with the maximum average applied compressive stresses 
observed in the tests and as determined by the analysis. It is seen 
that the predicted strengths for the grillages are 97.7% and 93.8% of 
the corresponding test values.
TABLE 4-1 COMPARISON BETVEEN EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
BY H m E  AND NARAYARAN AND PRESENT
NUMERICAL METHOD
SPECIMEN REFERENCE NO. PF5 PF11 SV5
LENGTH OF STIFFENED 
PANELS m 2700 2700 2700
PUTE THICKNESS (MM) 10.0 9.8 9.9
STIFFENER DIMENSION 150X15.15 150X15.15 150X15.10
B / T 30 35 48
L / R 55 56 60
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH 
OF PLATE ( N/MM') 413.3 378.8 408.4
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH 
OF STIFFENER ( N/MM') 415.6 410.1 408.8
MEASURED COMPRESSIVE 
RESIDUAL STRESS ( N/MM^ ) 136.0 83.0 110.0
INITIAL PUTE 
IMPEW=ECTION (MM) +1.4 +1.6 +2.0
INITIAL STIFFENER 
IMPERFECTION (MM) +3.5 +3.3 +2.1
NON-DIMENSIONAL COLLAPSE 
STRESS (EXPERIMENT) 0.790 0.720 0.640
NON-DIMENSIONAL ULTIMATE 
STRESS (NUhERICAÜ 0.761 0.749 0.641
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TABLE 4 -3  COMPARISON BETVEEN EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
BY BORMAN AND OVIGHT AND PRESENT
NIÆ RICAL METHOD
SPECIMEN REFERENCE NO. TPA3 TPA4 TPB3 TPB4
LENGTH BETWEEN TRANSVERSE 
GIRDERS (MM) 1143 1143 1143 1143
PLATE THICKNESS (MM) 6.32 6.68 6.40 6.30
STIFFENER DIMENSION 127X9.53 127X9.53 127X9.53 127X9.53
B / T 40 50 40 50
L / R 27.9 29.5 28.0 28.9
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH 
OF PLATE ( N/MM') 291 285 313 298
MEASURED COMPRESSIVE 
RESIDUAL STRESS ( N/MM') 31.3 16.5 38.1 40.7
INITIAL PLATE 
IMPERFECTION (MM) B/200 B/200 B/200 B/200
INITIAL STIFFENER 
IMPERFECTION (MM)
+3.18
-2.12
+3.18
-2.12
+2.12
-3.18
+2.12
-3.18
NON-DIMENSIONAL COLLAPSE 
STRESS (EXPERIMENT) 0.841 0.730 0.793 0.726
NON-DIMENSIONAL ULTIMATE 
STRESS (NUMERICAL) 0.825 0.769 0.809 0.753
TABLE 4 -4  COMPARISON æTVEEN EXPERIMENTAL
TESTS BY SMITH AND PRESENT
NUMERICAL METHOD
GRILLAGE REFERENCE NO. 2B 3B
LENGTH BETWEEN TRANSVERSE 
GIRDERS (IN) 60 60
PLATE THICKNESS (IN) 0.290 0.252
WEB DIMENSION 4.125 X 0.212 2.790 X 0.183
TABLE DIMENSION 1.760 X 0.375 1.100 X 0.250
B / T 41.4 47.6
L / R 36.0 66.0
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH 
OF PLATE (TSI) 17.1 16.6
TENSILE YIELD STRENGTH 
OF STIFFBER (TSI) 18.1 14.7
rEASURED COMPRESSIVE 
RESIDUAL STRESS (TSI) 8.5 10.7
INITIAL PLATE 
IMPERFECTION (IN) 0.0060 X B 0.0150 X B
INITIAL STIFFENER 
IMPERFECTION (IN)
+0.0010 X L 
-0.0006 X L
+0.0019 X L 
-0.0030 X L
NON-DIMENSIONAL COLLAPSE 
STRESS (EXPERIMENT) 0.830 0.610
NON-DIMENSIONAL ULTIMATE 
STRESS (NUMERICAL) 0.811 0.572
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4,3 COMPARISONS WITH NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the results of the present method are compared 
with those of three other numerical methods, all of which are based on 
the beam-column approach to examining the behaviour of stiffened panels 
under compressive loads. Comparisons are made in a non-dimensional 
form, as in the previous section. That is, the stresses and strains 
are non-dimensionalised with respect to yield strength and yield strain 
of the material respectively.
4, 3 ,7 Mootanl
Both the single-span and multi-span beam-column approaches were 
employed by Moolani to analyse the behaviour of stiffened com­
pression panels. In the single-span approach, the collapse strengths 
of the stiffened sections between transverse girders were determined 
ignoring any interaction between adjacent spans. The results from this 
approach will be compared with those of the present method in section 
4.3.3. In the multi-span approach, the stiffened panels were consid­
ered as continuous members supported by springs at the transverse 
girder positions. The results from Moolani's two-span approach are 
compared with those of the present method in this section.
The plate of the stiffened panels has b/t^ ratios of 20 with no 
residual stress, and hence the material elasto-plastic stress-strain 
relationship can be used as the average stress-strain curve for the 
plate. A flat-bar is used to stiffen the plate, and both have the 
same cross-sectional area. The lengths of the stiffened panels were 
adjusted so that L/r ratios of 40, 70, 100 and 130 were generated. Tv.o 
types of initial imperfections are considered in the comparison. The 
first type (Type A) relates to the preferred buckling mode, i.e. the
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stiffener deflects towards its outstand in one span and away from the 
outstand in the adjacent span. The second type (Type B) corresponds 
to the stiffener deflecting towards the outstand in one span only.
The load-end shortening curves as derived for the stiffened 
panels of L/r =40, 70, 100 and 130 are shown in Fig. 4-2 for the 
Type A initial imperfection and in Fig. 4—3 for the Type B initial 
imperfection. From these curves, the ultimate strengths of the stiff­
ened panels with these two types of initial imperfections can be 
identified. The results are compared with those obtained from Moolani's 
method in Table 4-5 and Fig. 4-4. The agreement is very satisfactory. 
Although the present method predicts higher values than Moolani's 
method in all cases, the difference on average is only 1.5%.
4.3.2 CoAZ&en
The strength of stiffened plates in compression has been 
analysed using the finite difference computer program STAGS by 
Carlsen^^ covering a range of plate and column slendernesses. The 
stiffened panels adopted for comparison were stiffened by T-section 
stiffeners and have the following parameters:
column slenderness A =0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
plate slenderness b/t^ = 30, 55, 80
stiffener to plate area ratio a = 0 . 3
yield strength = 320 N/mm^
The plate average stress-strain curves used for the analysis were taken 
directly from ref. [3-6] and are reproduced in Fig. 4-5. These curves 
were derived for plates with initial plate deformations of 5 = b/200
and weld-induced residual stresses = 0.20. The initial stiffener 
deflections specified in the two spans are of the same magnitude 
A = l /750 but in opposite directions.
TA & ^ 4 -5  COMPARISON BETVEEN NUMERICAL 
RESULTS BY MOOLANI'S AND 
PRESENT METHOD
L/R B/T
IMPERFECTION
TYPE
MOOLANr S 
RESULT
PRESENT
METHOD RATIO
40 20
A 0.920 0.939 0.980
6 0.963 0.972 0.991
70 20
A 0.774 0.788 0.982
6 0.888 0.892 0.996
100 20
A 0.552 0.565 0.977
B 0.636 0.646 0.985
130 20
A - 0.383 -
B - 0.428 -
IMPERFECTION TYPE ♦♦♦
1. TYPE A I + L/750 IN FIRST SPAN 
- L/750 IN SECOND SPAN
2. TYPE B I + L/750 IN FIRST SPAN 
0 IN SECOND SPAN
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The load-end shortening curves derived for the stiffened panels 
of varying column slenderness are shown in Figs 4-6 to 4-8 for plate 
slendernesses of b/t^ =30, 55 and 80 respectively. Some of these 
curves are compared with Carlsen's results in Figs 4-9 to 4-12. The 
ultimate strengths of the panels computed by the present and Carlsen's 
methods are listed in Table 4-6 and compared in the forms of ultimate 
strength-column slenderness curves (Fig. 4-13) and ultimate strength- 
plate slenderness curves (Fig. 4-14). The agreement is good both from 
the point of view of ultimate strength and of the critical strain at 
which the stiffened panels reach their maximum loads (Figs 4.9 to 4.12), 
The present analysis is also seen to be capable of penetrating much 
farther into the post-buckling range than the STAGS solution.
The load-end shortening curves presented in Figs 4-6 to 4-8 are 
shown rearranged in Figs 4-15 to 4-19 such that the variation in the 
ultimate strength of the stiffened panels with plate slenderness can be 
clearly seen.
4.3.3 V^ gmcduyb
A parametric study of stiffened panels using the beam-column 
approach was presented by Drymakis in ref. [1-23] to investigate the 
pre- and post-buckling behaviour of stiffened panels subjected to com­
pressive axial loading. In his formulation, the stiffened plates 
between transverse frames were treated as a series of simply supported 
columns over a single stiffener span, neglecting the effect of contin­
uity of spans. The stiffened panels were reanalysed using the present 
double-span model, covering the following parameters:
column slenderness A = 0.330, 0.572, 0.770, 0.990, 1.266,
1.871, 2.531
plate slenderness b/t^ = 60
55,
stiffener to plate area ratio a =0.40
yield strength a = 245 N/mm %
initial stiffener deflection A/L = 1/500, 1/750, 1/1000
The average stress-strain curves for the plate with an initial plate 
deformation magnitude of *5^ /b = 1/250 and weld-induced residual stress 
~ 0.25 were derived using the computer p r o g r a m a n d  are shown 
in Fig. 4-20.
The ultimate strengths of stiffened panels obtained by the 
present method are compared with Drymakis' results in Table 4-7 and 
Figs 4-21 and 4-22. Moolani's results using his single-span model are 
also listed in Table 4-7 for comparison. In the range of low and 
high slendernesses the agreement is satisfactory with the strengths 
predicted by the present method lying between those obtained by the 
other two methods. In the region of intermediate column slenderness
0.770 < A < 1.266, however, a significant difference between the 
present results and those of the other two methods is observed. Since 
the present method is the only one in which a double-span model is 
formulated, it seems to follow that this difference is attributable to 
the effects of continuity.
TABLE 4 -6  COMPARISONS OF ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF
STIFFENED PANELS BETVEEN THE PRESENT
METHOD AND CARLSEN'S NUMERICAL RESULTS
PLATE
SLENDERNESS
COLUMN
SLENDERNESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
( o y o y )
RATIO
b / 1
p
X
CARLSEN
(1)
PRESENT
(2)
(1)
(2)
SQUASH* - 0.926 -
0.1 - 0.928 -
0.3 0.872 0.879 0.992
30 0.5 0.807 0.821 0.983
1.0 0.575 0.574 1.002
1.5 0.325 0.334 0.973
SQUASH* - 0.756 -
0.1 - 0.757 -
0.3  ^ 0.667 0.690 0.967
55 0.5 0.618 0.629 0.982
1.0 0.479 0.487 0.984
1.5 0.323 0.320 1.009
SQUASH* - 0.628 -
0.1 - 0.633 -
0.3 0.540 0.575 0.939
80 0.5 0.516 0.533 0.968
1.0 0.393 0.416 0.945
1.5 0.264 0.279 0.946
P = 0.974
* SQUASH LOAD 
o ^ =0.20
r
a =0.30
- = (Op „ + O g  „ + 0 ) / ( 1 +a)
5g=b/200 :
0 ^ 5 = 0 ^ 5 = 3 2 0  N / m m ^
CO V =2.3 7.
A = 0.0015 L
TABLE 4 -7  COMPARISON OF ULTIMATE STRENGTHS OF 
STIFFENED PANELS BETVEEN MOOLANI'S, 
DRYMAKIS' AND THE PRESENT METHOD
COLUMN
SLENDERNESS
INITIAL
STFFENER
DEFLECTION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
(Ou / O y )
RATIO
MOOLANI DRYMAKIS PRESENT (1) (2)
X L/A (1) (2) (3) (3) (3)
1000 - - 0.691 - -
0.330 750 0.681 0.698 0.689 0.988 1.013
500 0.677 0.698 0.685 0.988 1.019
1000 - - 0.656 - -
0.572 750 0.641 0.678 0.651 0.985 1.041
500 0.615 0.620 0.644 0.955 0.963
1000 - - 0.613 - -
0.770 750 0.545 0.584 0.602 0.905 0.970
500 0.530 0.551 0.585 0.906 0.942
1000 - - 0.549 - -
0.990 750 0.489 0.495 0.535 0.914 0.925
500 0.465 0.471 0.511 0.910 0.922
1000 - - 0.440 - -
1.266 750 0.412 0.417 0.425 0.969 0.981
500 0.387 0.393 0.404 0.958 0.973
1000 - - 0.238 - -
1.871 750 0.230 0.237 0.232 0.991 1.022
500 0.217 0.227 0.222 0.977 1.022
1000 - - 0.136 - -
2.531 750 0.131 0.136 0.134 0.978 1.015
500 0.125 0.133 0.129 0.969 1.031
b/t =60 
p
a = 0.40
6g = b/250
d / t g = 1 0
o /o = 0.25
r Y
= 245 N/mm'
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4.4 PARAMETRIC STUVy
4. 4 .7 G m o A o t
In this section a parametric study on the behaviour of double­
span stiffened panels in compression is described. A range of practical 
geometric parameters and realistic levels of initial imperfections and 
residual stresses is covered. The purpose is to examine the influence 
of column slenderness, plate slenderness, stiffener to plate area ratio 
and initial stiffener deflection on the strength of stiffened panels.
The numerical results are presented mainly in the form of load- 
end shortening curves, including the pre- and post-collapse behaviour 
of stiffened panels. Additionally, ultimate strength-slenderness 
curves are produced to investigate the variation of the strength of 
stiffened panels with column slenderness.
4.4.2 PmoJi P a A m Q X Q M
4. 4. 2.1 GzomoJyvic. pa/LOmeXeAà: The plate is assumed to be stiffened by
flat-bars with a depth to thickness ratio d/t^ = 10 to ensure they are 
outside the tripping range for stiffeners. The stiffened panels 
adopted for the study are classified into the following groups:
Group A - 3 = 2.074 (b/t^ = 60) , ot = 0.4
Group B - 3 = 1.037 (b/t^ = 30), a = 0.4
Group C - 3 = 1.037 (b/t = 30), a = 0.2
The values of b/t are computed for mild steel with a yield stress of
P
245 N/mm^ and a Young's modulus of 205,000 N/mm^. To enable complete 
ultimate strength-slenderness curves can be obtained, each group con­
tains seven column slendernesses X = 0.330, 0.5 72, 0.770, 0.990, 1.260, 
1.871 and 2.531/ corresponding to L/r =30, 52, 70, 90, 115, 170 and
230 for mild steel.
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4.4. 2. 2 Jl^ùùcal ÂJ7ipeA^ e,cX^ oyU> : selection of initial stiffener deflec­
tion magnitudes is based on the permissible out-of-plane deflections 
contained in various Codes. A value of A - L/1000 is chosen from the 
Merrison Rules  ^^ in which the values of A = - L/1200 or + L/900 
were specified. In BS5400 ^  ^, a value of A = L/750 was specified
and hence is adopted for the present study. Further, the value of 
A — L/500 used in the European Recommendations for Steel Construction  ^^
and proposed by Massonnet^  ^ is considered as a third value. Stiff­
ener distortions of this magnitude are used to account in part of 
residual stresses in the stiffener since measured distortions are 
usually less than L/1000.
4.4.2. 3 RuTduCLt To take the effect of plate residual
stresses into account, the plate average stress-strain curves corres­
ponding to c/ = 0.25 as shown in Fig. 4-20 are used. This value 
corresponds to a moderate level of residual stress and is associated 
with the behaviour of plates throughout this study.
4.4.3 Continuous Voubtd-SpcLn Btm~Coùmn6
4. 4. 3.1 cotumn 6t2.nd2AyiOJ>6 : As indicated above, three
levels of initial stiffener deflections are assumed for each of the 
seven stiffened panels in a group. That is, 21 load-end shortening 
curves are derived for each group. These curves are shown in Figs 
4-23 to 4-28 for Group A, Figs 4-29 to 4-34 for Group B and in Figs 
4-35 to 4-40 for Group C. The ultimate strengths identified from 
these figures are plotted as ultimate strength-slenderness curves 
for stiffened panels with A = L/1000, L/750 and L/500 in Figs 4-44 
to 4-46 for Groups A, B and C respectively. It can be clearly seen 
that the behaviour of stiffened panels is strongly affected by column 
slenderness in all cases. Increasing A leads to a reduction in the
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ultimate strength of stiffened panels. For values of intermediate 
column slenderness 0.770 < A < 1.266, in which interaction occurs 
between yielding and flexural buckling of the stiffened panels, the 
drop in strength after peak load is most pronounced (see for example. 
Fig. 4-39).
4, 4. 3,2 E^ Q^,ctyi> 0^ IvvutLoX, StL^ Q^^ yiOJi d.2.^ Z.2,CLti,oyUi i Some of the load- 
end shortening curves presented in the previous section are re-presented 
in Figs 4-41 to 4-43 to highlight the effect of initial stiffener 
deflection. From these curves along with the ultimate strength- 
slenderness curves in Figs 4-44 to 4-46, it is found that initial bows 
mainly influence the behaviour of stiffened panels in the range of 
moderate column slenderness and that the effect is most pronounced in 
the region close to peak load.
4.4,3, 3 E‘^ Q^,CLtS 0^ pZ.dt<L 6t2.yLd2Ayi2^  ^: The load-end shortening curves
for stiffened panels in Group A (b/t^ = 60, a = 0.4), together with 
those in Group B (b/t^ = 30, a = 0.4), are re-presented in Figs 4-47 to
4-49 to demonstrate the effect of plate slenderness on the behaviour of 
stiffened panels. The corresponding ultimate strength-slenderness 
curves are also shown in Figs 4-50 to 4-52 for the three levels of 
initial stiffener deflection considered. In the range of low column 
slenderness, stiffened panel collapse is mainly due to yielding of the 
material or buckling of the plate. Thus for a particular increasing 
3 generally results in a significant drop in the stiffened panel load- 
carrying capacity. Increasing A changes the dominant mode of failure 
from one of yielding or plate buckling to one of overall column buck­
ling and hence reduces the effect of 3 on the collapse behaviour of 
stiffened panels.
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4.4.S.4 to ptütz OJlQXL hdtco: To appreciate the
effect of varying stiffener to plate area ratio on the behaviour of 
stiffened panels, the load-end shortening curves for Group B (b/t = 30, 
a = 0.4) are compared with those for Group C (b/t = 30, a = 0.2) in 
Figs 4-53 to 4-55. Comparisons between the ultimate strength-slender­
ness curves for the two groups are made in Figs 4-56 to 4-58. It is 
seen that increasing the ratio of stiffener area to plate area from 
a = 0.2 to a = 0.4 slightly improves the load-carrying capacity and 
post-peak behaviour of the stiffened panels.
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ChapteA 5 
HULL GIRDER MODEL
5.1 FAILURE MODES
The evaluation of peak moment, which defines the true ultimate 
longitudinal strength of a ship's hull girder, will help in assessing 
the margin of safety between the hull's ultimate moment capacity and 
the extreme bending moment acting on the ship. The ultimate capacity 
is connected with the limiting condition beyond which a hull girder 
can no longer fulfil its function. Thus, before the estimation of 
peak moment can be made, the possible modes of failure of a hull 
girder subjected to vertical bending moment have to be discussed.
From the point of view of structural analysis, the failure of 
a ship's hull girder subjected to vertical bending moment may be due 
to brittle fracture, fatigue fracture, yielding, spreading of plas­
ticity, instability, or a combination of these events. It may fail 
gradually as in the case of a lengthening fatigue crack or spreading
plasticity, or suddenly, through plastic instability or propagation 
[1-1]
of a brittle crack
Brittle fractures, which occur usually at low temperatures, 
usually start from a point of stress concentration either inherent in 
the original design or arising from material defects, or resulting 
from poor workmanship. They propagate rapidly through the structure. 
This form of failure resulted in the loss of ships built of mild
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steel which were expected to be ductile. Intensive research in the 
1950 s led to the conclusion that since the behaviour of steels under 
impact, was found to change suddenly around its 'transition temper­
ature', structures which performed satisfactorily at one temperature 
could fail suddenly as the temperature was reduced. The likelihood 
of brittle fracture can now be reduced by the use of materials which 
are notch—tough down to sufficiently low temperatures.
In general, the fatigue life of unflawed materials used in
shipbuilding exceeds the demands made upon the materials in a ship's
life. However, a ship's structure inevitably contains many points of
stress concentration caused by discontinuities which are built into
the ship unintentionally by the method of construction or deliberately
for reasons of architecture. Thus a relatively small number of load
reversals can lead to low-cycle fatigue fractures which may be exag-
[5-1]
gerated by the effects of corrosion . In fact, with the effective
prevention of brittle fracture since the 1950's, almost all macro­
scopic cracks can now be attributed to low-cycle fatigue. Fortunately, 
these cracks propagate with such a low speed that they can generally
[5-2]
be detected and repaired before damage becomes serious . Both
brittle and fatigue cracks, which demand careful attention to local 
design and proper selection of materials, are not considered in the 
present study.
Although initial yield, which occurs at some points in a 
structure, does not necessarily cause direct failure, the spreading of 
plastic deformation over a substantial portion of a structure may lead 
to structural failure. In the case of a hull girder, yielding com­
mences in the deck or bottom structure and spreads towards side shells 
as the applied vertical bending moment is increased. Ultimately, a
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fully plastic moment is reached when the yield stress has been devel­
oped at every point throughout the depth of the girder . This
moment represents an upper limit of a girder's longitudinal strength, 
but will rarely be attained due to the adverse effects of buckling of 
the longitudinal structure between frames, of weld-induced residual 
stresses or of initial deformations resulting from fabrication. In 
the practical case, failure is influenced by buckling or yielding of 
the compression flange and yielding of the tension flange.
When a structural member is subjected to compression, buckling 
may occur at stress levels well below the yield strength. This type 
of instability failure is characterised by a relatively rapid increase 
in deflection for a small increase in load as the compressive stress 
approaches a critical value. For a hull girder under vertical bending 
moment, buckling does not immediately result in complete collapse of 
the girder. The post-buckling behaviour depends on the detailed struct­
ural arrangement. In transversely framed ships, the plating buckles and 
wrinkles between frames so the reserve strength after buckling may be 
small. In longitudinally framed ships, however, the plating after 
buckling between longitudinals, shirks its load to the attached stiff­
eners and the plate-stiffener combination can carry further loading 
until it buckles between transverse supporting members. As a result, 
the maximum load-carrying capacity of longitudinally framed vessels may 
be significantly greater than the load at which buckling commences.
The possible collapse modes for a stiffened panel under axial 
compression are:
(a) Flexural buckling induced by plate failure : this mode involves 
buckling towards the stiffener outstand and is precipitated by 
loss of compressive strength and stiffness of the plate.
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(b) Flexural buckling Induced by stiffener failure: In this case 
collapse occurs away from the stiffener outstand.
(c) Torsional tripping of the stiffener: this mode can occur in 
panels with torsionally weak stiffeners.
(d) Overall grillage buckling: this involves buckling of the 
longitudinal as well as transverse stiffeners.
Torsional buckling is usually avoided by providing sufficiently 
stocky stiffeners, and suppression of overall buckling can be achieved 
the use of stiff transverse supporting members. The major problem 
facing a designer is interframe flexural buckling in modes as shown in 
Fig. 5-1, in particular. Mode a, induced either by plate failure or 
stiffener failure.
5.2 VJSCRETJSATJON
As mentioned previously, failure of an individual structural 
element, either precipitated by yielding or buckling, does not necess­
arily imply failure of the entire girder. Failure of a number of 
structural elements, however, do result in collapse of the hull. ■
This may occur in two different ways: (1) collapse caused by a series 
of failures of structural elements, and (2) simultaneous overall in­
stability of the complete cross-section. Although the finite element 
method can be used to deal with the latter problem, the complexity of 
the mathematical model needed to idealise the complete hull girder 
still presents a practical obstacle as far as computer time and cost 
are concerned. Fortunately, except for the overall grillage buckling, 
the ductile collapse of a ship's hull girder is most probably due to 
a sequence rather than a coincidence of failures of structural 
elements. With the simultaneous failure being excluded, it seems
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reasonable to assume that failure of an element is not directly influ­
enced by the other elements of the cross-section. This enables one to 
divide the midship section into structural elements, which respond to 
the imposed loads independently, and to concentrate on their collapse 
behaviour. The types of structural elements considered in the present 
study include the stiffened panel, the plate element and the hard
corner.
5.2.7 PaneX
This type of structural element, which is typically found in 
longitudinally framed structures, is composed of a stiffener and 
attached plate. The plate ranges from the midpoint of a plate panel 
between two longitudinal stiffeners to the midpoint of the adjacent 
plate panel. The choice of edge 1 versus edge 2 of the plate is made 
in the counterclockwise direction (Fig. 5-2) . The stiffener may be a 
flat-bar, a T-section or a angle bar, to which a code number is 
assigned respectively (Fig. 5-3).
The behaviour of stiffened panels under compression can con­
veniently be represented by load-end shortening curves, i.e. average 
stress-strain curves. The computer program DSTPL described in 
Chapter 3 is used to generate the load-end shortening curves for 
stiffened panels which make up the cross-section of a hull girder or 
a box girder.
The parameters which affect the compressive behaviour of 
stiffened panels include plate slenderness, weld-induced residual 
stress in the plate, maximum initial deformation in the plate, column 
slenderness of the stiffened panel and initial stiffener bow. The 
effects of all these parameters are accounted for by the use of load- 
end shortening curves. In a longitudinally framed hull girder, the
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midship section usually comprises fifty or more stiffened panels, which 
may differ in geometry, material property or location in the cross- 
section. Since part of these panels exhibit virtually the same col­
lapse behaviour,it is uneconomical to generate the average compressive 
stress-strain curve for every stiffened panel forming the cross-section. 
Stiffened panels are divided into groups of panels with nearly identical 
parameters. A representative panel within each group is selected, based 
on engineering judgment, for generating the load—shortening curve.
5.2.2 VZcuto, EZm2,nt
This kind of structural element comprises a single plate only
and is defined by its thickness and the coordinates of the plate edges.
There are two possible ways in which plate panels may be found in box 
girders or hull girders. Firstly, 'wide plate' elements are created in 
transversely framed panels. Secondly, 'long plate' elements are ident­
ified in longitudinally framed structures where a plate-stiffener com­
bination is so stocky that interframe flexural buckling is precluded 
and only the effect of plate buckling has to be allowed for.
Behaviour of wide plate elements under longitudinal compression 
is basically equivalent to the behaviour of long plates under transverse
compression which can be appropriately covered by average stress-strain
[5-3,5-4] . - .c T T_ • £
curves. Recent numerical studies provide a useful basis for
the evaluation of the stiffness and strength of long plates in trans-
verse compression, which are strongly influenced by plate slenderness,
aspect ratio and level of weld-induced imperfection. Typical average
stress strain curves derived from ref. [5-3] are illustrated in Figs
5-4 and 5-5.
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5 . 2 . 3  HoJid Coh.YLQJi
At certain locations of a hull cross-section, the local struc- 
tiire is strengthened by the connecting members in such a rigid way 
that it is reasonable to assume that the structure can sustain the 
imposed compressive load up to the yield point and beyond without 
suffering any form of instability. That is, it effectively follows 
the material stress-strain curve over the full loading range. These 
regions, called 'hard corners'^ , include deck stringers, shear
strakes, intersections of deck plating with deep girders and longi­
tudinal bulkheads, intersections of shell plating with superstructure, 
bilge keels, deep girders, longitudinal bulkheads and keel, etc.
The geometry of hard corners can be described in two differ­
ent ways. In the first approach, a hard corner composed of several 
interconnecting plates is treated as a group of plate elements and 
defined by thicknesses and locations of the plate elements. Secondly, 
the area, centroid and moment of inertia of the cross-section of a 
hard corner are calculated manually and input directly. This format 
allows a number of interconnecting plates to be described as a single 
hard corner element.
5.3 PLATES IW TENSION
The tensile behaviour of plates is mainly influenced by the 
magnitude of weld-induced residual stress. For stress-free plates it 
is appropriate to suppose that the plates follow the material stress- 
strain curve. Reference code 'O' is used to represent this case as 
shown in Fig. 5-6. For plates with weld-induced residual stress (Fig. 
2-6), however, initial stiffness is reduced due to the yielding 
tension blocks by the amount:
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S = = 1 _ 2nt
b b
. 1 °r 1
1 + a '  1 + g ' •** (5.1)
r r
If a linear relationship is assumed up to the point where yielding 
occurs in the pre-compression zone, the non-dimensional strain corres­
ponding to this point is :
"k ' F  ° 1 ••• <5.2)
Reference code '1' is assigned to this case.
If a parabola is assumed to represent the response over the 
strain range 1 ^ e < 1 + 2a', it can be expressed by;
^ ■ 4a' (1 -f a'T^" + (2 + 4a^) e' - 1] ... (5.3)
and is connected to the neighbouring linear sections with the approp­
riate slopes. Reference code '2' is assigned to this case. This form 
of representation is to account for the adverse effects due to initial 
deformation and residual stress.
5.4 ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions made in predicting the hull girder response to 
extreme vertical bending moment is described in the following:
1. Plane cross-sections of the hull girder before bending remain
plane after any load application, thus the distribution of 
strain over the cross-section is linear (Fig. 5-7).
2. The midship section of the hull girder is discretised into a
set of structural elements of which the height is sufficiently
small compared with the ships depth that a uniform strain
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distribution can be assumed to act over the cross-section of 
each element. The uniform strain acting on the cross-section 
of a structural element is taken as the value of the linearly 
distributed strain at the centroid of the cross-section (Fig. 
(Fig. 5.8).
3. The stress-strain relationship for either long or wide plate 
elements in compression is appropriately represented by aver­
age stress-strain curves derived from the large deflection 
elasto-plastic analysis of the isolated plate panels simplified 
as described in Chapter 2.
4. The elasto-plastic behaviour of stiffened panels in compression 
is described by load-end shortening curves which are derived 
separately.
5. The hard corner behaviour is adequately defined by the material 
stres-strain curve.
6. Since shear forces are generally small at the midship section, 
the effect of shear stress on yielding is considered to be 
small enough so that it can be neglected.
7. Neither fatigue nor ductile fracture modes of failure are con­
sidered.
8. Since ultimate hull girder collapse occurs in most cases before 
outer-fibre strains reach two times yield strain, and for ship­
building steels strain hardening does not occur until strain 
exceeds yield strain by eight to ten times, it can be assumed 
that the material itself is elastic-perfectly plastic in 
tension and compression.
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5.5 NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
5.5. 7  AppticcuUon Load IncAmo-nts
In the present study, the loading is applied to the hull 
girder in the form of curvature (Fig. 5-9) instead of bending moment. 
Since a linear strain distribution over the mid-section is assumed, 
the strain at the centroids of structural elements caused by the 
imposed curvature can be determined on the basis of the mid-section's 
effective neutral axis. The corresponding stress acting on each 
structural element is then calculated from its average stress-strain 
curve using interpolation if necessary. Although strain is assumed 
to be distributed linearly over the section, stress varies non- 
linearly due to the effects of fabrication-induced distortions, weld- 
induced residual stress and structural instability. Finally, the 
bending moment acting on the hull girder is computed for the applied 
curvature by summing the contributions from all of the structural 
elements. After this procedure has been repeated for increasing 
levels of curvature, pairs of data of bending moments and curvatures 
can be obtained to plot the bending moment-curvature curve which 
includes the maximum bending moment and the pre- and post-collapse 
behaviour of the hull girder.
Since the curvature at which collapse of a girder occurs 
varies to a high degree with the magnitude of the ships height, it is 
appropriate to express the curvature increments in a form non-dimen- 
sionalised with respect to (p^ :
...
where (p is the curvature at which first yield occurs at the extreme
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fibre which is located at the deck or bottom of the structure, and h is 
the distance between this outermost fibre and the elastic neutral axis 
of the mid-section.
5.5.2 Locution Nq^lUaoZ Kxàà
The location of the plane of zero strain, which will be referred 
to as the 'effective neutral axis', for an applied curvature is deter­
mined by the state of stress existing in the structural elements form­
ing the midship section. As the applied loading is increased, the 
effective neutral axis shifts towards the tension flange due to loss 
of stiffness of the structural elements in the compression zone. At 
each value of curvature, location of the effective neutral axis is 
determined on the condition that the sum of the axial forces carried 
by all of the structural elements equals zero.
The state of stress of a structural element is connected with 
a particular value of strain through the element's average stress- 
strain curve, while the strain itself is proportional to the distance 
between the centroid of the structural element and the effective 
neutral axis. Therefore, the location of the effective neutral axis 
must be determined in an iterative way from the condition of equil­
ibrium.
The algorithm employed is schematically illustrated in Fig.
5-10 and summarised as follows:
1. The first guess of the location of the elastic neutral axis 
for the first curvature increment Y, is determined assuming a 
fully effective mid-section. For subsequent curvature incre­
ments, their first tries are based on the convergent results 
of the previous increments.
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2. The axial forces and F^, carried by the structural elements 
above and below the assumed neutral axis respectively are cal­
culated according to the following procedures :
(i) Since the strain distribution is assumed linear over the 
depth of the mid-section, the incremental strain Ae
ij
induced by the i^^ curvature increment (Acj)^ x (J)^) at the 
element is given by:
X (j)^) X (y^ - Y^ )
where y^ is the distance between the centroid of the j^h 
element and the base line o The cumulative
strain  ^ is obtained by adding the previous value
The non-dimensional strain £. . is then given by:
S j  °Yj -
where E^j, and are yield strain, yield stress
and Young's modulus for the material of the j^h element 
respectively.
(ii) The corresponding non-dimensional stress carried by
the structural element is derived from its average
stress-strain curve, which is represented as a multi­
linear curve in the computer program HULLG, by using 
linear interpolation. The cumulative stress and
incremental stress are then given by:
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(iii) The axial force acting on the upper part of the mid­
section is the sum of the axial loads carried by the 
structural elements located above the assumed neutral 
axis :
= I (A X Ao )
(Upper Part) ^
where is the cross-sectional area of the jth struct-
onural element. Similarly, the axial force F^ acting 
the lower part of the mid-section is given by:
= Z (A. X Ao..)
(Lower Part) ^
3. In the sagging condition the upper and lower parts are sub­
jected to compressive and tensile loads respectively, and vice 
versa in the hogging condition. Therefore, the condition of 
equilibrium that the net axial force acting on the whole mid­
section must be equal to zero can be re-stated as the condition 
that F^ and F^ are equal in magnitude. In the iterative pro­
cess, iterations are performed until a convergent solution is 
reached. Convergence is assumed in the present study to have 
been achieved when the condition
< E . . . ( 5 . 5 )
l^ ul + |P£i
is satisfied, where E is a pre-selected small positive number.
4. If eqn (5.5) is not satisfied, further iterations on neutral
axis location are required for the current curvature increment. 
The next trial value is determined by the relative magnitudes 
of the axial forces F^ and F^. If F^ is greater than F^, the 
trial neutral axis is shifted upwards:
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Y = Y + ——  
k+1 ^k 50
where Y^^^ and Y^ are the next and current trial values, res­
pectively, and Yg is the height of the elastic neutral axis 
above the base line of the mid-section. If is greater than 
F^/ the trial neutral axis is shifted downwards:
Y = Y - —^ 
k+1 k 50
This sequence of trial values is used repeatedly until 
the relative magnitudes of the axial forces F^ and F^ are 
reversed, i.e. the effective neutral axis is located somewhere 
between the previous (Y^_^) and current (Y^) neutral axis 
locations. Afterwards, a scheme of interval-halving is employ­
ed to search more accurately for the location of the effective 
neutral axis.
5. In the process of interval-halving, the next try (Y^^^) is 
given by:
k+1 2
If the result derived by assuming Y^^^ as the neutral axis 
location does not yet satisfy the convergence criteria, the 
trial value for the (k+2 )th iteration is computed according 
to the range in which the effective neutral axis is situated. 
When the following inequality
(|f„I - Ip^ I) (iFyl - \^l\) < 0
^ ^ k+1 k-1
is satisfied, the effective neutral axis is located between
Y and Y , , and therefore Y, ^  „ for a further try is given by 
k+1 k-1 k+z
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y _ ! k ± L l V i
k+2 2
Otherwise, the effective neutral axis is located between Y
k+1
and Y^, and Y^^^ is given by:
y
k+2 2
6. As a safeguard against an infinite number of iterations aris­
ing caused by the input of incorrect data, the number of iter­
ations in each curvature increment is restricted by an upper 
limit ITMAX at which point the program will stop iterating and 
print out a warning message.
5 . 5 . 3  Bvutuation Bending Moment
After the location of the effective neutral axis of the mid­
section is determined for a particular curvature increment (A(f)^ x (|)^) , 
the corresponding incremental bending moment can then be evaluated.
The values of stress on each structural element are computed as des­
cribed in the previous section. The bending moment increment is then 
obtained by summing the contributions from all the structural elements 
that make up the mid-section:
AM. = Z (A. X Ao\.) X (y. - Ÿ ) ... (5.6)
^ (Whole Section) ^
and the cumulative bending moment M^ is given by:
i-1
= y (Am  ) + Am . 
n=l ^ ^
= M. . + Am . (5.7)
1-1 1
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This moment corresponds to the cumulative curvature up to curvature
increment (A(p' x :
1
^i = I (A*' 4)y)
n=l ^ ^
i-1
= I (A*^ X (f)y) + (A(J)^ X (j)^)
= + (A(f)^ X ... (5.8)
and cj)^ are non-dimensionalised with respect to the fully plastic 
moment and the first yield curvature (j)^.
The fully plastic moment of a ship girder, which represents
an upper limit of its load-carrying capacity as a beam, is readily
[ 1-2]calculable based on the plastic hinge concept . Following the
method of classical plasticity, the ultimate limit condition is 
reached when yield occurs at every point of the cross-section. In 
this case, the 'plastic neutral axis' coincides with the interface 
which divides the cross-section into two regions with equal 'squash' 
loads in tension and compression. This condition of equilibrium 
requires that the equation:
F = F ... (5.9)
T C
must be satisfied, where F^ is the sum of yield loads carried by the 
structural elements of the region in tension:
F = Z (A X a )
(Region in Tension)
and similarly F^ is given by:
 ^ , (A] *(Region in Compression)
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Consequently, the fully plastic moment can be computed for the limit
condition as follows:
Mp = ^ (A. X a ) X (y - Ÿ )
(Whole Section) 3 Yj j P
where is the height of the plastic neutral axis above base line.
The first yield curvature (|)^ and the corresponding bending 
moment of a ships girder can be determined by the standard section 
modulus calculation. First of all, the location of the ’elastic 
neutral axis' Y^ must be determined for the fully effective mid-section. 
Then c|)^ is given by the eqn (5.4), and can be evaluated as follows:
°Y0 '^E
My = — ^ -----------------------  ... (5.10)
where h is the distance between the elastic neutral axis and the outer­
most structural element, is yield stress of its material, and is
moment of inertia of the cross-section about this axis.
5 , 5 . 4  FZo m  Cha/ut
Flow charts for the computer program HULLG are illustrated in 
Figs 5-11 to 5-13. Calculation of the geometric properties of struct­
ural elements, i.e. stiffened panels, plate elements and hard corners, 
determination of the location of the elastic neutral axis, first yield 
curvature, and first yield bending moment for the fully effective 
cross-section, and determination of the plastic neutral axis, the cor­
responding bending moment for the fully plastic cross-section are 
shown in Fig. 5-11. Application of the load increment in curvature 
terms, calculation of the values of strain and stress increments at 
centroids of all the structural elements, and evaluation of the corres­
ponding incremental bending moment for the mid-section are shown in 
Fig. 5-12. The algorithm used to determine the location of the
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effective neutral axis for each curvature increment is shown in 
Fig. 5-13.
5.5.5 SummaAif C o m p u ta t io n  P ^occduAe,
The steps involved in the computer program to obtain the bend­
ing moment-curvature relationship for ship hull girders can be summar­
ised as follows :
(1) Input the data concerning:
(i) title for print-out and general information of the 
girder,
(ii) profile of structural midship section,
(iii) stiffener geometry,
(iv) configuration and material properties of the combined 
plate-stiffener elements,
(v) average compressive stress-strain curves for the stiff­
ened panels,
(vi) initial imperfections,
(vii) convergence criteria and maximum allowable number of 
iterations,
(viii) load increments.
(2.) Calculate area, geometric centroid, and moment of inertia of
the cross-section of each structural element, and calculate 
its area-weighted material properties.
(3) Plot profile of structural midship section, if required.
(4) Determine the average tensile stress-strain relationship for 
each structural element according to its weld-induced residual 
stress.
(5) Print out the preliminary results for data verification, if 
required.
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(6) Determine the location of the elastic neutral axis for the 
fully effective mid-section, and calculate the moment of 
inertia of the cross-section about this axis, the first yield 
curvature, and the corresponding bending moment.
(7) Determine the location of the plastic neutral axis and the 
corresponding bending moment for the fully plastic midship 
section.
(8) Enter the loop of load increments. Apply load increment in 
curvature terms.
(9) Enter iteration loop to determine the location of the effect­
ive neutral axis of the cross-section.
(i) Assume the neutral axis to be located at the same pos­
ition as for the previous load increment.
(ii) Calculate the net axial force acting on the whole cross- 
section. If this force is less than a pre-defined 
value, jump to Step (10).
(iii) Shift the assume neutral axis to a new position on a 
fixed interval basis until the net axial force reverses 
sign. Afterwards, use the method of interval-halving 
to search for the effective neutral axis.
(10) Determine the distribution of strain and stress increments 
over the section, and calculate the corresponding bending 
moment increment.
(11) Return to Step (8) for the next load increment.
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5.6  BENDING MOMENT - CURVATURE CURVE
5.6. 1 Stqn Convention
The sign convention for vertical bending of hull girders as 
adopted in the present study is shown in Fig. 5-14. Curvature of the 
hull girder axis is considered to be positive when the hull girder is 
bent concave upwards and negative when concave downwards, i.e. positive 
in the sagging condition and negative in the hogging condition. Also 
the bending moment is positive when it produces compression in the 
deck structure and tension in the bottom structure. Therefore, a 
positive bending moment produces positive curvature while a negative 
bending moment produces negative curvature.
5 . 6 . 2  Moment-CuAvatuAc Rclatconshtp
Using the numerical procedure described above, it is therefore 
possible to obtain a particular bending moment increment for any curv­
ature increment imposed on a box girder or a hull girder. If this 
procedure is repeatedly carried out for accumulating levels of curvat­
ure, pairs of corresponding data of bending moment and curvature are 
generated from which to plot the non-dimensional bending moment- 
curvature curve. Separate runs are performed for the hull girder in 
the sagging and in the hogging conditions to provide the complete 
history of the girder under vertical bending.
The full range of behaviour in either the sagging or the 
hogging condition can be divided into three zones of behaviour.
Typical curves are shown in Fig. 5-15. The first zone depicts stable 
behaviour in which the curvature imposed on the hull girder is less 
than a critical value (|) , which is the smaller of the curvatures to 
first yield or to the buckling of some major components. If the
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effects of neither buckling nor yielding are significant, the curve in 
this region is virtually linear. The slope of the bending moment- 
curvature curve, however, commences to decrease noticeably from the 
curvature (p^ and decreases until it eventually approaches zero at é 
the curvature at which peak moment occurs. The second zone, i.e. the 
transition zone, ranges from (p^ to <p^ . The third zone occurs beyond 
ŸS characterised by negative slopes, i.e. the load-carrying 
capacity of the hull girder as a beam drops with increasing curvature.
Collapse behaviour of hull girders mainly differs in the last 
two zones and is influenced by such factors as material properties, 
geometric configurations, initial imperfections, degree of structural 
redundancy, etc. For a girder with little redundancy, collapse is 
usually precipitated by failure of a significant portion of the struc­
ture, leading to a sudden drop in bending moment capacity after reach­
ing the critical curvature. The second zone, therefore, lasts for a 
relatively short range in this case. In contrast, for a girder with 
greater redundancy,collapse occurs gradually as a result of the
successive failure of smaller portions of the structure. That is, the 
load shirked by some components due to their failure can be carried by 
the reserve load-carrying capacity of neighbouring elements. Thus, 
final collapse of the whole mid-section is delayed by this load redis­
tribution, which results in a longer transition zone.
5.6,3 FuJULu EUectioe CuAve
When all the structural elements forming the mid-section of a 
hull girder are assumed to follow the material stress-strain curve 
both in tension and compression, a bending moment-curvature curve can 
be provided for the fully effective cross-section (Fig. 5-15). Since 
effects of structural instability are excluded in this idealised case.
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bending failure can occur through material yielding only. As the 
accumulative curvature is increased, yielding begins at the outermost 
fibre of the deck or bottom structure, and then spreads gradually 
down or up the side shells. The curve thus approaches asymptotically 
a horizontal line determined by the fully plastic moment. Comparing 
this fully effective curve with the realistic bending moment-curvature 
curve, the difference that is attributable to buckling effects can 
clearly be identified.
5.7 MAIW FEATURES OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer program HULLG consists of a main program and 16 
subroutines, and programming was undertaken in standard FORTRAN IV. 
Comment cards have been extensively used to assist in the understand­
ing of the program. The computer core required to run the program is 
about 75,000 bytes (or 52,000 bytes if the subroutine used to plot 
the mid-section profile is excluded) on an ICL 2988 computer.
The number of allowable structural elements, average compress­
ive stress-strain curves and load increments are 250, 20 and 200 res­
pectively as presently dimensioned in the program. The capacity of 
the program is in most cases sufficient to accommodate the ultimate 
strength analysis of a hull girder and can readily be enlarged by 
redimensioning the arrays in the program as required.
A manual of the input data is presented in Appendix B.
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Ckapt2A 6 
ANALVTJCAL STUVV ON HULL GJRVERS
6.1  INTROVUCTION
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, a mathematical model for analys­
ing the ultimate strength behaviour of hull girders was described.
The present chapter deals with applications of the computer program 
HULLG based on that model.
The ultimate strengths of box girders Model 2 and Model 4,
which were tested at Imperial College under pure bending conditions
and failed by buckling of the stiffened compression flange panels '
1-46]
, are evaluated by the present method for comparisons with the 
experimental results in section 6.2. The effects of initial stiffener 
deflections, behaviour of hard corners and residual stresses contained 
in the tension flange on the behaviour of box girders are examined.
In section 6.3, two box girders Model 23 and Model 31 tested 
[1-47]
by Reckling are analysed using the present method to be compared
with the test results. Variation of the ultimate strengths of box 
girders with welding residual stresses and initial imperfections are 
also presented.
In section 6.4, ultimate strength analyses are performed on
two hypothetical ships HULL A and HULL B. Results are compared with
[1-39]
those obtained by Adamchak
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In section 6.5, hull strength assessments are made on two 
transversely framed warships, T.B.D. COBRA and T.B.D. WOLF. Results 
are compared with those obtained by Faulkner, et al. . Consider­
ing the low efficiency of transversely framed hulls, three versions 
with mixed framing or longitudinal framing are derived from COBRA 's 
hull and are examined by the present approach.
In section 6.6, the ultimate strength behaviour of five 
longitudinally framed frigates, TYPE 14, WHITBY, ROTHESAY, TYPE 81 
and LEANDER classes is investigated. The results will be used in the 
derivation of simple expressions for the ultimate moment capacity of 
hull girders in Chapter 7.
6 .2  COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - VOWLING, eX [1-45,1-46]
Two of the steel box girder models. Model 2 and Model 4, 
tested by Dowling, et al. at Imperial College, were selected for com­
parison with the present numerical approach. Both models were sub­
jected to pure bending and failed by buckling of the stiffened compres­
sion flange panels. Model 8 of the same series was also tested in pure 
bending. It suffered orthotropic buckling of the compression flange, 
however, so was 'not amenable' for conparison with the present approach.
6 . 2 . 1  ModoZ 2
The cross-section of box girder Model 2^^ was discretised
into structural elements, i.e. stiffened panels, plate elements and 
hard corners, as shown in Fig. 6-1. The component dimensions and 
material properties of this model are as listed in Table 6-1. The hard 
corners were assumed to have an elastic-perfectly plastic relationship 
in both tension and compression.
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TABLE 6-1 COMPONENT DIMENSIONS AND MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES OF STEEL BOX GIRDER 
MODEL 2 AND MODEL 4
( DDULING et el Cl-45,1-461 )
MODEL 2 MODEL 4
1. COMPRESSION FLANGE PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 241.30 120.65
THICKNESS 4.8641 5.0165
YIELD STRESS 297.3 221.0
YOUNG'S MODULUS 208,500 207,000
2. TENSION FLANGE PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 241.30 120.65
THICKNESS 4.8641 4.9428
YIELD STRESS 297.3 215.6
YOUNG'S MODULUS 208,500 208,700
3. WEB PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 273.05 98.425
- 114.300
- 111.125
THICKNESS 3.3655 4.9428
YIELD STRESS 211.9 280.6
YOUNG'S MODULUS 216,200 214,100
4. STIFFENER (ANGLE)
TOTAL DEPTH 50.800 50.800
TABLE WIDTH 15.875 15.875
THICKNESS 4.7625 4.7625
YIELD STRESS 276.2 287.9
YOUNG'S MODULUS 191,500 199,200
5. STIFFENER (FLAT)
DEPTH - 50.800
THICKNESS - 6.3500
YIELD STRESS - 303.8
YOUNG'S MODULUS - 206,200
UNITS - LENGTH IN MM
STRESS IN N / MM'
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In the first test on Model 2, collapse was precipitated by 
plate buckling at one end of the box probably due to the high trans­
verse residual stress near the diaphragm ^ . After stiffening of
the end bays the box was tested again and collapse occurred in an 
internal section, but the sustained jack load after reaching its 
maximum load was exactly the same as in the first test. Residual 
stresses and initial imperfections measured before each of these two 
tests, and therefore after the first test in the case of the second 
test, which are listed in Table 6-2, were used in the present study 
to analyse the overall behaviour of the box girder. The average 
stress-strain curves for plate panels in the compression flange and 
webs were derived by the simplified method and are as shown in Fig.
6-2 for Test 2A and in Fig. 6-3 for Test 2b. These curves were used 
in the large deflection elasto-plastic analysis of the double-span 
stiffened panels with residual stresses and initial imperfections as 
listed in Table 6-2. The computed load-shortening curves for the 
stiffened panels in the compression flange and the webs are as shown 
in Fig. 6-4 for Test 2A and in Fig. 6-5 for Test 2B.
The pure bending tests on Model 2 were carried out in the 
sagging condition. Therefore, the bending moment-curvature relation­
ships were computed using the present method for the sagging condition 
only. They are plotted in Fig. 6-6, together with the experimental 
r e s u l t a n d  the fully plastic result in both sagging and hogging. 
Comparisons between the predicted and experimental results are also 
presented in Table 6-2. The agreement is seen to be satisfactory with 
the predicted maximum bending moment being 4.9% higher than the col­
lapse moment in Test 2A and 4.6% lower than in Test 2B.
TABLE 6-2 INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS 
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
OF STEEL BOX GIRDER MODEL 2 
( DOULING et ei 11-45, 1-461 )
TEST 2A TEST 2B
1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL 
STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.176 0.176
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE WIDTH 1/400 1/100
3. INITIAL STIFFENER
DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH
-1/1450
+1/2280
+1/ 580 
-1/1430
4. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM^ 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 
(M^ -^MM^ )
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 
FULLY PLASTIC 
BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
21554
3411.8
465.10
2243.3
21554
3411.8
465.10
2243.3
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
1619.6
0.7220
1471.4
0.6560
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M)
NON-DIMENSIONAL
1542.7
0.6877
1542.7
0.6877
NOTE -
1. CORNER BEHAVIOUR IS REPRESENTED BY MATERIAL 
STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
2. EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN TENSION FLANGE 
ARE NOT CONSIDERED
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6 .2.2 M odel 4
Box girder Model 4^ '  ^ had the same overall dimensions as
Model 2/ but its stiffeners were more closely spaced than those in 
Model 2. The cross-section of Model 4 was discretised into structural 
elements including stiffened panels, plate elements and hard corners, 
as shown in Fig. 6-7. The component dimensions and material properties 
of this model are listed in Table 6-1 together with those of Model 2.
6.2.2. 7 0^ lyUXcdt ItTipCA^ e^ cXcoyié: As demonstrated in the
previous chapters, stiffness and load-carrying capacity of stiffened 
panels are dependent to a certain extent on the magnitudes of the weld- 
induced residual stress and initial imperfections, in addition to such 
parameters as plate slenderness and column slenderness. Consequently, 
maximum bending moment and collapse behaviour of box girders incorpor­
ating such members are similarly influenced. Therefore, where initial 
imperfections and residual stresses in panels vary, it is necessary in 
trying to use one stiffened panel stress-strain curve to represent the 
panel behaviour that this should be representative for the entire 
panel, and not just the maximum, for example. Thus three combinations 
of initial imperfection data were selected from the measurements :
they are listed in Table 6-3. One average residual stress in the plate 
and one maximum initial plate deflection were used throughout, while 
three different levels of maximum initial stiffener deflection in two 
consecutive spans were adopted for the three cases. The deflections 
correspond to the most severely deformed condition and to two slightly 
deformed shapes. The load-shortening curves for the stiffened panels 
in both the compression flange and the webs with the three combinations 
of initial imperfections were computed using the Dynamic Relaxation 
approach and are as shown in Fig. 6-8. By incorporating these load-
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TABLE 6-S INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS 
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
DF STEEL BOX GIRDER MODEL 4
( DOULING at aL [1-45, 1-461 )
MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 3
1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL 
STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.562 0.562 0.562
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE WIDTH 1/800 1/800 1/800
3. INITIAL STIFFENER
DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH
-1/1050
+1/1950
-1/ 660 
+1/4920
-1/ 510 
+1/ 510
4. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM^ ) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 
(M^ -MHf)
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 
FULLY PLASTIC 
BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
2420.5
0.9214
2417.6
0.9203
2343.5
0.8921
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
2212.4
0.8422
2212.4
0.8422
2212.4
0.8422
NOTE -
1. CORNER BEHAVIOUR IS REPRESENTED BY MATERIAL 
STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
2. EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN TENSION FLANGE 
ARE NOT CONSIDERED
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shortening curves as the effective stress-strain curves in the present 
incremental moment-curvature analysis, the sagging bending moment- 
curvature relationships were obtained for box girder Model 4: the res­
ults are shown in Fig. 6-9.
Mode 3 represented the largest measured values of the initial 
stiffener deflections towards and away from the stiffener outstand - 
this represents a severely deformed condition. Comparing the predicted 
peak bending moment in this case with the experimental result 
shows that the present method overestimates the collapse bending moment 
by 5.9% which is reasonable.
Modes 1 and 2 represented two slightly deformed shapes. The 
bending moment-curvature curves for these two cases almost coincided as 
shown in Fig. 6-9. The computed peak bending moments for Modes 1 and 2 
were 9.4% and 9.3% higher than the collapse bending moment.
The peak bending moments computed for these three modes of 
initial imperfections and the experimental collapse bending moment of 
Model 4 are summarised in Table 6-3. Changing the, initial stiffener 
deflection mode from (- 1/1050, + 1/1950) to (~ 1/510, 1/510) results 
in 3.3% decrease in maximum bending moment.
6 .  2 .  2 .  2 ka/id C0AneA6: The bending moment-curvature relat­
ionship of a box girder is also influenced by the behaviour of its 
hard corners which are assumed in the present study to be elastic- 
perfectly plastic in both tension and compression. To examine the 
effects of hard corners on the collapse behaviour of a box girder, 
hard corners were introduced with the following characteristics 
(Fig. 6-10):
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Type A - the load-shortening curve of the stiffened panel 
adjacent to the hard corner;
Type B - the average compressive stress-strain curve for 
plate panel alone ;
Type C - the material stress-strain relationship.
Based on these assumptions, the corresponding sagging bending 
moment-curvature curves for the box girder were computed : they are as 
shown in Fig. 6-11. In the determination of these relationships, the 
load-shortening curve for the stiffened panel with the Mode 3 initial 
imperfections was used to represent the compressive behaviour of the 
stiffened panels in the compression flange and the webs. The predict­
ed maximum bending moments corresponding to these three types of 
corners are listed in Table 6-4.
Since both the stiffness and the maximum load-carrying capacity 
of the Type C c o m e r  are greater than those of the Type A corner, the 
peak bending mqment computed for the box girder incorporating Type C is 
consequently greater than that for Type A. However, the difference 
between the two is very small (0.9%) due to the fact that the plates 
and the stiffeners in the compression flange and webs are very stocky 
(3 = 0.786, X = 0.490). Behaviour of the model incorporating the Type 
B corner lies between the other two as shown in Fig. 6-11 and Table 6-4.
6. 2.2. 3 /LQ^lduat I n  t< in 6 lo n  {^Z angd : in most cases
examined in the present study, behaviour of the tension elements making 
up the cross-section of a box girder or a hull girder were assumed to 
be elastic-perfectly plastic. However, a structural element in tension 
does not necessarily follow the elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour if 
the effects of weld-induced residual stresses are accounted for in the 
analysis.
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TABLE 6-4 INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS AND CDMPARISONS 
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
OF STEEL BOX GIRDER MODEL 4 
( DDULING et al 11-45, 1-461 )
TYPE A TYPE B TYPE C
1. VELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL 
STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.562 0.562 0.562
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE WIDTH 1/800 1/800 1/800
3. INITIAL STIFFENER
DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH
-1/510
+1/510
-1/510
+1/510
-1/510
+1/510
4. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM*) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 
(M*-MM*)
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 
FULLY PLASTIC 
BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
29144
4331.6
468.82
2626.9
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
2321.6
0.8838
2324.2
Ô.8848
2343.5
0.8921
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
2212.4
0.8422
2212.4
0.8422
2212.4
0.8422
NOTE -
1. CORNER BEHAVIOUR IS REPRESENTED BY 
LOAD-SHORTENING CURVE OF STIFFENED PANEL (TYPE A) 
OR AVERAGE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE OF PLATE (TYPE B) 
OR MATERIAL STRESS-STRAIN CURVE (TYPE C)
2. EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN TENSION FLANGE 
ARE NOT CONSIDERED
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In order to study the effects of different tensile behaviour 
of structural elements on the bending moment-curvature relationship 
of a box girder, the elements in the tension flange were assumed to 
have one of the following types of behaviour:
Type 1 - the same as the material, i.e. the elastic-perfectly 
plastic behaviour;
Type 2 - the initial stiffness is reduced due to tension yield­
ing blocks induced by welding and remains constant 
up to yield after which it follows the perfect plastic 
curve.
The bending moment-curvature relationships for box girder
Model 4 with these two types of tension behaviours are as shown in
Fig. 6-12, from which the peak bending moments were identified and are 
as listed in Table 6-5. From Fig. 6-12 it can be seen that the effect 
of residual stresses in the tension flange are to decrease the initial 
stiffness of the girder. However, it makes little difference (1.2%) 
as far as the maximum bending moments are concerned (Table 6-5) .
6.3 COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -  RECKIING^'"^^]
A series of seven fabricated steel box girders subjected to
pure bending has been tested at the Technical University of Berlin by 
Reckling  ^ These girders were orthogonally stiffened in a similar
way to ship's hulls. Among these box girders. Model 23 and Model 31 
were chosen and analysed by the present numerical approach to be com­
pared with the experimental results.
Tests on Model 31 showed that the collapse was delayed by the 
restraining effect of the side walls, the 'box girder effect' as des­
cribed by Reckling, in spite of earlier buckling of deck panels.
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TABL£ 6-5 INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS 
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
OF STEEL BOX GIRDER MODEL 4 
( DDULING et el 11-45,1-461 )
TYPE 1 TYPE 2
1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL 
STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.562 0.562
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE WIDTH 1/800 1/800
3. INITIAL STIFFENER -1/510 -1/510
DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH +1/510 +1/510
4. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM*) 29144 29144
MOMENT OF INERTIA 
(M*-MM*) 4331.6 4331.6
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 468.82 468.82
FULLY PLASTIC 
BENDING MOMENT (KN-M) 2626.9 2626.9
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 2343.5 2316.0
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.892Î 0.8816
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 2212.4 2212.4
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.8422 0.8422
NOTE -
1. CORNER BEHAVIOUR IS REPRESENTED BY MATERIAL 
STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
2. EFFECTS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN TENSION FLANGE 
ARE EXCLUDED (TYPE 1)
OR INCLUDED (TYPE 2)
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Model 23 had the same overall dimension as Model 31 but had more 
longitudinal stiffeners in the deck and side walls. As observed in 
tests, collapse of Model 23 occurred by buckling of the plate panels 
between longitudinal stiffeners in the deck coinciding with failure 
of the whole deck.
6 . 3.7 Model 23
Component dimensions and material properties for Model 23 are 
given in Table 6-6, and its cross-section was discretised into struct­
ural elements, as shown in Fig. 6-13, according to the procedures 
described previously. Since a single value of yield stress was given 
for the whole box girder in ref. [1-47], this value is assumed for 
both the plates and the stiffeners.
The average compressive stress-strain curves for the plate 
panels in the deck and side walls of Model 23 were derived using the 
simplified method described in Chapter 2 and are shown in Fig. 6-14. 
Using these curves in the large deflection elasto-plastic analysis of 
stiffened panels, the load-shortening curves were computed for the 
isolated stiffened panels taken from the deck and the side walls and 
are as shown in Fig. 6-15. Welding residual stresses and initial 
imperfections used in the derivation of the load-shortening curves 
are listed in Table 6-7. The stiffened panels in tension were assumed 
to follow the material stress-strain curve, as were the hard comers 
in both tension and compression.
These effective stress-strain curves of the structural elements 
were then used in the computer program HULLG to generate the bending 
moment-curvature curves for the box girder under the following con­
ditions :
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TABLE 6-6 COMPONENT DIMENSIONS AND MATERIAL 
PROPERTIES OF STEEL BOX GIRDER 
MODEL 23 AND MODEL 31 (RECKLING)
MODEL 23 MODEL 31
1. COMPRESSION FLANGE PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 85.71 120.00
THICKNESS 2.50 2.50
2. TENSION FLANGE PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 85.71 120.00
THICKNESS 2.50 2.50
3. WEB PLATE
STIFFENER SPACING 100.00 133.33
THICKNESS 2.50 2.50
4. STIFFENER (ANGLE)
TOTAL DEPTH 30.00 30.00
TABLE WIDTH 20.00 20.00
THICKNESS 2.50 2.50
5. STIFFENER (FLAT)
DEPTH 30.00 30.00
THICKNESS 2.50 2.50
6. YIELD STRESS 246.0 255.0
YOUNG'S MODULUS 210,000 210,000
UNITS - LENGTH IN MM
STRESS IN N /MM'
TABLE 6-7 INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS 
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
OF BOX GIRDER MODEL 23 (RECKLING)
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1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.20
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION / PLATE THICKNESS 0.25
3. INITIAL STIFFENER DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH = +1/1000 
= -1/1000
4. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM )
MOMENT OF INERTIA (M -MM )
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 
FULLY PLASTIC BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
= 6875.0 
= 197.44 
= 200.00 
= 268.20
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT (KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
= 249.37 
= 0.9298
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 5 CASE 6
NUMBER OF STIFFENED 
PANELS INCLUDED 
IN HARD CORNER 1 2 1 2
RESIDUAL STRESSES 
ARE INCLUDED IN 
TENSION FLANGE NO NO YES YES
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 237.85 239.93 232-80 234.61
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.8868 0.8946 0.8680 0.8747
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1. the plate panels in the deck neighbouring the deck-side wall 
intersections were treated as hard corners;
2. the plate panels in the side walls adjacent to the deck-side 
wail intersections were treated as hard corners in addition 
to the requirements of condition 1.
The derived bending moment-curvature relationships are shown 
in Fig. 6-16 together with the following curves:
3. Numerically computed fully effective response, i.e. all the 
structural elements follow the material stress-strain relation­
ship to give at infinite curvature;
4. Experimentally obtained (by Reckling).
The predicted peak bending moments, fully palstic bending 
moment and test collapse bending moment are listed in Table 6-7. It 
can be seen in this table that correlation between the numerical and 
experimental results is satisfactory as far as the maximum bending 
moments are concerned. The difference in the maximum values is 4.6% 
between the Case 1 and test results, and 3.8% between the Case 2 and 
test results.
Although both predicted peak bending moments agree quite well 
with the test result, the computed bending moment-curvature curves 
stray from the experimental curve (Fig. 6-16) over the loading range. 
That is, the predicted initial stiffness of the box girder differs 
significantly from the measured stiffness. Since including welding 
residual stresses in the tension flange usually leads to a decrease 
in the initial stiffness of a box girder, two other conditions were 
examined, viz.
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5. the same as Case 1 except that residual stresses in structural 
elements in tension were considered; and
6. the same as Case 2 except that residual stresses in structural 
elements in tension were considered.
The bending moment-curvature curves derived for the box girder 
under these conditions are compared with the experimental results in 
Fig. 6-17, while the peak predicted bending moments are listed in 
Table 6-7. The difference in maximum bending moment between the numer­
ical and experimental results is 6.6% for Case 5 and 5.9% for Case 6, 
slightly greater than those for Cases 1 and 2, but the predicted 
initial stiffness in Cases 5 and 6 correlate significantly better with 
the experimental results.
In Fig. 6-18, the bending moment-curvature curve for Case 2 is 
compared with that for Case 6. This tends to confirm the result 
reported in the previous section that the effect of residual stresses 
on structural elements in tension is mainly to decrease the initial 
stiffness of a box girder but to have little influence on its maximum 
value.
6.3.2 Model 31
Component dimensions and material properties for Model 31 are 
given in Table 6-6 together with those of Model 23. The cross-section 
of Model 31 was discretised into structural elements as shown in 
Fig. 6-19.
The stiffened panel load-shortening curves were computed using 
the present Dynamic Relaxation approach for the deck and side walls 
having the residual stresses and intial imperfections listed in Table
6-8 for Case 2: they are shown in Fig. 6-20. These curves were then
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input to the computer program HULLG to perform the ultimate strength 
analysis of the girder cross-section in which hard corners are assumed 
to follow the material stress-strain relationship. The derived bend­
ing moment-curvature relationship is compared with the experimental 
result in Fig. 6-21 while the peak values are compared in Table 6-8. 
The agreement is seen to be satisfactory with a 6.0% difference exist­
ing between the predicted and observed ultimate bending moments.
6.3.2.1 E^e.cJx lyUXlcil de.^le,cXcon6 : Model 31 was also
used to analyse the effects of initial stiffener deflections, weld-
induced residual stress and initial plate deformation on the collapse
behaviour of a box girder. First the effects of initial stiffener
deflection are considered. For this, in addition to Case 2
(A/L = 1/1000, 6 /t = 0.55, o' = 0.20), ultimate strength analyses 
o r
are performed on the box girder for the following cases:
Case 1 - A/L = 1/2000, 6 /t = 0.55, o ’ = 0.20;
o r
Case 3 - A/L = 1/500 , 8^/t = 0.55, O^ = 0.20.
It can be seen that these two cases correspond to changes in the 
initial stiffener deflections while the remaining parameters are kept 
constant.
The load-shortening curves for these cases are shown in Figs 
6-22 and 6-23. The load-shortening curves for the deck stiffened 
panels with different levels of initial stiffener deflection are shown 
together in Fig. 6-24, and those for the side wall stiffened panels
are presented in Fig. 6-25. The web stiffened panels are seen to be
more sensitive to initial stiffener distortion than the flange panels.
The resulting curves for the cross-section are shown in Fig. 
6-26 while the maximum bending moments are listed in Table 6-8 and are
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TABLE 6 -8  IN IT IA L  IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS
OF BOX GIRDER MODEL 31 (RECKLING)
1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.20
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTIDN / PLATE THICKNESS 0.55
3. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM*)
MOMENT OF INERTIA (M*-MM*)
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS ABOVE BASE LIME (I 
FULLY PLASTIC BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
6250.0 
180.36
200.00 
253.65
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT (KN 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
215.88 
0.8511
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
INITIAL STIFFENER 
DEFLECTION 
/ SPAN LENGTH
+1/2000
-1/2000
1 +1/1000 
-1/1000
+1/ 500
— 1/ 500
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 204.32 202.96 199.74 '
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.8055 0.8002 0.7875
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plotted in Fig. 6-27. Not unexpectedly, the ultimate strength of 
Model 31 is seen to decrease with increasing initial stiffener deflec­
tion magnitude, the decrease however, as the initial stiffener deflec­
tion varies from A/L = 1/2000 to A/L = 1/500 is only 2.2%.
6 .  3.  2 .  2 Second, the influence of weld-
induced residual stresses was examined by analysing the following
cases :
Case 4 - A/L = 1/1000, 6 /t = 0.55, o' = 0.05;
Case 5 - A/L = 1/1000, 6^/t = 0.55, O^ = 0.35; 
and comparing the results with those of Case 2.
The load-shortening curves obtained for the stiffened panels
in Cases 4 and 5 are shown in Figs 6-28 and 6-29 respectively. The
curves in Figs 6-20, 6-28 and 6-29 are then re-presented in Fig. 6-30
to highlight the effect of residual stresses on the response of the
deck stiffened panel and similarly in Fig. 6-31 for the side wall
stiffened panel. The effect on stiffness and strength is here seen
to be significant. The corresponding curves from program HULLG are
shown in Fig. 6-32 while the predicted peak bending moments are listed
in Table 6-9 and plotted in Fig. 6-33. From these results it can be
seen that an increase in residual stresses from o' = 0.05 to o' = 0.20
r r
results in a 1.4% increase in peak bending moment. This can probably 
be attributed to the fact that the post-buckling strengths of stiff­
ened panels with = 0.20 are greater than those of stiffened panels
with o' = 0.05, as demonstrated in Figs 6-30 and 6-31, although the 
r
ultimate strengths of the former are lower than those of the latter.
A further increase in residual stresses from O^ = 0.20 to o^ = 0.35 
makes practically no difference to the load-carrying capacity of the 
box girder.
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TABLE 6 -9  IN IT IA L  IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS
BETUEEN NUMERICAL ANO TEST RESULTS
OF BOX CIROER MOOEL 31 (RECKLING)
1. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION / PLATE THICKNESS = 0.55
2. INITIAL STIFFENER DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH = +1/1000
= -1/1000
3. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS
TOTAL AREA (MM*) = 6250.0 
MOMENT OF INERTIA (M*-MM*) = 180.35 
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) = 200.00 
FULLY PLASTIC BENDING MOMENT (KN-M) = 253.65
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT (KN-M) , = 215.88 
NON-DIMENSIONAL = 0.8511
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS CASE 4 CASE 2 CASE 5
WELD-INDUCED 
RESIDUAL STRESS 
/ YIELD STRESS 0.05 0.20 0.35
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 200.09 202.96 203.02
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.7889 0.8002 0.8004
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6. 3. 2. 3 0^ IvujtÂJXl plate. de-^ le-CXcoyii : Finally, Model 31 was
analysed for the following cases :
Case 6 - A/L = 1/1000, 6 /t = 0.22, o' = 0.20;
o r
Case 7 - A/L = 1/1000, 6 /t = 0.88, o' = 0.20;
o r
to illustrate the effect of initial plate deflections.
The stiffened panel load-shortening curves corresponding to 
Cases 6 and 7 are shown in Figs 6-34 and 6-35. These curves and those
of Case 2 are rearranged in Figs 6-36 and 6-37 to demonstrate the
effect of initial plate distortions on the response of the deck and 
the side wall stiffened panels respectively. The corresponding bend­
ing moment-curvature curves as derived by the present analysis are 
shown in Fig. 6-38. The maximum predicted bending moments are set out 
in Table 6-10 and plotted in Fig. 6-39 from which it is clearly seen 
that the ultimate strength of the box girder decreases with increases 
in the initial plate deflection magnitude. In particular, when the 
initial plate deflection varies from 5^/t = 0.22 to G^/t = 0.88, the 
computed maximum bending moment drops by 2.7%.
Of all the cases examined above. Case 6 corresponds most 
closely to the tested girder, i.e. the present procedure underestimates 
the experimental result by 4.6%.
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TABLE 6 -1 0  IN IT IA L  IMPERFECTIONS AND COMPARISONS
BETUEEN NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS
OF BOX GIRDER MDDEL 31 (RECKLING)
1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL STRESS / YIELD STRESS 0.20
2. INITIAL STIFFENER DEFLECTION / SPAN LENGTH = +1/1000 
= -1/1000
3. MID-SECTION PARTICULARS 
TOTAL AREA (MM*)
MOMENT OF INERTIA (M^-MM^)
ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS ABOVE BASE LINE (MM) 
FULLY PLASTIC BENDING MOMENT (KN-M)
= 6250.0 
= 180.35 
= 200.00 
= 253.65
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
COLLAPSE BENDING MOMENT (KN-M) 
NON-DIMENSIONAL
= 215.88 
= 0.8511
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS CASE 6 CASE 2 CASE 7
INITIAL PLATE 
DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE THICKNESS 0.22 0.55 0.88
PEAK BENDING MOMENT 
(KN-M) 205.85 202.96 200.33
NON-DIMENSIONAL 0.8116 0.8002 0.7898
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6.4 COMPARISONS WITH AVAMCHAK'^ NUMERICAL RESULTS
A computer program ULTSTR was developed at DTNSRDC^^ to
estimate the ductile longitudinal strength of conventional ship hulls. 
Based on a variety of empirical solutions for components of plated 
structures, the bending moment-curvature relationship was determined 
incrementally for the hull girder. The collapse bending moment can 
readily be identified from this relationship. The ductile failure 
modes considered in ULTSTR included yielding, interframe flexural 
buckling and tripping instability. Two illustrative examples incorp­
orating various degrees of complexity were reported in ref. [1-39] in 
relation to HULL A and HULL B. Ultimate strength analyses were 
carried out on these hull girders using the present method for com­
parison with Adamchak's results.
6 . 4 . J HULL A
The midship cross-section of HULL A was discretised into 
structural elements as shown in Fig. 6-40. The hard corners were 
assumed, as usual, to follow the elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour 
in both tension and compression. Seven typical stiffened panels were 
chosen from the cross-section to be analysed by the Dynamic Relaxation 
approach with the residual stress and initial imperfections listed in 
Table 6-11. The derived load-shortening curves for the stiffened panels 
are shown in Figs 6-41 and 6-42. Using these curves in the ultimate 
strength analysis of the hull girder, the sagging and hogging bending 
moment-curvature relationships were generated and are compared with 
Adamchak's numerical results in Fig. 6-43. The calculated mid-section 
particulars, first yield bending moments and ultimate bending moments 
in the sagging and hogging conditions are listed in Table 6—12.
TABLE 6-11 IN IT IA L  IMPERFECTIONS AND 
yELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL STRESS 
USED IN  HULL STRENGTH 
ASSESSMENTS
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1. WELD-INDUCED RESIDUAL STRESS 
/ YIELD STRESS = 0.20
2. INITIAL PLATE DEFLECTION 
/ PLATE THICKNESS 0.15 ♦
3. INITIAL STIFFENER DEFLECTION 
/ SPAN = +1/1000 , -1/1000
TABLE 6 -1 2  COMPARISONS OF THE STRENGTH OF
"HULL A " BY ADAMCHAK'S AND THE
PRESENT METHOD
10'
1. METHOD ADAMCHAK PRESENT RATIO
2. FRAME SPACING (IN) 96.0 96.0 -
3. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (IN') 978.62 978.62 1.0000
4. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (IN) 163.43 163.61 0.9989
5. MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT 
ELASTIC N.A. (FT'-IN') 119062 118297 1.0065
6. YIELD STRESS OF 
THE MATERIAL (PSD 45000.0 45000.0
7. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (IN) — 172.53
8. FULLY PLASTIC BENDING 
I MOMENT (TONF-FT) 205150 —
j 9. SAGGING CONDITION
j FIRST YIELD BENDING 
i MOMENT (TONF-FT) 188146
; SHAPE FACTOR
i
- 1.090
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
i BENDING MOMENT (TONF-FT) |
1
126964 1 139594 1 0.9095
1 Mu / Mp j 0.680 1 -
j 10. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD BENDING 
MOMENT (TONF-FT)
1 !1
174167
SHAPE FACTOR 1.178 -
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (TONF-FT) 122321 138372 0.8840
M, / Mp - 0.674 -
The cross sectional area, location of the elastic neutral axle ana lü'eia'UL 
of inertia of the cross-section computed by the present method are almost 
the same as those obtained by Adamchak. However, differences in the 
ultimate bending moments predicted by the two methods are 9% in the 
sagging condition and 12% in the hogging condition. As reported in ref. 
[1-39] , the collapse of HULL A was precipitated by tripping instability 
in both the sagging and hogging conditions. Since tripping instability 
is not considered as a possible failure mode in the present method, it 
is thought that the significant differences in ultimate bending moments 
are in part attributable to this factor.
6,4,2 HULL B
The midship cross-section of HULL B' was discretised into struct­
ural elements including hard corners and. stiffened panels as shown in 
Fig. 5-44. Eight typical stiffened panels were taken from the cross- 
section and were analysed by the present method with the residual stress^  
and initial imperfections specified in Table 6-11. The generated load- 
shortening curves for these panels are shown in Figs 6-45 .and 6-46 and 
were used in the ultimate strength analysis of the hull girder. The 
derived sagging and hogging bending moment-curvature relationships are 
compared with Adamchak's results in Fig. 6-47, while the mid-section 
particulars, first yield bending moments and ultimate bending moments are 
compared in Table 6-13. The cross-sectional area, location of the 
elastic neutral axis and moment of inertia of the cross-section compute.d 
by the present method agree very satisfactorily with Adamchak*s results. 
However, significant differences in ultimate bending moments (25% for 
the sagging condition and 29% for the hogging condition) are observed 
between the results obtained by the two methods. This can be attributed 
to the same reason as that for HULL A.
TABLE 6 -1 3  COMPARISONS OF THE STRENGTH OF
"HULL B " BY ADAMCHAK'S AND THE
PRESENT METHOD
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1. METHOD ADAMCHAK PRESENT RATIO
2. FRAME SPACING (IN) 96.0 96.0 -
3. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (in') 1604.48 1604.48 1.0000
4. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (IN) 174.52 174.51 1.0001
5. MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT 
ELASTIC N.A. (Ft '-IN^) 225028 224535 1.0022
6. YIELD STRESS (PSD 
SHELL
INNER BOTTOM 
INNER DECKS 
KEEL PLATE
80000.0
45000.0
33000.0
11000.0
80000.0
45000.0
33000.0
11000.0
-
7. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (IN) _ 165.15
8. FULLY PLASTIC BENDING 
MOMENT (TONF-FT) 563301
9. SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD BENDING 
MOMENT (TONF-FT) _ 494152
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.140 —
COMPUTED ULTIMATE | 
BENDING MOMENT (TONF-FT) 199189 267162 1
I
0.7456
My / Mp - 0.474 1 -
10. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD BENDING 
MOMENT (TONF-FT) — 550426 _
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.023 -
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (TONF-FT) 322121 456629 0.7054
Mu / Mp - 0.811 -
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é.5 COMPARISONS WITH SMITHNUMERICAL RESULTS
The Torpedo-Boat Destroyer COBRA collapsed by breaking her 
back and sank in rough seas on her first journey in 1901. The disaster 
was re-examined in the light of 1980*s t e c h n o l o g y 37]^ leading to the 
conclusion that since COBRA hull was transversely framed and was 
structurally too weak even to withstand the moderate sea conditions, 
the COBRA may have been lost due to buckling not being properly con­
sidered in her design. Hull strength assessments were made of T.B.D. 
COBRA and a similarly constructed vessel T.B.D. WOLF in ref. [1-37] in 
the sagging and hogging conditions using the analysis procedures 
reported in ref. [1-36]. The results are compared below with those 
obtained by the present incremental moment-curvature approach.
6.5.7 T.B.V. COBRA
The midship cross-section of COBRA was obtained from ref. [1-37] 
and was discretised into structural elements as shown in Fig. 6-48, the 
label number against each plate element representing the corresponding 
average stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 6-49. These effective stress- 
strain curves for wide plates under compressive load were also taken 
from ref. [1-37]. The ultimate strength of COBRA's hull was then 
evaluated using the computer program HULLG.
Results in the form of bending moment-curvature curves are 
shown in Fig. 6-50 for the sagging and hogging conditions. The computed 
mid-section particulars, fully plastic moment, first yield bending 
moments and maximum bending moments are listed in Table 6-14, together 
with the results from ref. [1-37]. As might be expected, the agreement 
is very satisfactory as far as maximum bending moments are concerned 
(1.3% difference for the sagging condition and 2.0% difference for the 
hogging condition).
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TABLE 6-14  COMPARISONS BETUEEN ULTIMATE STRENGTH
OF TRANSVERSELY FRAMED T.B .D . "CDBRA"
BY SMITH'S AND THE PRESENT METHDD
1. METHOD SMITH PRESENT RATIO
2. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (m ") — 0.1106 —
5. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 2.091
4. YIELD STRESS OF
THE MATERIAL ( N/MM^) — 247
5. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) _ 1.549 —
6. FULLY PLASTIC
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) _ 40.90
7. SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 33.25
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.230 -
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 16.70 16.49 1.013
Mu / Mp — 0.403 -
8. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 35.30
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.159 —
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 21.40 20.98 1.020
M„ / Mp - 0.484 -
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6.5.2 T.B.D. WOLF
The midship cross-section of WOLF obtained from ref. [1-37] 
was subdivided into structural elements as shown in Fig. 6-51. Ultim­
ate strength analyses were then performed on the hull girder using the 
curves in Fig. 6-49 as the effective stress-strain relationships for 
the structural elements. The derived bending moment-curvature curves 
are shown in Fig. 6-52. Results of mid-section particulars, fully 
plastic moment, first yield bending moments and maximum bending moments 
are compared with those of ref. [1-37] in Table 6-15. The difference 
obtained by the two methods is 3.6% in maximum sagging bending moment 
and 1.0% in maximum hogging bending moment. Again the similarity of 
the results is to be expected.
6.5.3 o li F/tmtaq S i/6 te jn 6
In view of the general structural weakness inherent in trans­
versely framed ships, COBRA 's hull was converted into a longitudinally 
stiffened girder using three different arrangements as follows;
Type 1 - frame space is 533.4 mm, 4 stiffeners are attached to 
the deck plating and 6 stiffeners to the bottom 
plating.
Type 2 - frame space is 1600.2 mm, 6 stiffeners are attached 
to the deck plating and 18 stiffeners to the bottom 
plating.
Type 3 - frame space is 1600.2 mm, the numbers of stiffeners 
attached to the deck, shell and bottom plating are 
6, 20 and 18 respectively.
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TABLE 6 -1 5  COMPARISONS BETVEEN ULTIMATE STRENGTH
OF TRANSVERSELY FRAMED T.B .D . 'U O LF '
BY SMITH'S AND THE PRESENT METHOD
1. METHOD SMITH PRESENT RATIO
2. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (M^ ) — 0.1054 —
3. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) — 2.159 —
4. YIELD STRESS OF 
THE MATERIAL ( N/MM^ 247
5. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) — 1.887 —
6. FULLY PLASTIC
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) — 37.93 —
7. SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 30-82
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.231 -
COMPUTED ULTIMATE
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 18.00 17.38 1.036
Mu / Mp - 0.458 -
8. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 29.89
SHAPE FACTOR - 1.269 -
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 15.80 15.96 0.990
Mu / Mp - 0.421 -
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The midship cross-sections of the hulls were subdivided into structural 
elements as shown in Figs 6-53, 6-56 and 6-59 for Type 1, Type 2 and 
Type 3 hulls respectively. Before evaluating the ultimate strengths of 
the hulls, it is necessary to obtain the load-shortening curves for the 
stiffened panels forming their cross-sections. Typical stiffened panels 
chosen from the cross-sections were analysed by the Dynamic Relaxation 
approach, and the generated load-shortening curves are plotted in Figs 
6-54, 6-57 and 6-60 for the stiffened panels of Type 1, Type 2 and 
Type 3 hulls respectively. Incorporating these curves into ultimate 
hull strength assessments, bending moment-curvature curves were derived 
as shown in Figs 6-55, 6-58 and 6-61 for the Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 
hulls. The moment-curvature relationship for the original transversely 
framed hull is shown in each of these figures for comparison. Results 
of mid-section particulars, first yield bending moments, fully plastic 
moments and maximum bending moments of the hulls are summarised in 
Table 6-16.
Comparisons between the results for the Type 1 hull and the 
original one show that attaching 10 longitudinal stiffeners to a trans­
versely framed hull with frame spacing unchanged results in increases 
in its ultimate strength of 29-6% in the sagging condition and 21.7% in 
the hogging condition. For the Type 2 hull, the frame space is enlarged 
three times but 24 stiffeners are now attached to the plating. This 
conversion leads to a 33.3% increase in the sagging ultimate strength 
and a 51.7% increase in the hogging ultimate strength. The Type 3 hull 
has the same frame space as the Type 2 hull, but has 44 stiffeners. The 
increases in maximum bending moments in these cases are 65.2% and 65.1% 
under the sagging and hogging conditions respectively. From the above 
comparisons, the efficiency of longitudinally framed hulls is clearly 
demonstrated.
TABLE 6-16 COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE STRENGTH OF
TRANSVERSELY AND LONGITUDINALLY FRAMED
HULL GIRDERS OF T.B.D . "COBRA"
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1. TYPE OF FRAMING TRANS.
ORIGINAL
LONGL. 
TYPE 1
LONGL. 
TYPE 2
LONGL. 
TYPE 3
2, FRAME SPACING (M) 0.5334 0.5334 1.6002 1.6002
3. NUMBER OF STIFFENERS - 10 24 44
4. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (m') 0.1106 0.1153 0.1172 0.1266
5. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 2.091 2.082 1.969 2.010
6. YIELD STRESS OF
THE MATERIAL ( N/Mm') 247 247 247 247
7. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 1.549 1.517 1.293 1.468
8, FULLY PLASTIC
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 40.90 42.97 43.60 46.11
9. SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 33.25 34.99 35.05 36.27
SHAPE FACTOR 1.230 1.228 1.244 1.271
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 16.49 21.37 21.98 27.24
Mu / Mp 0.403 0.497 0.504 0.591
10. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 35.30 37.49 40.97 41.55
SHAPE FACTOR 1.159 1.146 1.064 1.110
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 20.98 25.53 31.82 34.63
Mu / Mp 0.513 0.594 0.730 0.751
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6.6 HULL STRENGTH ASSESSMENTS ON FRIGATES
Ultimate strength analyses of the longitudinally framed hulls 
of five frigates, TYPE l4j WHITBY^ ROTHESAY^ TYPE 81 and LEANDER 
classes, were carried out by the present method. The midship cross- 
section particulars and material properties of the hull girders are 
summarised in Table 6-17 for TYPE 14, WHITBY and ROTHESAY classes, 
and in Table 6-18 for the other two classes. According to the pro­
cedures described previously, the midship cross-sections were subdiv­
ided into structural elements including stiffened panels, plate 
elements and hard corners as shown in Figs 6-62 {TYPE 14 class), 6-65 
{WHITBY class) , 6-69 {ROTHESAY class), 6-73 {TYPE 81 class) and 6-78 
{LEAHDER class). Members such as keel plates, bilge keels, deep 
girders and the deck stringer-sheer strake junctions, in which buck­
ling is suppressed by the rigid inter-connected structures, were 
treated as hard corners. The number labelled against each stiffened 
panel in the aforementioned figures corresponds to a particular load- 
shortening curve contained in Fig. 6-63 for the TYPE 14 class, in 
Figs 6-66 and 6-67 for the WHITBY class, in Figs 6-70 and 6-71 for 
the ROTHESAY class, in Figs 6-74, 6-75 and 6-76 for the TYPE 81 class, 
or in Figs 6-79 and 6-80 for the LEAHDER class frigate. These curves 
were generated separately by using the computer program DSTPL for the 
elasto-plastic analysis of the double-span stiffened panels with weld- 
induced stresses and initial imperfections as listed in Table 6-11.
Results in the form of bending moment-curvature relationships 
are presented in Figs 6-64, 6-68, 6-72, 6-77 and 6—81 for the five 
frigates both in the sagging and hogging conditions. The computed 
first yield bending moments, shape factors, fully plastic moments and 
peak bending moments are set out in Table 6-17 for the TYPE 14,
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WHITBY and ROTHESAY classes, and in Table 6-18 for the TYPE 81 and 
LEANDER classes. From these tables, it can be seen that the shape 
factors for the frigates concerned range from 1.20 to 1.41 in the 
sagging condition, and from 1.16 to 1.23 in the hogging condition. 
Furthermore, the ratios of maximum bending moments to fully plastic 
moments of the hulls varies from 0.51 to 0.69 in the sagging con­
dition, and from 0.75 to 0.87 in the hogging condition. That is, 
the strengths of the hulls as required to resist sagging loads are 
significantly smaller than those to resist hogging loads.
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TABLE 6 -1 ?  L IS T  OF THE STRENGTH OF LONGITUDINALLY
FRAMED HULL GIRDERS "TYPE 14", "UHITBY"
AND "ROTHESAY" CLASS FRIGATES
1. CLASS TYPE 14 WHITBY ROTHESAY
2. FRAME SPACING (M) 1.3716 1.3716 1.3716
3. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA (M*) 0.2949 0.4329 0.4704
4. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 2.933 4.246 4.194
5. YIELD STRESS OF 
THE MATERIAL ( H/HH) 314.6 314.6 314.6
6. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 2.199 4.078 3.963
7. FULLY PLASTIC
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 205.3 425.2 464.4
8. SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 171.4 338.7 368.5
SHAPE FACTOR 1.198 1.255 1.260
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 141.4 218.7 243.2
Mu / Mp 0.689 0.514 0.524
9. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 177.4 361.4 396.6
SHAPE FACTOR 1.157 1.177 1.171
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 169.3 366.8 403.9
Mu / Mp 0.825 0.863 0.870
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TABLE 6 -1 8  L IS T  OF THE STRENGTH OF LONGITUDINALLY
FRAMED HILL GIRDERS 'TYPE 8 1 ' AND
'LEANDER' CLASS FRIGATES
1. CLASS TYPE 81 LEANDER
2. FRAME SPACING (M) 1.9812 1.3716
3. TOTAL SECTIONAL 
AREA cm') 0.6471 0.5790
4. ELASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 4.735 5.242
5. YIELD STRESS OF 
THE MATERIAL ( N/MM^) 255.2 339.9
6. PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS 
ABOVE BASE LINE (M) 5.333 6.259
7. FULLY PLASTIC
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 541.8 688.9
8- SAGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 385.1 504.9
SHAPE FACTOR 1.407 1.364
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 308.3 425.1
Mu / Mp 0.569 0.617
9. HOGGING CONDITION
FIRST YIELD 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 469.1 561.1
SHAPE FACTOR 1.155 1.228
COMPUTED ULTIMATE 
BENDING MOMENT (MN-M) 406.4 576.2
Mu / Mp 0.750 0.836
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CkœptoA 7 
SIMPLIFIED S H IP  BENDING DESIGN MODEL
7.1  INTRODUCTION
The conventional approach to the longitudinal strength calcul­
ation of a ship has been based on the linear bending theory. Since 
this makes no distinction between the tension and compression flanges 
of the hull girder, it is valid only when the compression flange is 
adequately stiffened to resist buckling. To allow for buckling 
effects, attempts have been made to modify the elementary beam theory 
for improving the prediction technique. As ultimate strength theory 
can properly determine the true longitudinal hull strength, the 
philosophy of utilising hull strength in ship structural design has 
become a topic of great interest in the ship research and design 
community.
As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the present method, which is 
similar to the ultimate strength analysis approach developed by 
Smith^^ 35,1 36,1 37]^ capable of accurately predicting the
ultimate longitudinal strength of a ship's hull girder. However, it 
is impractical to perform such an ultimate strength analysis on a 
ship, particularly at the stage of preliminary design. From the point 
of view of design, a simple expression for the ultimate moment capac­
ity seems more helpful in assessing the real margin of safety between 
the load-carrying capacity of the hull girder as a beam and the maxi­
mum bending moment acting on the ship.
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This chapter is therefore devoted to the derivation of formulae 
for predicting the ultimate bending moment capacity of a ship's hull 
girder. In section 7.2, existing ultimate strength approaches are 
briefly discussed. In section 7.3, simple expressions for the ultimate 
moment capacity are obtained from the data relating to the maximum load- 
carrying capacity of stiffened panels (Chapter 4) and the ultimate 
bending moment strength of hull girders (Chapter 6) by using the least- 
squares method. A design prediction procedure is then suggested and 
the strength formulae compared with the numerical results.
7.2 EXISTING STRENGTH FORMULAE
7.2.7 . ExcZucLinq BuckLinçi
r  2  *1
7. 2. 7. 7 FTjiiit yZoÂd moment: it has been proposed that, once the
yield stress is exceeded in either flange, the resulting excessive 
strain will overload the adjacent structure and hence trigger ultimate 
failure of the hull girder. Based on this limiting condition and the 
linear bending stress distribution, the utlimate bending moment is 
given by :
M
M = M — Z O — . . . ( 7 . 1 )
U Y Y Sp
where Z is the section modulus and the shape factor: the other
terms are as defined previously. For the purposes of deriving explicit
expressions for the ultimate moment capacity, it is convenient to
represent the midship cross-section by an equivalent lumped area form
as shown in Fig. 7-1. Assuming the linear stress distribution with a
maximum value of in the deck for this simple box girder, is
[7—1]
expressed by the following equation :
“u ' “y " [ v  “^s (37- 1 + °B (y " 2 + Y)
(7.2)
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where y - g/D, = a^/A, = A^/A and cx^  = a^/a. Here, g is the dis­
tance of the elastic neutral axis below the deck, D the ship depth,
A the total cross-sectional area, and A^, A^ and A^ are the cross- 
sectional areas of the deck, one side-shell and the bottom respectively.
7.2. 7,2 F u Z Z y  pZ(XA>tZc momeyvt: Following the method of classical
plasticity, a fully plastic condition is reached when yield stress has
r 1 — 21
developed at every point throughout the depth of a ship's hull girder 
Using the lumped area approach (Fig. 7-1), the ultimate bending moment 
corresponding to this limiting condition, i.e. fully plastic moment is 
given by ref. [1-2]:
M = M = a AD 
u P Y (7.3)
As has been shown in Chapters 5 and 6, this moment represents an upper 
limit of a girder's longitudinal strength, but is rarely obtained due 
to the adverse effects of buckling and initial imperfections.
7.2.2 JncZuLdZnq BiiC-kZZng
7.2.2.7 Vd&ta and ISSC:  in discussing the experimental results relat-
[1-3]ing to full-scale ship structural tests, Vasta suggested that the
limiting bending moment for a longitudinally framed hull can be approx­
imated by the product of its elastic section modulus and its critical 
panel strength. That is, the ultimate bending moment can be taken as:
“u " %  = “y
= a ... (7.4)
p Sp------------------------------------------- ---------
where O is the panel ultimate strength. Although the use of this 
u
simple expression was supported by the ISSC^ , it has been
criticised as being pessimistic in regard to predicting ultimate 
s t r e n g t h b y  ignoring plastic hinge capacity, and as being
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optimistic in girder stiffness since it ignores the loss of stiffness 
which arises due to buckling of plates and stiffened panels. Dwight^ 
has suggested that eqn (7.4) can be used as a lower limit for ultimate 
moment capacity. This will be discussed later in this chapter.
The bending stress distribution corresponding to the limiting
r
condition suggested by Vasta is shown in Fig. 1-2, from which the
ultimate bending moment for a simple box girder can be obtained :
- 1 + Y) + a (1 - 2 + y )M = a AD u u (7.5)■3y ' B
r 1 “ p 17.2.2.2 C a Z d w e lZ : To take buckling effects into account, Caldwell
considered the following limiting condition existed when the girder had 
reached its ultimate bending moment. In the bottom structure and the 
side-shells below the neutral axis, the position of which was determined 
by equating tension and compression zone areas, yield stress in tension 
was assumed to have fully developed. On the compression side, structural 
instability factors (j)^ and were introduced for the deck and the side- 
shells above the neutral axis to make allowance for buckling. The 
bending stress distribution corresponding to this limiting condition is 
shown in Fig. 7-3. By using the lumped area representation of the mid­
ship cross-section, the resulting ultimate bending moment is:
M = a + (1-y)
(7.6)
As indicated in ref. [1-29], it was implicit in Caldwell's 
approach that once an element reached its maximum load, it continued 
to carry that load under increasing strain. As has been seen, this is 
rarely the case in practice. It therefore appears to follow that eqn
(7.6) will produce optimistic predictions of the ultimate bending 
moment.
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7.2.2.3 OcüzZey: in considering the buckling of plate panels under
compressive loads, Oakley  ^ suggested a practical approach by using 
the concept of an effective width of plating associated with each 
longitudinal stiffener. Since the effective width varies with the 
applied stress, this approach requires an iterative process to calcul­
ate the effective section modulus. Two or three iterations are usually 
needed to reach a convergent solution^^ , which gives an effective 
longitudinal stress distribution as shown in Fig. 7-4. The resulting 
ultimate bending moment is given by:
" u  =  Z e  C y  • • •  ( 7 - 7 )
where is the effective section modulus of the midship cross-section. 
This equation satisfies both the equilibrium condition, and the deform­
ation condition associated with the basic assumption that plane 
sections remain plane, but does not allow for residual strength after 
the buckling of plate panels.
7. 2. 2.4 Mayi&OUA and fautkneA: For a complex section, eqn (7.7)
involves tedious iterations in determining the effective section
modulus. An alternative expression has been suggested for longitudin-
[7-2]
ally framed ships in the sagging condition by Mansour and Faulkner :
M = Z a (1+kV) = (Z ( ”  ) (1+kV)
u u Y ' y /
= M (|)(l+kV) = M  'I’ ... (7.8)
Y P p
where kV is a function of the ratio of one side-shell area to the deck 
area. The term 1+kV was taken as 1.1 for a frigate cross-section in 
ref. [7-5].
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l.î.î.S Wong:  It is apparent that the ultimate bending strength of a
ship's hull girder is influenced by the post-peak behaviour of its com­
pressed members, in addition to their maximum load-carrying capacity.
To include the effect of load-shedding, Wong^^ proposed two patterns 
of bending stress distribution. These were termed Type 1 and Type 2 
and are shown in Figs 7-5 and 7-6 respectively. The resulting ultimate 
bending moments are given by:
rY:
"Y (1+2Ç)
+ I Vc + Vo (7.9)
for Type 1, and
M = O AD 
u Y
+ Y(*DSD*D - 2*8 - *B) + *S + *B
(7.10)
for Type 2, where = a/D, y^ = b/D and y^ = c/D, and a, b and c are
the distances as indicated in Fig. 7-5. For these solutions, it is
necessary to determine the load-shedding factors (Ç, Ç^) to enable
the ultimate strength for a ship's hull girder to be calculated. It
[7-6]
that a value of 0.2 load shedding, i.e.was suggested by Wong 
Ç = 0.8, might be used on the safe side in connection with the limit 
state design approach.
7.2.2.6 fauZkneA and Sadden:  The ships strength model chosen for the
[7-5]
mean ultimate moment by Faulkner and Sadden was :
My = Gy Z [(1 - «Y + *Y^ *S
= Ô" z(i - a + (7.11)
where a = 1 + systematic errors, i.e. = 1 + Cy ~ *Y^*y" ^  ^ ^ ^c
and Og = 1 + Çg. Here, is the systematic error in yield strength.
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Cç, bhe systematic error which may arise in using idealised design 
codes to evaluate o^, and Cg represents the margin between the moment 
at which compression collapse occurs in the weakest portion of the 
hull and the ultimate bending moment. By using the systematic errors 
assumed in ref. [7-5], viz. = 0.1, = 0.15 (l-*)(2+C ) and
Çg = 0.15, eqn (7.11) becomes:
Z(- 0.1 + 1.4465 (j) - 0.3465 (j)^) x 1.15
- 7T- 1.15(- 0.1 + 1.4465 (f) - 0.3465 (j)^)
F
7.3 ULTIMATE MOMENT EXPRESSION
7.3.1 BackqAound
It can be seen from the existing strength formulae, eqs (7.4),
(7.6), (7.8), (7.9), (7.10) an<l (7.12) that the ultimate moment capac­
ity of a hull under vertical bending is considered to be dominated by*
the strength (a^ = (p a^) of the compression flange. Regarding this 
[1-3]
strength, Vasta suggested the use of the average representative
panel strength of the compression flange. This was supported by 
[ 1-2]Caldwell in considering the effect of structural instability.
[7-4]
In Oakley's effective width approach , the strength factor (|) is
associated with plate effectiveness but makes no allowance for the
[7-5]
strength of longitudinal stiffeners. Faulkner and Sadden used
the average ultimate compression strength of the critical stiffened 
panel.
As has been shown in Chapter 6, the ultimate bending strength 
of longitudinally framed hulls predicted by the numerical analysis 
(Chapter 5) closely correlates with the maximum load-carrying capacity 
of their critical stiffened panels. Therefore, it is proposed to
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adopt Faulkner and Sadden's definition of O in the derivation of a
u
simple expression for ultimate hull strength.
7'3.2 Stuenqth Fo/imuZa S tlU ^ n e d  PayioJU
7. 3. 2 ,1  Lea6t~y{>ClU.aJi2yi) method: The ultimate strength of a stiffened
panel is primarily a function of column slenderness (X), plate slender­
ness (3)/ initial plate deformation (6 ), initial stiffener deflection
o
(A) and weld-induced residual stress (a^). However, by selecting for
design, suitable values for Ô , A and G , the number of independent
o r
variables reduces to two. From Table 4-6, appropriate values for the
initial imperfections seem to be 6 = b/200, A = 0.0015 L and G = 0.2
o r
G^. Therefore, the ultimate strength can be expressed as:
G
(|) = —  = f (X,3) ... (7.13)
Y
To fit a function to the numerical data contained in Table 4-6, the 
least-squares m e t h o d is employed. Equation (7.13) is assumed to 
take the following form:
1
^ — —  —  ' ' " ... (7.14)
+ c + c 3^ + c A^3  ^+ c a'
1 2 3 4 5
Let 0. represent a numerical value, and let be the corresponding 
value from eqn (7.14), i.e.
. = —    ... (7.15)
+~c A? + c 3? + c A?3? + c A?
1 2 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1
where A and 3 are the values of column slenderness and plate 
i i
slenderness in Table 4-6.
Before determining the values for the parameters , C^, C^,
C and C , eqn (7.14) is transformed to the following polynomial by 
4 5
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taking inverses and squares:
y = - 7  = c + c X V  c 6= + c x ^ e V  c X" ... (7.16)
1 2 3 4 5
Similarly, eqn (7.15) becomes:
y. = - ^ = c  + c  A? + c 3! + c A?3? + c a !* ... (7.17)
i ( j )2 1 2 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1
The least-squares method seeks to minimise the sum of squares 
of the deviations of (= 1/0^) from the predictions of eqn (7.17), 
rather than the deviations of 0^ from the use of eqn (7.15). That is, 
it requires that:
Ns = I (Y. -
i=l ^
= I (y . - c - c A? - c 3? - c A%3? - c A^)'
1 1 2 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1
(7.18)
be a minimum. N is the number of data points (A^, 3^f Y^). At the 
minimum, all the partial derivatives 9s/9c , 9s/9c , 9s/9c , 9s/9c
1 2  3 4
and 9s/9c vanish, thus:
5
N
9S = 0 = y 2{y , - c - c X? - c g! - c x?g? - c xC). . 1 1 2 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1 (-1 )
= 0 = y 2(y. - c - c Af - c 3 ! - C A?3? - C A ‘^)(-x?) 
9c 1 1 2 1 3 1  4 1 1  5 1' 12 1—1
N
= 0 = y 2(y, - c - c A ? - c  3f - c A?3? - c A?)(-3?)
9c 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1  5 1“' 1
3 1—1
N
= 0 = y 2(y, - c - c  X? - C 8? - C X?8? - c xUc-X^gJ)
' 1  1 2 1 3 1  4 1 1  5 1 1 1
1=1 
N
= 0 = y 2(y. - c - c A? - c 3? - c A?3? - c A4)(-A?)
4 ^ 1  1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1  5 1 1
(7.19)
is ”
1=1
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Dividing each by 2 and rearranging leads to five linear equations to 
be solved simultaneously:
C N + C ZXj + C ZgZ + C + C ZA? = ZY
 ^ 2 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1 1
+  C rxj’ +  c Z X ^ g :  + c Z X ' g :  + c I X ?  =  l Y . X =
2 1  3 1 1  4 1 1  5 1  1 1
+ c IX%g: + c IgJ + c IX?8? + c IX?g: = ly .g?
I I  2 1 1  3 1  4 1 1  5 1 1  1 1
c 1X^8? + c IX 'g :  + c IX=g' + c ZX?g? + c ZX?g! = Zy.X^g?
I I I  2 1 1  3 1 1  4 1 1  5 1 1  1 1 1
C ZA^ + c ZAS + c ZA?3? + c ZA^gf + c ZA* = Zy.A?
1 1  2 1 3 1 1  4 1 1  5 1  1 1
(7.20)
All the summations in the above equations run from 1 to M,
The values of A., 3. and Y. (= 1/0.) are substituted into 
1 1  1 1
eqn (7.20) to set up the simultaneous linear equations. By solving 
these equations, the result is C = 0-960, C = 0.765, C =0.176,
1 2  3
C = 0.131 and C = 1.046, so the least-squares method gives:
4 5
y = “V  = 0.960 + 0.765 A^ + 0.176 3^ + 0.131 A^3^ + 1.046 A**
(7.21)
i ""u 1or 0 = = — — — -----------------------
^ ^^.9e0 + 0.765 A^ + 0.176 3^ + 0.131 A^B^ + 1.046 A"*
(7.22)
7.3.2.2 CompaAc6oyL& uUZh numeAtaaZ A£éu£té: it is of interest to
assess the accuracy of the predictions of eqn (7.22) with the numerical 
results in Table 4-6. Thus, the values of ultimate strength predicted 
by this simple expression are compared with, the numerical results in 
Fig. 7-7 and Table 7-1. It can be clearly seen th,at the agreement is 
good, with a mean ratio of 1.004 and COV = 2.9% being obtained for the 
ratio of the simple prediction to the numerical result.
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TABLE 7-1 COMPARISONS OF THE ULTIMATE STRENGTH
OF STIFFENED PANELS BETVEEN NUMERICAL
RESULTS AND STRENGTH FORMULA
PLATE
SLENDERNESS
COLUMN
SLENDERNESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
(0 =  0  / 0 _  ) u Y
RATIO
P X
NUMERICAL
RESULTS
EQ. (7-22)
^ N
1.185
0.1 0.926 0.907 0.979
0.3 0.879 0.877 0.998
0.5 0.821 0.814 0.991
1.0 0.574 0.559 0.974
1.5 0.334 0.340 1.018
2.173
0.1 0.756 0.744 0.984
0.3 0.690 0.721 1.045
0.5 0.629 0.674 1.072
1.0 0.487 0.487 1.000
1.5 0.320 0.313 0.978
3.161
0.1 0.628 0.604 0.962
0.3 0.575 0.586 1.019
0.5 0.533 0.550 1.032
1.0 0.416 0.414 0.995
1.5 0.279 0.281 1.007
MEAN = 1.004 
COV = 2.9%
:33
Equation (7.22) is plotted in the form of (|)-X curves for 
^ ~ Of If 2f 3f 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 7-8, and in the form of (|)-3 
curves for X = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 as shown in 
Fig. 7-9. It is demonstrated in these figures that eqn (7.22) gives 
1.021 when X and 3 equal zero. It should theoretically be 1.0, but 
if one were to make some allowance for the difference between tensile 
and compressive yield, this would be the form of modification required. 
Therefore, since eqn (7.22) provides a good estimate for all other X 
and 3/ it seems reasonable to retain the equation as derived since it 
makes a small concession to the extra strength demonstrated by com­
pressive yielding.
7.3.3 StAm qth fo/imu£ae, H u tl GÂJidoJü>
7. 3. 3. 7 Vflopo^Q^d {fOAïïïiiÙJUÙLOyii) : The ultimate moment capacity (M^) of
longitudinally framed hulls under vertical bending is closely correl­
ated with the ultimate strength ((()) of the critical compression panels, 
as demonstrated in Fig. 7-10 and Table 7-2 for girders in the sagging 
condition and in Fig. 7-11 and Table 7-3 for girders in the hogging 
condition. Since many hard corners are provided by the keel plates, 
deep girders and bilge keels which exist in the compressed part of a 
vessel in hogging, it is necessary to consider sagging and hogging con­
ditions separately in deriving simple expressions for the ultimate 
moment capacity.
In the sagging condition, all of the longitudinally framed 
girders analysed in Chapter 6 were included in Fig. 7-10 and Table 7-2 
except for HULL B (composite girder), Type 1 COBRA (mixed framing), 
Type 2 COBRA (mixed framing) and TIRE 14 class (relatively small deck 
area) . The numerical results for the TIRE 81 Class and the LEANDER 
Class were derived for the hulls without superstructures.
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The relationship between M^/M^ and (p is assumed to take the 
following form :
—  = d^ + da (}) + da (1)2 ... (7.23)
By using the least— squares method as described in section 7.3.2.1, the
parameters in eqn (7.23) were determined: d = - 0.172, d = 1.548 and
1 2
= - 0.368. Thus, eqn (7.23) becomes:
—  = - 0.172 + 1.548 (p - 0.368 (p^  ... (7.24)
P
This equation applies to vessels in the sagging condition and is used 
in connection with eqn (7.22).
In the hogging condition, all box girder models, HULL A 
(relatively weak bottom structure) and HULL B (composite girder) were 
excluded from the derivation and hence are not included in Fig. 7-11 
or Table 7-3. TYPE 81 Class and LEANDER Class were also treated as 
hulls without superstructure in deriving the numerical results.
Similarly, by using the least-squares method, the following 
expression was obtained:
M
—  = + 0.003 + 1.459 (p - 0.461 (p^  ... (7.25)
which applies to vessels in the hogging condition and is used in con­
nection with eqn (7.22).
7. 3. 3. 2 AppLiccution to dZJbtQn: it can be clearly seen in eqs (7.24)
and (7.25) that the ultimate bending moment (M^) is a function of the 
fully plastic moment (M^) and the ultimate strength (({>) of the critical 
stiffened panel. Thus, to predict the ultimate longitudinal strength
137,
for a hull girder or box girder, the following procedure is suggested :
1. Determine the plastic neutral axis position, i.e. the inter­
face that divides the cross-section into two regions with 
equal squash loads in compression and tension.
2. Calculate the fully plastic moment M for the fully effective 
midship section.
3. Identify the critical stiffened panel. This will generally 
be the panel appearing most frequently in the compression 
flange of the girder in either the sagging or hogging 
condition.
4. Compute the values of the column slenderness X and the plate 
slenderness 3 for the critical panel.
5. Calculate the ultimate strength (cj)) of the critical panel by 
using eqn (7.22).
6. Calculate the ultimate bending moment for the girder by using 
eqn (7.24) or (7.25).
7,3.4 CompaAyUon6 iMlth NurmAlcLoZ R2i,utt&
7,3. 4.1 P^<l62.nt The strength formulae proposed in section
7.3.3.1 are now applied to predicting the ultimate bending moment for 
the hulls and box girders considered in Chapter 6. The results are 
compared with those obtained numerically in Fig. 7-10 and Table 7-2 
for the hulls in the sagging condition, and in Fig. 7-11 and Table 7-3 
for the hulls in the hogging condition. The agreement is seen to be 
satisfactory, with a mean ratio of 1.000 and COV = 3.7% in the sagging 
condition and a mean ratio of 0.998 and COV = 0.8% in the hogging con­
dition being obtained for the ratio of the simple prediction to the 
numerical result. Even the predictions of the experimental results
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are good as shown in Table 7-2. it would appear therefore that eqs 
(7.24) and (7.25) can be used with confidence for the preliminary 
design of ships hulls and probably even for the final design check.
7. 3.4. 2 EXyCsttyiQ O^AïïILLÙIQ.: The existing strength formulae for
ultimate moment capacity reviewed in section 7.2.2 are compared with 
the numerical results in Table 7-4 for the hulls in the sagging con­
dition and in Table 7-5 for the hulls in the hogging condition. Since 
the effective width approach requires an iterative process to calcul­
ate the effective section modulus, it is excluded from the comparisons. 
In view of the uncertainty concerning the load-shedding factor, Wong's 
formulae are also excluded.
[1-3]
It was suggested in section 7.2.2.1 that Vasta's expression
i.e. eqn (7-4), would be pessimistic when predicting ultimate hull 
strength since it ignored plastic hinge capacity. This seems to be 
confirmed in Tables 7-4 and 7-5 where it is seen that a mean value of
0.815 and a COV = 5.7% for the hulls in the sagging condition and a 
mean value of 0.776 and a COV = 1.7% for the hulls in the hogging con­
dition are obtained for the ratio of Vasta's prediction to the numer­
ical result.
It was predicted in section 7.2.2.2, since the effect of load-
[1-2]
shedding is not allowed for in Caldwell's approach , that eqn (7-6)
is likely to produce optimistic predictions of the ultimate bending 
moment. This is clearly demonstrated in Tables 7-4 and 7-5 in which 
it is seen that a mean ratio of 1.186 and a COV = 8.7% are obtained 
for the ratio of Caldwell's prediction to the numerical result for the 
hulls in the sagging condition, and a mean ratio of 1.072 and 
COV =2.8% for the hulls in the hogging condition.
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r 7-2]
Since Mansour and Faulkner's expression gives a mean
ratio compared with the numerical result of 0.897 and COV = 5.7%
(Table 7-4, sagging condition) and a mean ratio of 0.854 and COV = 1.7% 
(Table 7-5, hogging condition), eqn (7.8) achieves an improvement of
[1-3]
the prediction over Vasta's approach but with the same COV.
Faulkner and Sadden's expression (eqn (7-12), ref. [7-5]) is 
seen to improve both the mean ratio (0.995) and the COV (5.2%) in the 
sagging condition and to improve the mean ratio (0.941) with a small 
COV (2.0%) in the hogging condition, and clearly is the best of the 
existing formulae. Compared with the present approach, it still 
generates larger values of COV (5.2% and 2.0% compared with 3.7% and
0.8% for the hulls in the sagging and hogging conditions respectively) 
and needs more calculations including some estimates of systematic 
errors.
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CktzpteA S 
CONCLUS!OMS and  FUTURE WORK
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this work has been to produce simplified design 
formulae for predicting the ultimate vertical bending moment capacity 
of ship and similar box-like cross-sections. This has been done 
following the development of a suite of computer programs capable of 
predicting the load-shortening behaviour of plates and stiffened 
panels which constitute such cross-sections and the moment-curvature 
response of the entire section using the plate and stiffened panel 
load-shortening behaviour to simulate individual panel behaviour.
Each phase of the work was done independently and proven 
before being used in the next stage. Achievements and conclusions 
concerning each of these stages were as follows :
S. 1 PZate. ModeÂ
1. A procedure for generating load-end shortening curves 
for plates in compression was developed using a curve-fitting approach 
to data generated by a previous parametric study of such elements.
For residual stress-free plates with slendernesses and initial deflec­
tions different from the standard cases, the load-end shortening 
curves were interpolated from the basic data using cubic splines. A 
simplified method was followed to derive the load-end shortening 
curves for plates with residual stresses.
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2. Comparisons with more rigorous analysis techniques
showed that the results of the simplified approach correlate closely 
with those derived numerically.
S. 2 PanoJi UodeJi
1. A numerical procedure was developed for predicting the 
axial load-shortening response of stiffened panels. It was based on 
the beam-column approach in which the longitudinally stiffened plating 
was treated as a series of beam-columns composed of stiffeners and 
attached plating. The model assumed continuity over supports provided 
by transverse frames. It used large deflection beam-column equations 
which included plasticity on a layered basis, the response of the 
plating being derived using the simplified plate model. The proced­
ure was capable of tracing the pre- and post-collapse behaviour.
2. Comparisons with a variety of test results showed that 
the agreement was satisfactory as differences were less than 4% in 
most cases and always within 6%. It was found important to examine 
the correct mode of failure and to use the measured values of weld- 
induced residual stresses and initial imperfections in analysing test 
specimens, since the maximum load-carrying capacities of stiffened 
panels were strongly affected by these factors. Close correlation 
with test results demonstrated that the present method could be used 
with confidence.
3. The present method also showed satisfactory agreement 
with other numerical solutions of double-span models : the average 
difference of less than 3%. Close correlation was demonstrated both 
from the points of view of ultimate strength and of the critical 
strain at which the stiffened panel reached its maximum load.
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4. Comparisons with other numerical solutions of single­
span models showed that the agreement was good in the range of low and 
high slenderness, but a significant difference was observed in the 
range of intermediate column slenderness. Since the difference was 
attributable to the effects of continuity, it could be concluded that 
interaction between adjacent spans occurred in the intermediate range, 
and its effects usually resulted in an increase in maximum load- 
carrying capacity of a stiffened panel.
5. Following a parametric study on stiffened panel response, 
it was found that stiffened panel strength depended primarily on two 
parameters, the column slenderness A and the plate slenderness 3. For 
low values of A, stiffened panel collapse occurred due to buckling of 
the plate or yielding of the material. Thus, increasing 3 generally 
resulted in a reduction in the maximum load-carrying capacity of 
stiffened panels due to the loss of plate effectiveness. Increasing A 
changed the dominant mode of failure from one of local plate buckling 
to one of overall column buckling and hence reduced the influence of 3 
on stiffened panel collapse behaviour.
6. Concerning secondary parameters, the following aspects 
of stiffened panel behaviour were noted.
(a) Increasing the ratio of stiffener area to plate area 
from a = 0.2 to a = 0.4 slightly improved the load- 
carrying capacity and post-peak behaviour of stiffened 
panels.
(b) Initial stiffener deflection A affected the behaviour 
of stiffened panels mainly in the range of moderate 
column slenderness, and the influence was most pronounced
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in the peak load region. For low and high values of A, 
the influence was less pronounced.
o
(c) The effect of increasing initial plate deflection 6 
was to decrease the initial stiffness and the ultimate 
strength of stiffened panels.
(d) Increasing weld-induced residual stress O resulted in
r
a drop in stiffened panel strength but an improvement 
in post-collapse behaviour.
7. By selecting appropriate magnitudes of 6^, A and 
for design, a simple expression was proposed for the ultimate strength 
of stiffened panels (section 7.3.2), which was considered as a function 
of column slenderness A and plate slenderness 6. Comparisons of this 
formula with numerical results showed that the agreement was satis­
factory, with a mean ratio of 1.004 and a COV = 2.9% being obtained 
for the ratio of the simple prediction to the numerical result, cover­
ing wide ranges of column slenderness and plate slenderness.
S. 3 H a lt  Glndox M odel
1. The formulation of a numerical method for evaluating the 
ultimate strength of a ship's hull girder under vertical bending has 
been presented. The hull's midship cross-section was subdivided into 
structural elements such as stiffened panels, plate elements and hard 
corners. The effects of plate and stiffener buckling were allowed for 
by using the load-shortening responses derived from the plate and 
stiffened panel models. The moment-curvature relationships and hence 
peak moments of hull girders were then found by an incremental approach.
2. The hull girder model was correlated against existing 
test results on four welded steel box girders, denoted Model 2, Model 4,
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Model 23 and Model 31. Agreement between the results was satisfactory 
with the following particular lessons being learnt.
3. The peak moment of Model 2 predicted by the present 
method with residual stress and initial imperfections measured prior 
to Test 2A was 4.9% higher than the experimental collapse bending 
moment, but it was 4.6% lower than the collapse moment for Test 2B.
noted.
4. In connection with Model 4, the following aspects were
(a) The present method overestimated the collapse bending 
moment by 5.9%.
(b) When initial stiffener deflection was changed from the 
average measured value to the maximum one, the girder's 
ultimate strength dropped 3.3%.
(c) As a result of the stocky plates and stiffeners used in 
the compression flange and webs of Model 4, its ultimate 
strength was only slightly influenced by whether the 
behaviour of the hard corners was assumed to follow the 
material stress-strain curve or the load-shortening 
curves of the adjacent stiffened panels.
(d) Including residual stresses in the tension flange mainly 
had the effect of decreasing the initial stiffness of 
the girder, but made little difference in the predicted 
peak moment.
5. For Model 23, the following aspects were noted.
(a) When residual stresses were excluded from the tension
flange, agreement between the computed and experimental
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ultimate strengths was satisfactory, although the pre­
dicted initial stiffness was higher than demonstrated 
in the test.
(b) When residual stresses were included in the tension
flange, the agreement between the numerical and experi­
mental results was satisfactory both in the sense of 
ultimate strength and initial stiffness.
6. In relation to Model 31, the following aspects were
noted.
(a) The present method underestimated the collapse bending 
moment by 6.0% when measured maximum initial imperfec­
tions were used.
(b) As a result of increasing the initial stiffener deflec­
tion from A = L/2000 to A = L/500, the predicted peak 
moment decreased by 2.2%.
(c) Contrary to expectation, an increase in residual stresses
from o' = 0.05 to o' = 0.20 resulted in a 1.4% increase 
r r
in the predicted peak moment. This was due to the fact
that the post-buckling strength of stiffened panels with
O ' = 0.20 was greater than that of the same panels with
o' =0.05. A further increase from o' = 0.20 to G ' = 0.35 
r r r
made almost no difference to the predicted peak moment.
(d) When initial plate deflections were increased from
6 /t = 0.22 to 6 /t = 0.88, the predicted peak moment 
o o
dropped by 2.7%.
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7. The following conclusions were drawn in relation to the 
transversely framed hulls of torpedo-boat destroyers COBRA and WOLF,
(a) The predicted results were in agreement with other numer­
ical solutions.
(b) The values of M /M for transversely framed hulls were
u p
exceptionally low: 0.403 (sagging) and 0.484 (hogging) 
for COBRA and 0.458 (sagging) and 0.421 (hogging) for 
WOLF,
(c) Hard corners contributed significantly to the hulls' 
strength, otherwise the predicted peak moments would be 
much lower due to the weakness of transverse framing.
8. In view of low structural efficiency inherent in trans­
versely framed ships, COBRA's hull was converted into three types of 
hulls using mixed or longitudinal framing. The predicted sagging
M /M for these three hulls ranged from 0.497, to 0.504, and to 0.591 
u p
as compared with 0.403 for COBRA, The corresponding values in the 
hogging condition were 0.594, 0.730, 0.751 as compared with 0.484.
These examples demonstrated the superiority of mixed and longitudinal 
framings to transverse framing from the point of view of ultimate hull 
strength.
9. A comprehensive theoretical study on the ultimate 
strength behaviour of longitudinal framed frigates under vertical 
bending has been carried out. Five naval frigates designed in the 
1950's and 1960's were analysed by the present method. The following 
conclusions were drawn from this study.
(a) The M /M values for frigate-type hulls were much 
u p
smaller than unity as a result of buckling of deck.
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shell and bottom panels under compressive loads. This 
was the case particularly in the sagging condition as 
the deck structures of the frigates were considerably 
more slender than the bottom structures, and hence more 
susceptible to instability.
(b) The M^/M^ ratios for the five frigates varied from 0.51 
to 0.69 in the sagging condition and from 0.75 to 0.87 
in the hogging condition.
(c) The ultimate strengths of longitudinally framed hulls 
were strongly influenced by the full-range behaviour of 
their components under compressive loads arising from 
overall bending. Thus, the shape of the compressive 
load-end shortening curves, which included pre-collapse 
stiffness, maximum load-carrying capacity and post­
collapse strength of the stiffened panels, played a very 
important role in determining the ultimate strength of a 
ship's hull.
(d) The shape factors for the five frigate-type
hulls ranged from 1.20 to 1.41 in the sagging condition 
and from 1.16 to 1.23 in the hogging condition.
(e) For all of the frigate-type hulls both in the sagging 
and hogging conditions, the peak moments were reached 
at curvatures much less than 2^^, i.e. hull girders 
collapsed before outermost-fibre strains exceeded 2e^. 
Since shipbuilding steels began to strain harden at
3 ^  10 Ey, it was reasonable to assume that strain 
hardening effects could be neglected.
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10. The following conclusions were drawn in relation to 
simple expressions derived for determining the ultimate moment capac­
ity of hull girders and box girders.
(a) On the basis of the close correlation demonstrated 
between the ultimate bending moment of longitudinally 
framed girders and the maximum load-carrying capacity 
of the critical compression panels, strength formulae 
were proposed for the ultimate moment capacity of the 
girders in the sagging and hogging conditions.
(b) Comparisons of the proposed formulae with numerical 
results showed that the agreement was satisfactory, as 
a mean ratio of 1.000 and a COV = 3.7% in the sagging 
and a mean ratio of 0.998 and a COV = 0.8% in the 
hogging condition were obtained for the ratio of the 
simple prediction to the numerical result. Even com­
parisons with the experimental results of box girders 
were also seen to be good. It appeared to follow that 
the proposed formulae could be used with confidence 
for the preliminary design of ships hulls and probably 
even for the final design check.
(c) Vasta's e x p r e s s i o n w a s  pessimistic in predicting 
ultimate hull strength (on average 18.5% and 22.4% 
underestimates in the sagging and hogging conditions
respectively) since it ignored plastic hinge capacity.
[1-21
On the other hand, Caldwell's approach produced
optimistic predictions (on average 18.6% and 8.7% over­
estimates in the sagging and hogging conditions res­
pectively) due to the neglecting of load-shedding.
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(d) Mansour and Faulkner's expression^  ^ demonstrated an 
improvement in mean ratio (0.897 and 0.854 in the 
sagging and hogging conditions respectively) upon Vasta's 
approach but produced the same COV (5.7% and 1.7% in the 
sagging and hogging conditions respectively).
(e) Faulkner and Sadden's expression showed an improvement in 
predicting both the mean ratio (0.995) and the COV (5.2%) 
in the sagging condition and improved the mean ratio 
(0.941) with a small COV (2.0%) in the hogging condition, 
and clearly was the best of the existing formulae. Com­
pared with the present approach, it still generated larger 
values of COV and needed more calculations including some 
estimates of systematic errors.
FUTURE WORK
In view of the lack of experimental data concerning the collapse 
behaviour of welded ship hulls under vertical bending, a need for large- 
scale structural tests on welded ship hull models up to collapse 
obviously exists. As the test data becomes available, it would be use­
ful to compare the results with those predicted by the present method. 
Additionally, it will provide a measure for determining the relative 
reliability of the various theoretical formulations. To be beneficial, 
the scale of the models should be large enough so that the possible 
failure modes can be investigated, the corresponding collapse loads can 
be extrapolated to .full-scale, and the influence of residual stresses 
and initial imperfections on the ultimate strength can be realistically 
examined.
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Although some of failure modes of a ship's hull can be analysed 
by the present method to a certain degree of accuracy, others are far 
from being well established. As a basis for more rigorous assessments 
of ultimate hull strength, further analytical work is required in 
addition to the experimental programs. Some recommendations are made 
as follows :
1. The interaction between failure modes of a hull girder, , 
e.g. plate buckling occurring simultaneously with instability of stiff­
eners and yielding, should be investigated further.
2. The possibility of hull failure resulting from tripping, 
i.e. lateral-torsional buckling of the stiffeners, should be examined 
for some ship structures, where stiffeners of high ratios of depth to 
thickness are used. The influence of elasto-plastic tripping of stiff­
eners on post-collapse behaviour of stiffened panels should be con­
sidered in the examination.
3. Further attention should be given to hull failure due to 
brittle or fatigue fracture with a view to incorporating both failure 
modes in a general analysis procedure together with the other failure 
modes included in the present study. In particular, stress concen­
trations caused by structural discontinuities should be examined.
4. As the collapse moment of a ship's hull is strongly 
affected by hard corners in the cases of transversely framed hulls and 
slender longitudinally framed hulls, the behaviour of hard corners in 
hull cross-sections requires further examination.
5. The statistics of initial stiffener distortions relative 
to adjacent elements of stiffened panels and the associated imperfec­
tion effects on the collapse behaviour of a ship's hull need further 
research.
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Appendix A 
Manual ComputeA VKOQHjam FLATSS
Card A XMAX, DELX, YMAX, DELY (4F10.0)
XMAX = Plotting range to which X-coordinate (strain) is 
limited
DELX = Interval of annotation along X-axis 
YMAX = Plotting range to which Y-coordinate (stress) is 
limited
DELY = Interval of annotation along Y-axis
Default values for these variables are 3.10, 0.20, 1.05,
0.10 respectively.
Card B lEND, IOUT,INCR (3l2)
lEND = Index for end conditions of the interpolating cubic
. [2-6] 
splines
= 1 the splines approach linearity at their extremities 
= 2 the splines approach parabolas at their extremities 
= 3 the end curvatures are found from linear extrapol­
ation from two internal points 
lOUT = Index to control output of the generated average 
stress-strain curves 
= 1 output all values of stresses first, and then of 
strains
= 2 output values of stress and corresponding strain 
simultaneously 
INCR = Interval of data points to be output
Default values for these variables are 1, 1, 1 respectively.
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Card C BETA, WZERO, SIGMR (3F10.0)
BETA = Non-dimensional plate slenderness ratio (3)
WZERO = Initial deflection ratio of the plate (6^/3^)
SIGMR = Residual compressive stress non-dimensionalised with 
the yield stress (G^)
Since one Card C is needed for each case, there will be as 
many Cards C as the number of plates being generated sequen­
tially in a same run.
Card D A card with '9999' appearing in columns 6-9 is always the 
last entry in the data deck.
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Appendix B 
Manual ComputeA ?/ioq/iam HULLG
Card A TITLE (AGO)
TITLE = Alphanumeric parameter to provide the title on the 
program output.
Card B NOINS, NOMAT, NOSTPL, ISYSM, IPRNT, IPLOT, CONVX, CONVY 
(615, 2F10.0)
NOINS = Number of different stiffeners included in the cross- 
section. Two stiffeners with either different 
geometries or of different materials are considered 
different
NOMAT = Number of different materials considered in the cross- 
section. A material is defined by its yield stress 
(YDST) and Young's modulus (YŒ4D)
NOSTPL = Number of the average compressive stress-strain
curves of the virtually identical stiffened panels 
included in the cross-section 
ISYSM = Index to control input of the cross-section
= 0 the whole cross-section is input, and plotted if 
IPLOT 7^ 0
= 1 half the cross-section is input, and plotted if 
IPLOT 7^ 0
= 2 half the cross-section is input, but the whole 
cross-section will be plotted if IPLOT 7^ 0
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IPRNT = Index to control the program output 
= 0 final result is output only
= 1 both intermediate and final results will be printed 
out
IPLOT = Index for plotting the cross-section 
= 0 no plot at all
= 1 the cross-section profile is plotted only 
= 2 the cross-section profile is plotted, and discret- 
ised into plate elements, stiffened panels, or hard 
corners
= 3 in addition to the above case, the discretised 
elemental members will be annotated 
CONVX = Factor of converting the digitised horizontal coordin­
ates of the cross-section to the real values 
CONVY = Conversion factor for vertical coordinates
Card C One such card is required for each elemental member.
DUMMY, ITYPE, NUMBR, NOSTT, NOPMM, NOSPP, ITNSS,
XI, Yl, X2, Y2, PLTHH, ETAA (A4, 6l2, 4X, 6F10.0)
DUMMY = Alphanumeric parameter to provide the name of elemental 
members on the program output and/or plot 
ITYPE = Index to control the intput mode of elemental members 
= 1 the elemental member is defined by its dimension and 
location. Coordinates of both edge 1 and edge 2 of 
the elemental member are input 
= 0 only coordinates of edge 2 of the elemental member 
are input. Coordinates of edge 1 are assumed to be 
the same as the coordinates of edge 2 of the previous 
member
166.
= “ 1 the elemental member is defined by its area, the 
vertical coordinate of its centroid, and the moment of 
inertia about its horizontal centroidal axis of the 
cross-section 
= 99 after the last elemental member is input 
NUMBR = Number of longitudinal stiffeners attached to the plate 
NOSTT = Stiffener reference number of longitudinal attached to 
the plate
NOPMM = Material reference number for the plate of the elemental 
member
NOSPP = Reference number to identify the average compressive 
stress-strain curve for the elemental member 
ITNSS = Index to specify the type of tensile behaviour of the 
plate as indicated in Fig. 5-6 
= 0 elastic-perfectly plastic material
= 1 the tensile stiffness of the plate is reduced due to 
the tension yielding blocks caused by welding.
A linear relationship between stress and strain is 
assumed
= 2 the reduced stiffness is accounted for by a parabolic 
relationship between stress and strain 
when ITYPE = 1 ;
XI, Yl, X2, Y2 = Horizontal and vertical coordinates of edge 1 
and edge 2 respectively of the elemental member. The 
edges for each elemental member are located at the 
points such that the longitudinal stiffeners attached 
to the plate are equally spaced. Edge 1 and edge 2 
are chosen in a counter-clockwise sequence around the 
cross-section as shown in Fig. 5-2 
when ITYPE = 0;
167,
XI, Yl, X2, Y2 = Same definition as in the case of ITYPE = 1.
However, only the values of X2 and Y2 need to be input,
The coordinates of edge 1 are taken to be identical to 
those of edge 2 of the previous elemental member. 
Usually, this mode is employed when elemental members 
are continuously input around the midship section, 
when ITYPE = - 1 ;
Xl = Area of the cross-section
Yl = Vertical coordinate of the centroid of the cross-
section
X2 = Moment of inertia of the cross-section about the
horizontal centroidal axis 
Y2 = Undefined
PLTHH = Plate thickness when ITYPE = 1 or 0
= Undefined when ITYPE = - 1 
ETAA = Ratio of the width of tension yielding blocks induced 
by welding to the plate thickness 
The set of Cards C is terminated by a card with '99' appear­
ing in columns 5-6.
Card D (NFTA(NS), NOSM(NS), WBDE(NS), WBTH(NS), FLDE(NS), FLTH(NS),
NS = 1, NOINS) (215, 6F10.0)
NFTA(NS) = Index to define the NSth stiffener type (Fig. 5-3)
= 1 flat bar 
= 2 T-section
= 3 angle with flange oriented in the clockwise 
direction
= 4 angle with flange oriented in the counter­
clockwise direction
168,
NOSM(NS) = Material reference number for the NSth stiffener 
WBDE (NS) = Web depth of the NSth stiffener 
WBTH(NS) = Web thickness of the NSth stiffener 
when NFTA (NS) = 1 ;
FLDE (NS) = Undefined 
FLTH(NS) = Undefined 
when NFTA(NS) = 2, 3, 4;
FLDE(NS) = Flange width of the NSth stiffener
FLTH(NS) = Flange thickness of the NSth stiffener
Since one Card D is needed for each stiffener, there will be
NOINS Cards D included in the data deck.
Card E (YDST(NM), YGMD(NM), NM = 1, NOMAT)(2F10.0)
YDST (NM) = Yield stress of the NMth material 
YGMD(NM) = Young's modulus of the NMth material 
There are NCMAT Cards E in the data deck.
Card F NDATA ( JS), NDTYPE, NREV
NDATA(JS) = Number of data points representing the JSth
average compressive stress-strain curve for a 
stiffened panel
NDTYPE = Index to control input format for values of average 
stresses and strains 
= 2 Card G is employed
= 1 Card H and Card I are employed
NREV = Parameter indicating the order of data points 
= 0 data points are input in increasing order
= 1 data points are input in decreasing order.
169,
Card G (STRS(ID,JS), STRN(ID,JS), ID = 1, NDATA(JS)) (2F10.0)
STRS(ID,JS) = Stress at the IDth data point of the JSth 
average compressive stress-strain curve for a 
stiffened panel 
STRN(IDfJS) = The corresponding value of strain 
One Card G is required for each data point.
Card H (STRS(ID,JS), ID = 1, NDATA(JS)) (8F10.0)
STRS(IDfJS) = Same definition as for Card G.
Card I (STRN(ID,JS), ID = 1, NDATA(JS)) (8F10.0)
STRN(IDfJS) = Same definition as for Card G.
One Card F and a set of Cards G (when NDTYPE = 2 )  or a set of 
Cards H and Cards I (when NDTYPE = 1) are needed for each 
average compressive stress-strain curve for a stiffened panel.
Card J ALLOW, ITMAX, IPHI (FlO.O, 2ll0)
ALLOW = Convergence criterion parameter. In the process of 
determining the effective neutral axis location of 
the midship section, convergence is assumed to have 
been achieved when the following equation is satisfied
< ALLOW
I AFT + AFC I
where AFT and AFC are computed tensile and compress­
ive axial forces respectively acting on the two parts 
of the midship section separated by the assumed 
neutral axis. The default value of this parameter is 
lO”®
ITMAX = Maximum number of iteration cycles allowed in determ­
ining the effective neutral axis location of the
170,
midship section. When iterations are being performed, 
the program will continue until either the convergence 
is achieved or the number of cycles reaches ITMAX.
A value of 100 is used as the default value of ITMAX 
IPHI = Index for input of curvature increments
= 0 non-dimensional curvature increments are input 
= 1 real curvature increments are input.
Card K PHIA(l) (FlO.O)
PHIA(l) = Initial non-dimensional curvature when IPHI = 0 or 
initial real curvature when IPHI = 1.
Card L PH, NOPHI (FlO.O, IlO)
PH = Total non-dimensional curvature at the end of the
next load range when IPHI = 0 or total real curvature 
at the end of the next load range when IPHI = 1 
NOPHI = Number of increments in the next load range 
One Card L is needed for each load range. A set of Cards L 
is terminated by a card with '99999' appearing in columns 
16 - 20.
Note = when a parameter is undefined, the field is left blank.
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a.) ALTERNATING BUCKLING MODE
b.) PLATE-INDUCED FAILURE IN BOTH SPANS
c.) STIFFENER-INDUCED FAILURE N BOTH SPANS
FIG.5-1 INTERFRAME FLEXURAL BUCKLING MODES
258
EDGE 2
EDGE 1
EDGE 2
EDGE 1
EDGE 2 OF ELEMENT 1 COINCIDES WITH 
EDGE 1 OF ELEMENT 2.
ELEMENT 2
ELEMENT 1
EDGE 2
EDGE 1
FIG.5-2 COUNTERCLOCKWISE CHOICE FOR EDGE 1 
AND EDGE 2 OF PLATE ELEMENTS.
259.
'2* FOR TEE BAR
3 FOR ANGLE WITH FLANGE DIRECTED CLOCKWISE
4 FOR ANGLE WITH FLANGE DIRECTED COUNTER­
CLOCKWISE.
1 FOR FLAT BAR
FIG.5-3 CODE NUMBER FOR TYPICAL SHAPES OF 
STIFFENERS.
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►  Z
y : HEIGHT ABOVE NEUTRAL AXIS 
€ : STRAIN
FIG.5-7 ÜNEAR STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
JL JL
EFFECTIVE NEUTRAL AXIS
LINEAR OVER MIDSHIP SECTION 
UNIFORM OVER STIFFENED PANEL
■8
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f
( + )
( - )
f
AFL =
DISTANCE BETWEEN NEUTRAL AXIS OF 
MIDSHIP SECTION AND BASE LINE
|AFU|- |AFL|
|AFU|+ |AFL|
AXIAL FORCE ACTING ON UPPER PART ABO' 
NEUTRAL AXIS
AXIAL FORCE ACTING ON LOWER FART BEL 
NEUTRAL AXIS
Y, : EFFECTIVE NEUTRAL AXIS FOR THE PREVIOUS LOAD 
INCREMENT
FIRST STAGE
Yo =
SECOND STAGE
SEARCHING FOR OPPOSITE SIGNS OF f’s 
' Y, + Y, / 50, if f >0 
Yi - Yi I SO, if f < 0
INTERVAL-HALVING PROCEDURE 
Ys= (Y3 + Y4.)/2
FIG.5-10 a lg o r ith m  FOR DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVE 
NEUTRAL AXIS OF MIDSHIP SECTION
267.
INPUT TITLE, GENERAL INFORMATION, MIDSHIP SECTION PROFILE, 
STIFFENER GEOMETRY, MATERIAL PROPERTIES, AVERAGE COMPRESSIVE 
STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR STIFFENED PANELS, CONVERGENCE 
CRITERIA, AND APPLIED LOAD INCREMENTS
IPLOT=0 ?
YES
PRINT OUT PRELIMINARY 
RESULTS FOR DATA 
VERIFICATION ^
YES
PLOT PROFILE OF 
MIDSHIP SECTION
CALCULATE AREA, CENTROID, AND MOMENT OF INERTIA OF 
CROSS-SECTION OF ALL PLATE-STIFFENER COMBINATIONS
DETERMINE LOCATION OF PLASTIC NEUTRAL AXIS AND CORRESPONDING 
BENDING MOMENT FOR FULLY PLASTIC MIDSHIP SECTION
EVALUATE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TENSILE STRESS AND STRAIN 
FOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
DETERMINE TOTAL CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA, NEUTRAL AXIS 
LOCATION, AND MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT NEUTRAL AXIS 
FOR FULLY ELASTIC MIDSHIP SECTION
FIG.5-11 FLOW CHART FOR EVALUATION OF BENDING MOMENT- 
CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP (CONTINUED ON FIG.5-12)
268
APPLY LOAD INCREMENT IN CURVATURE TERMS
CALL SUBROUTINE BALAN 
TO DETERMINE LOCATION OF 
EFFECTIVE NEUTRAL AXIS FOR 
CURRENT LOAD INCREMENT 
- SEE FIG.5-13
CALCULATE STRAIN INCREMENTS, STRESS RESULTANTS 
AT CENTROIDS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
____________________________ I ____________________________
DETERMINE CONTRIBUTION OF STRUCTURAL 
ELEMENTS TO BENDING MOMENT AND CALCULATE 
TOTAL BENDING MOMENT INCREMENT
PRINT OUT STRAIN INCREMENTS AND STRESS RESULTANTS 
AT CENTROIDS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS , CURVATURE 
INCREMENTS, AND CORRESPONDING BENDING MOMENT 
INCREMENT ACTING ON THE GIRDER
NO LAST LOAD 
INCREMENTS?
STORE DATA NEEDED TO PLOT BENDINO MOMENT-CURVATURE 
CURVES FOR SAGGING AND/OR HOGGING CONDITIONS
( STOP 1
FIG.5-12 FLOW CHART FOR EVALUATION OF BENDING MOMENT- 
CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP
269
ASSUME INSTANTANEOUS NEUTRAL AXIS FOR CURRENT 
LOAD INCREMENT (YBAR) IS LOCATED AT THE SAME 
POSITION AS FOR PREVIOUS LOAD INCREMENT (YBART)
CALCULATE TENSILE AXIAL FORCE (AFU) 
AND COMPRESSIVE AXIAL FORCE (AFL)
SIGN = (AFU-AFL) / ABS (AFU-AFL)
NO y e s  , _
CONVERGENCE?>~ ►{ C
FIRST 
ITERATION?
IR00T=0 ? 
YES
SIGN2 = SIGN
SIGN* 
SIGN1<0?
IROOT = 1
SIGN* 
SIGN1<0?
YBARl = YBAR 
IROOT = 0 
SIGNl = SIGN
r
YBARl = YBAR2 
SIGN1 = SIGN2
I
YBAR2=YBAR1+SIGN1*YBART/50. 
YBAR =YBAR2
SIGN1 = SIGN 
YBARl = YBAR
SIGN2 = SIGN 
YBAR2 = YBAR
YBAR = (YBAR1+YBAR2) / 2.
LAST 
ITERATION?
YES
FIG.5-13 FLOW CHART OF ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR 
DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE NEUTRAL AXIS
270
SAGGING CONDITION :
DECK SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSION 
BOTTOM SUBJECTED TO TENSION
( “ )
HOGGING c o n d it io n :
DECK SUBJECTED TO TENSION 
BOTTOM SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSION.
FIG. 5-14 SIGN CONVENTION FOR VERTICAL 
BENDING MOMENT.
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HARD CORNER - ENCLOSED BY SOLID LINE
PANEL- ENCLOSED BY BROKEN LINE 
- LABEL NO. AGAINST IT 
CORRESPONDING TO AN 
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
FIG.6-40 DISCRETISATION FOR MIDSHIP SECTION OF 
HULL A - DTNSRDC-82/076
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HULL B - DTNSRDC-82/076
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HARD CORNER -  ENCLOSED BY SOLID LINE
PANEL -  ENCLOSED BY BROKEN LINE 
-  LABEL NO. AGAINST IT  
CORRESPONDING TO AN 
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
F IG . 6 -6 2  DISCRETISATION FOR MIDSHIP SECTION OF 
TYPE 14 FRIGATE
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HARD CORNER - ENCLOSED BY SOLID LINE
PANEL - ENCLOSED BY BROKEN LINE 
- LABEL NO. AGAINST IT 
CORRESPONDING TO AN 
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
FIG. 6-65 DISCRETISATION FOR MIDSHIP SECTION OF 
"WHITBY" CLASS FRIGATE
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HARD CORNER - ENCLOSED BY SOLID LINE
PANEL - ENCLOSED BY BROKEN LINE 
- LABEL NO. AGAINST IT 
CORRESPONDING TO AN 
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
FIG.6-69 DISCRETISATION FOR MIDSHIP SECTION OF 
"ROTHESAY" CLASS FRIGATE
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HARD CORNER - ENCLOSED BY SOLID LINE
PANEL- ENCLOSED BY BROKEN LINE 
- LABEL NO. AGAINST IT 
CORRESPONDING TO AN 
EFFECTIVE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
2 2  3 i ^ -
FIG. 6-73 DISCRETISATION FOR MIDSHIP SECTION OF 
TYPE 81 FRIGATE
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